This is an English to Na’vi dictionary. **Bold** indicates English words. *Italic* indicates the Na’vi equivalent. Plain text indicates grammatical categorization: parentheses indicate further notes. «x» represents an infix, where t«pre-first»«1»ar«2»on are the positions. Proper nouns have been capitalized. – and + indicates that an affix or adposition can fall on either side. Knowledge of lenition processes will be assumed.

**Abbreviations:**

- = morpheme boundary
+ = leniting morpheme boundary
<> = infix morpheme
adj. = adjective
adp. = adposition
adv. = adverb
conj. = conjunction
c.w. = compound word
dem. = demonstrative
intj. = interjection
inter. = interrogative
n. = noun
nfp. = not for people
num. = number
ofp. = only for people
part. = particle
pn. = pronoun
prop.n. = proper noun
v. = verb
svin. = stative intransitive verb
vtr. = transitive verb
vin. = intransitive verb
vtrm. = transitive modal verb
vim. = intransitive modal verb
sbd. = subordinated

**Sources**

We have sourced every word as best as we could. This sourcing is placed in a subscript after the IPA transcription and reveals the source of each word. For historical interest, this dictionary was originally based on an initial list of around 500 words provided by Dr. Frommer in early March, 2010. As the language has continued to develop, additional vocabulary has been added as it appears in communications from Dr. Frommer via his blog and emails. Dr. Frommer has solicited the LearnNavi.org community to help come up with new vocabulary via the **Lexical Expansion Project**. This project continues and many suggested words now appear in the canon lexicon presented in this dictionary. Other sources are words modified by unproductive affixes that are included here if Dr. Frommer has used them and words that have a modified semantic meaning due to a productive affix. Order of canonicity, from most to least:

- PF = Dr. Paul Frommer
- M = The Movie
above, over: [ˈi.o] PF adp. io-
'tah, expression of warning or frustration, 'crap!', hell!': [ˈtsa.ˈhrej] ZS intj. tsaha-
have a conversation, chat, converse: [p-æə] k’-o] PF vin. păngkxo
abandon, leave: [tɪ.ˈɪŋ] PF vtr. txing
ability: [ˈtsu.ˈtø] PF n. tsu’o
about, concerning: [tæ.ˈrɪ] PF adp. teri-
abstract idea of a creation: [tɪ.ˈyop’] PF n. tìnqop (derived from ngop create)
abstract idea of a suggestion: [tɪ.ˈmok’] PF n. timok (derived from mok suggest)
abstract idea, prayer (in general): [tɪ.ˈho] PF n. tiah (derived from aho pray)
abstraction, thing (object, fact: [ˈtʊ] PF n. ’u
accent, pronunciation: [ˈli.ˈu.pəm] PF n. li’upam (c.w. from li’u word and pam sound)
accept: [mæ.ˈtæn] PF vtr. mll’an
accept some fact, get over, reconcile oneself, move on: [w-a.ˈfæw] PF vin. waləw
acceptance: [tɪ.ˈɪm]ˈærən] PF n. timll’an (derived from mll’an accept)
accident: [ˈfæ.kran] PF n. fəkem (c.w. from fe’ bad and kem action)
accident-prone, clumsy: [pr.ˈsa.w] PF adp. pì-
saw
accidentally, unintentionally: [nɪ.ˈkæn.lɪ.ˈkæ] PF adv. nɪtkanluke (c.w. from nɪtkan purpose-
fully, deliberately and luke- without)
accomplish, bring to a conclusion: [ha.ˈsrəj
’si] PF vin. hasey si (derived from hasey done-
accomplishment, feat, great deed: [sæ.ˈro.ˈæ] PF n. sìro’a
according to, by, via, following: [ˈɪ.ɪə] or [ˈɪ.ˈlæ] PF adp. İlə+
acquaintance (with the potential for becoming a friend): [ʔeʃ.ˈkə.ˈnaj] PF n. ‘eylanay (derived from ‘eylan friend)
acquire, get: [kə.ˈæn.əm] PF vtr. kanom
across, aiming for the opposite side of: [fɛw] PF adp. few-
across, covering thoroughly: [kæ] PF adp. ka-
acting on intuition, making an informed guess: [ˈmɪ.ˈɛn] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
active, energetic: [ˈwa.ˈlak’] PF adp. walak
activity that keeps one busy: [tɪm] PF n. tin (derived from ’in be busy)
actually, as a matter of fact: [nɪ.təkə.ˈjæ] PF adv. nɪfkeytongay (c.w. from tifkeytok situation and ngay true)
add: [s-ˈʊ] PF vtr. sung
addition, post script: [tɪ.ˈsʊ] PF n. tisung (derived from sung add)
additionally, besides, furthermore: [nɪ.ˈsʊ] PF adv. nɪsung (derived from sung add)
additionally, too, also: [ˈkəp’] PF adv. kop
adjective: [ˈsjo.nə.ˈrikə.ˈlɪ] PF n. sjonli’u (c.w. from sjon feature, trait, characteristic and li’u word)
admit: [p-ˈɹ]ˈrɪj] PF vin. plıngay (derived from plıtxe speak and ngay true)
adorable, endearing, cute: [ˈhə.ˈnə] PF adj. ho-
adorableness, cuteness: [tɪ.ˈho.ˈnə] PF n. tihona (derived from hona endearing)
adorn: [lə.ˈo.i ˈsi] PF vin. ioi si (derived from ioi adornment)
adornment, or ceremonial apparel (item of): [lə.ˈo.i] PF n. ioi
adposition: [ˈstrə.ˈli.ˈnə] PF n. starli’u (c.w. from sätare connection, relationship and li’u word)
adult person: [ˈfɪən.ˈtu] PF n. fyeıntu (derived from fyeyn ripe, mature)
adult, ripe, mature: [ˈfɪən] PF adj. fyeyn
advantage, benefit, upside, gain: [tɪsən.ˈkʌn] PF n. tsankum (c.w. from tsan’ul improve, get better and kum result)
advantageous: [tɪsən.ˈkʌn.ˈjə] PF adj. tsankumngə (derived from tsankum advantage, benefit, upside, gain)
adverb: [ˈʃa.ˈli.ˈnə] PF n. fyali’u (c.w. from fya’o path, way, manner and li’u word)
aim, goal, purpose, target: [ti."kən] P.F n. tikan (derived from kan aim)

aim, to intend; aim, to direct a weapon or other object at a target: [kən] P.F vtrm., vtr. kan

aiming for the opposite side of, across: [few] P.F adv. few–

air: [ja] P.F n. ya

alarm cry, call to defense: [raw.ke] P.F intj. rawke

alien: [ke.tu.won] P.F n. ketuwong

alien: [ke.won] P.F adj. kewong

alight, land (process of): [kə."wə] P.F vin. klwwo (c.w. from klite ground and wo reach for)

alive, living, living thing: [ru."sə] P.F adj., n. rusey (c.w. from rey live and «us» active participle inflex)

all (of), in toto, completely: [ru."wot"] P.F adv. niwotx (derived from wotx totality, whole)

all is well, everything is fine or OK: [fraw."zo] P.F intj. frazo (derived from frau everything and zo be well)

all the time, always: [fra.kə] P.F adv. frakrr (derived from krr time)

allergen: [nI."tən] P.F n. fnetxum (derived from txum poison)

allow: [t."mən] P.F vtr. tung

almost: [səm] P.F adv. stum

alone (as one person): [ru."təm] P.F adv. niawtu (c.w. from aw one and tute person)

alone, on one's own, by one's self; lonely: [sRE."təm] P.F adv. leawtu (c.w. from aw one and tute person)

alongside, beside: [ro."fa] P.F adv. rofa–

Alpha Centauri B: [tsaw.ke."na] P.F n. Tsawkenay (derived from Tsawke sun)

Alpha Centauri C aka Proxima Centauri: [taw."səfj]\ P.F n. Tsawmkyn (derived from taw sky and sən′r light source)

Alpha Centauri C aka Proxima Centauri (Colloquial): [səfj]\ P.F n. Sarrsytip (derived from Tawsnrstsyp Alpha Centauri C)

alphabet: [sna.pam."rəlvi] P.F n. snapamrelvi (derived from pamrelvi letter (phonetic symbol))

already: [li] P.F adv. li

already, before, ahead of time: [sRE."kə] P.F adv. srekrr (c.w. from sre before and krr time)

also, too, additionally: [kop"] P.F adv. kop

also, too, as well, likewise: [hu."trəŋ] P.F adv. niteng (derived from teng same, equal)

although: [hu."fə] P.F conj. hufwa

always, all the time: [fra.kə] P.F adv. frakrr (derived from krr time)
am, be, is, are: [l̪u] _PF_ _vin._, _svin._ _lu_ (predicative copula, existential verb) (signifies possession with dative of possessor)
among: [kip] _PF_ _adp._ _kip–_
amount: [hm.'t'an] _PF_ _n._ _kimtxan_ (c.w. from him small and _txan_ much)
amulet, totem: [lo.'a] _PF_ _n._ _lo'a_
amusing, humorous, funny: [l̪i.'pu] _PF_ _adj._ _'ipu_
an acquisition, something acquired, a possession: [sæ.'ka.nom] _PF_ _n._ _sikanom_ (derived from _kanom_ acquire)
an exhibition, a showing: [sæ.'wun.'t'u] _PF_ _n._ _sätwintxu_ (derived from _wintxu_ show)
an exploration or investigation: [sæ.'laŋ] _PF_ _n._ _sälang_ (derived from _lang_ investigate, explore)
an individual tall, thin waterfall that pours down a sheer high cliff, or off of a floating mountain (countable): [sæ.'laŋ] _PF_ _n._ _se'ayl_
an instance of defeat, defeat: [sæ.'wa.juŋ] _PF_ _n._ _sälåtxyn_ (derived from _låtxyn_ defeat)
an instance of glowing, light source, glow, lamp: [sæ.'n̥] _PF_ _n._ _sänrr_ (derived from _n̥r_ glow)
ancestor: [l̪i.'za.ju] _PF_ _n._ _pizayu_
anclassic, very old: [l̪i.'t'an.lal] _PF_ _adj._ _txanlal_ (c.w. from _txan_ much and _lal_ old)
and: [si] _PF_ _conj._ _si_ (connects two things, can be attached as _-so_ for clauses use _ulte_ and)
and (clausal conjunction): [lit.'te] _PF_ _conj._ _ulte_
and also: [l̪o.p'] _PF_ _conj._ _kop_
anger: [l̪i.'sti] _PF_ _n._ _tisti_ (derived from _sti_ be angry)
anger (intransitive), be angry: [st.i] _PF_ _vin._ _sti_
anger, make someone angry: [st.ej.'k-i] _PF_ _vtr._ _steyki_ (derived from _sti_ be angry and _eyk_ causative infix)
angrily: [l̪i.'sti] _PF_ _adv._ _nisti_ (derived from _sti_ be angry)
angry snarl, ‘watch it!’: [o.'ssss] _LA_ _intj._ _oïss_
animal call: [za\\rdvr] _PF_ _n._ _za\\rdvr_
animal, beast: [l̪i.'o.aq] _PF_ _n._ _ioang_
annoy, bother: [sæ.'æt'] _PF_ _vtr._ _sra̱t̪x_
annoyance: [sæ.'sra̱t̪x] _PF_ _n._ _säsr̪t̪tx_ (derived from _sra̱t̪x_ annoyance)
answer, respond: [l̪i.'çju] _PF_ _v._ _'eyng_
artist (generic term): ['tse.o.tu] _PF_ n. _tseotu_ (derived from _tseo_ art)
artist (visual): ['rel.tse.o.tu] _PF_ n. _reltseotu_ (derived from _reltseo_ visual art)
as a matter of fact, actually: [nì.tìfkeyn to.ţajj] _PF_ adv. _nìfkeyntongay_ (c.w. from _tifikytok_ situation and _ngay_ true)
as always: [nì.ţra.ţkr] _PF_ adv. _nìfrakrr_ (derived from _frakKr_ always)
as an example, for example: [nì.fræ.noj] _PF_ conj. _natkenong_ (c.w. from _na_ like, as and _tikenong_ example)
as an obligation, dutifully: [nì.ţson] _PF_ adv. _nìson_ (derived from _tson_ duty, obligation)
as before, yet, still: [nì] _PF_ adv. _mi_
as found around a watering hole, smell of living animals: [a.'t'ar] _PF_ adj. _atxar_
as is known (casual speech [naw.'no.mum])
as as you know: [nì.aw.'no.mum] _PF_ adv. _nìawnomum_ (derived from «awn» passive participle infix and _omum_ know)
as we do (casual speech [naw.'we.n])
as well, too, also, likewise: [nì.ţtøj] _PF_ adv. _nìtøyeng_ (derived from _ayoeng_ us (inclusive))
as you know, as is known (casual speech [naw.'no.mum])
as asim (derived from _teng_ same, equal)
as as known (casual speech [naw.'no.mum])
as you know, as is known (casual speech [naw.'no.mum])
as asim (derived from _teng_ same, equal and _faya_’o path)
as, same way as (similar action): [nì.ţtøj.fja] _PF_ adv. _nìtøyeng_ (derived from _tøyeng_ as, same way as (conj.))
as, same way as (situational similarity): [‘tţoj.fja] _PF_ conj. _tøyeng_ (c.w. from _teng_ same, equal and _faya_’o path)
ascend, come up: [fæ.'zə.ţu] _PF_ vin. _fizaa’u_ (c.w. from _fāpa_ top and _za’u_ come)
ascend, go up: [fæ.'k.ţɛ] _PF_ vin. _fākā_ (c.w. from _fāpa_ top and _kā_ go)
ash, cinder: [ˈtɛ.p.ə.və] _PF_ n. _tpēpiva_ (derived from _tξpē_ fire and _ilva_ flake)
ask: [p.ţwəm] _PF_ v. _pawm_
ask for, request: [v.in] _PF_ vtr. _vin_
aspect, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, facet, property: [sjoŋ] _PF_ n. _sjoŋ_
ass, butt, rear end: [t'um] _PF_ n. _txim_
asshole, butthole, dickhead (vulgar): [vpa.'vəj] _PF_ n. _vono’i_ (c.w. from _vitra_ soul and _onvā_ bad-smelling) (lit. stinksoul)
assign a task, command, order: [k’-m] _PF_ vtr. _kxim_
assigning tasks, commanding, ordering: [tţ.'kim] _PF_ n. _tikxim_ (derived from _kxim_ command, order, assign tasks)
assistance, help: [sreu] _PF_ n. _sroyng_
assistant, helper: [sreu.sjju] _PF_ n. _sroyngsiyu_ (derived from _sroyng_ help)
at (locative): [ro] _PF_ adp. _ro_
at a distance, far away: [a.’kim] _PF_ adv. _alim_ (derived from _lim_ far, be far)
at close range, nearby: [a.’sim] _PF_ adv. _asim_ (derived from _sim_ near, be near)
at first, originally: [nì.ţy.ţa] _PF_ adv. _nìty’a_ (derived from _t’ya_ end)
at night: [‘tọn.ţkr] _PF_ adv. _txonkrr_ (c.w. from _txon_ night and _krr_ time)
at that time, then, that time: [ţs.ţa] _PF_ adv. _tskrr_ (derived from _tsa- _that and _krr_ time)
at the time that, when: [k’ţa] _PF_ conj. _kraa_ (derived from _kraa_ time)
attack: [‘t.’k-o] _PF_ vtr. _toko_
attempt: [tţ.ţmi] _PF_ n. _tţfmi_ (derived from _fmi_ attempt)
attempt: [sæ.’fmi] _PF_ n. _sţfmi_ (derived from _fmi_ try, attempt)
attempt, try: [fmi] _PF_ vtrm. _fmi_ (with the subjunctive)
attention to detail, thoroughness: [tţ.'no] _PF_ n. _tño_
attribute, feature, trait, characteristic, point, aspect, facet, property: [sjoŋ] _PF_ n. _sjoŋ_
August: [vɔ.sɪp.ˈvɔl] _PF_ n. _vɔspxiwɔl_ (c.w. from _vɔspxi_ month and _vol_ eight)
aurora: [taw.sju.'ra.tan] _PF.LN_ n. _tawskyutan_ (c.w. from _taw_ sky and _syoutan_ (bioluminescence)
australis, favorable: [‘tɛ.rx.p] _PF_ adj. _pɛxri_
autumn, fall: [zi.skon] _PF_ n. _ziśkkrsawon_ (c.w. from _ziśikkrsawon_ season and _tsawon_ harvest)
auxiliary verb, postpositional non-bound verb do, make: [s-i] _PF_ si deriving affix
**avatar, dreamwalker body:** [u.ni.l.t.’ran.tok’]  
\(J_C.P_F\) n. unilitrantokx (c.w. from unilitranyu dreamwalker and toks body)

**avoid:** [’?aw.nim] \(P_F\) vtr. ’awnim (c.w. from ’tawn remain and alim distance)

**awake:** [’t’en] \(P_F\) adj. txen

**awakening, the state of waking:** [’t. ’ten] \(P_F\) n. txiisten (derived from txen awake)

**awareness, notice:** [’t. ’sëv.ri] \(P_F\) n. tisëri (derived from tseri note, notice)

**a bit, a small amount (abstract):** [nu.’fit’]  
\(P_F\) adv. ni’it (derived from ’it bit, a small amount)

**baby carrier:** [’p.sumun] \(P_F\) n. prsumung (c.w. from prrenen baby and smung transportation device)

**back (of the body):** [’t.al] \(P_F\) n. txal

**back down, give ground:** [’t-um. ’sëx] \(P_F\) vin. ting tseng (derived from ting give and tseng ground)

**back, in response, in answer:** [nu.’fëjë] \(P_F\) adv. ni’eyng (derived from ’eyng answer)

**bad:** [’fë?] \(P_F\) adj. fe’ nfp.

**bad hearted, malicious:** [kawn.jan] \(P_F\) adj. kawnglan (c.w. from kawng bad, evil and txe’lan heart)

**bad tasting:** [fi’t.vë?] \(P_F\) adj. ftxivai (c.w. from ftxi tongue and vë’ noisome)

**bad, evil:** [kawn.jan] \(P_F\) adj. kawng

**bad-smelling:** [on.’vë?] \(P_F\) adj. onvai (c.w. from ontu nose and vë’ unpleasant to the senses)

**bad-sounding:** [mik.’vë?] \(P_F\) adj. mikvai (derived from mikyung ear and vë’ unpleasant to the senses)

**badly:** [nu.’fë?] \(P_F\) adv. nife’ (derived from fe’ bad)

**ball:** [rum] \(P_F\) n. rum

**banana fruit:** [u.tu.ma.oui] \(P_F\) n. utumauti (c.w. from utu canopy and mauti fruit) (lit. canopy fruit)

**banshee rider visor:** [’i.o.nar] \(P_F\) n. ionar

**bar, exclude, keep out:** [’k’an s?i] \(P_F\) vin. ekxan si (derived from ekxan barricade, obstruction)

**away (direction):** [nu.’to] \(P_F\) adv. neto (derived from ne to)

**away (position):** [nu.’so] \(P_F\) adv. miso (derived from mi in)

**awful, terrible, horrible:** [fp’a.mo] \(P_F\) adj. fpaxamo

**awfully, horribly, terribly:** [nu.’fp’a.mo] \(P_F\) adv. nipfpamo (derived from fpaxamo horrible)

**B**

**bar, rod, pole:** [swek’] \(P_F\) n. swek

**bark (of a tree):** [’tan.lë] \(P_F\) n. tanlen (derived from tangek trunk (of a tree) and ta’leng skin)

**barricade, obstruction:** [’k’an] \(P_F\) n. ekxan

**base of operations:** [’t.in.’sëx] \(P_F\) n. txintseng (c.w. from txin main, primary and tseng place)

**based on the cause, because:** [ta.’wejka] \(P_F\) conj. tawejk(a)

**basically, fundamentally, in essence:** [nu.’ran] \(P_F\) adv. niran (derived from ran intrinsic character or nature)

**battle party, squad, military clan:** [’we.n.po.ï] \(P_F\) n. wempongu (c.w. from wem fight and pongu group)

**be able, can:** [ts.un] \(P_F\) vin. tsun

**be above someone in a hierarchy, be someone’s superior:** [nu.’k’an s?i] \(P_F\) vin. tikkxi si (derived from tikkxi commanding, ordering, assigning tasks)

**be afraid:** [’t.o.pu ’s?i] \(P_F\) vin. txopu si (derived from txopu fear)

**be angry, anger (intransitive):** [st.i] \(P_F\) vin. sti

**be as it should be, be well, be intact, work correctly or as nature intended:** [’z-o] \(P_F\) svin. zo

**be at, occupy a space:** [t-ok’] \(P_F\) vtr. tok

**be bad at:** [w.a-t’] \(P_F\) vtr. wätix

**be born:** [’?o.n-ok’] \(P_F\) vin. ’ongokx (c.w. from ’ong unfold and nokx give birth to)

**be busy (negative sense):** be tired out and overwhelmed by an activity that’s keeping one busy: [v.r.m] \(P_F\) svin. vrrin (derived from ’in be busy)
be enthusiastic about, show enthusiasm for, be excited about, be enthusiastic about, be good at:

- be horizontal, lie flat: [t'aj] PF vtn. tayx
- be impressive, inspire awe or respect: [t'or'a] PF vtn. ro'a
- be in order, be organized: [ve'zo] PF vtn. vezo (c.w. from ve'o order and zo be as it should be)
- be intact, be well, be as it should be, work correctly or as nature intended: [zo] PF svin. zo

- be busy (positive sense), be engrossed in something one finds especially pleasant and energizing: [s-u.l-m] PF svin. sulin (derived from 'in be busy)
- be busy, be occupied: [?in] PF svin. 'in
- be caniferous (ii), dine on flesh: [j-vem.'vyr] PF vtn. vomvay (c.w. from vom eat and vey flesh)
- be careful, watch out: ['um.ai.si] PF vtn. nari sii (derived from nari eye)
- be content, calm, there there: [tam 'tam] M intj. tam tam
- be curious, odd, strange, unexpected: [h-ek'] PF vtn. hek
- be curious, want to know: [n-ew.'omum] PF svin. newomum (c.w. from new want and omum know)
- be engrossed in something one finds especially pleasant and energizing, be busy (positive sense): [s-u.l-m] PF svin. sulin (derived from 'in be busy)
- be enjoyable: [z-au.'tr.t?] PF vtn. zawprte' (derived from za'u come and prte' pleasurable)
- be enthusiastic about, show enthusiasm for, be excited about: [s-o?.'h-a] PF vtr. so'ha (Note: Being enthusiastic is always transitive in Na'vi PF)
- be excited about, be enthusiastic about, show enthusiasm for: [s-o?.'h-a] PF vtr. so'ha (Note: Being enthusiastic is always transitive in Na'vi PF)
- be familiar, be known (with dative): [sm-on] PF vtn. smon
- be famous: [t'an.'r-o.?a] PF vtn. txanro'a (c.w. from txan much and ro'a inspire awe or respect)
- be far: [l-m] PF svin. lim
- be good at: [fn-an] PF vtr. fnan
- be horizontal, lie flat: [t'aj] PF vtn. tayx
- be impressive, inspire awe or respect: [t'or'a] PF vtn. ro'a
- be in order, be organized: [ve'zo] PF vtn. vezo (c.w. from ve'o order and zo be as it should be)
- be intact, be well, be as it should be, work correctly or as nature intended: [zo] PF svin. zo
- be interesting, intriguing: ['el.tur ti.'t'en s-i] PF vtn. eltur tixten si (derived from eltur-r brain (dative) and tixten awakening)
- be known (with dative), be familiar: [sm-on] PF vtn. smon
- be luminous, glow: [n-t] PF vtn. nrr
- be miserable, suffer mentally or emotionally: [e.x.'t'en] PF vtn. ngil'lin
- be naughty, do mischief: [stwi.s-i] PF vtn. stiwi si (derived from stiwi mischief)
- be near: [s-im] PF svin. sim
- be occupied, be busy: [?in] PF svin. 'in
- be of importance, matter: ['tsr-an.t'en] PF vtn. tsranten
- be of use, be useful, come in handy: [le.'sar s-i] PF vtn. lesar si (derived from lesar useful)
- be of value, have some positive value, be worth something: [le.'v] PF vtn. ley
- be organized, be in order: [ve'zo] PF vtn. vezo (c.w. from ve'o order and zo be as it should be)
- be painful, hurt: [t.sraw s-i] PF vtn. tisraw si (derived from tisraw pain)
- be particularly interested in, focus on, specialize in: [kan.'m] PF vtr. kan'in (c.w. from kan aim and 'in be busy)
- be patient (ii): [ma.'wej.p-'v] PF vtn. mawepy (c.w. from mawey calm and pey wait)
- be perfect, flawless: [j-o?] PF vtn. yo'
- be pleasing or likeable, bring enjoyment: [s-u.u] PF vtn. sunu
- be possible, may: [tsun.slu] PF vtn. tsunslu (c.w. from tsun be able and slu become)
- be quiet, quiet: [fu] PF vtn. fnu
- be responsible: [kl.'ro?] PF vtn. klfro'
- be responsible for, look after, take care of: [v-eu] PF vtr. veung
- be shocked, be startled: ['asap s-i] PF vtn. 'asap si (derived from 'asap sudden shock)
- be someone's superior, be above someone in a hierarchy: [t.t'.k'm si] PF vtn. tikxim si (derived from tikxim commanding, ordering, assigning tasks)
- be startled, be shocked: ['asap s-i] PF vtn. 'asap si (derived from 'asap sudden shock)
- be surprising (experiencer in dative): [l-o.h] PF vtn. loho
be useful, be of use, come in handy: [le.'sar sî] PF vin. lesar si (derived from lesar useful)
be vertical: [k‘-mî] PF vin. kxem
be well, be intact, as it should be, work correctly or as nature intended: [z-ô] PF svin. zo
be worth something, be of value, have some positive value: [l-êj] PF vin. ley
be, am, is, are: [i-û} PF vin. li (predicative copula, existential verb) (signifies possession with dative of possessor)
be, or get drunk: [‘r-o.a.] PF vin. rou (example use: rou fa pxir)
bead (decorative): [srok‘] PF n. srok
beast, animal: [i.’o.ai] PF n. ioang
beat (rhythmic): [‘ték’-kaij] PF n. ‘êkong
beat, strike, slap: [‘t-a.k-uk‘] PF vtr. takuk
beautiful sounding, pleasant sounding: [mik.’lor] PF adj. miklor (derived from mikan ear and lor beautiful)
beautiful visually: [nar.’lor] PF adj. narlor (derived from nari eye and lor beautiful, pleasant to the senses)
beautiful, pleasant to the senses: [lor] PF adj. lor
beauty: [i.’lor] PF n. tilor (derived from lor beautiful)
because of that, therefore: [ta.’fal] PF adv. tafral
because of, due to: [ta.’hum] PF adp. talum–
because, based on the cause: [ta.’wejk(a)] PF conj. taweyk(a)
because, from the reason: [ta.’hum(a)] PF conj. talum(a) (c.w. from ta from and lun reason)
because, from the reason: [a.’hum.ta] PF conj. alunta
become one with, merge: [n’a.w-arj] PF vin. nawaang
become stuck, get caught in something: [n-ip‘] PF vin. nip
become well, heal, get fixed (ii): [zo.sli-u] PF vin. zoslu (c.w. from zo be well and slu become)
before: [sre.fwa] PF conj. srefwä (derived from sre+ before and fwa that)
before (time): [sre] PF adp. sre+
before dawn: [sre.sq.’?oaj] PF n. srestr‘ong (c.w. from sre before and tr‘ong dawn)
before midnight: [sre.’kam.k‘on] PF n. srekamtxon (c.w. from sre before and kxamtxon midnight)
before, already, ahead of time: [sre.’k’j] PF adv. srekk (c.w. from sre before and krr time)
before, by, up to but not after: [li.sre] PF adp. lisse (c.w. from li already and sre+ before)
before, in front of (place): [‘e.o] PF adp. e–
begin, start: [sŋä’i] PF vim. sŋä’i
begin, start: [i’sjul] PF vtr. tsyl
beginner: [sŋä’i] PF n. sŋä’i (derived from sŋä’i begin)
beginning, start: [i’sjul] PF n. tsyl (derived from tsyl begin, start)
beginning, starting position, initial location: [sŋä’i] PF n. sŋä’itseng (c.w. from sŋä’i start and tseng place)
beginning, starting time: [sŋä’i] PF n. sŋä’ïkrr (c.w. from sŋä’i begin and krr time)
begudgingly, disagreeably: [ni.wa.’te] PF adv. niwate (derived from wate argue)
behind: [u.o] PF adp. u–
believe: [sp-aw] PF vtr. spaw
beloved: [‘jaw.û] PF adj. yawne
below, under: [a.o] PF adp. a–
bench; any tool or device to facilitate sitting, chair, stool: [sejn] PF n. seyn (derived from sá’o tool and heyne sit)
bend: [i-l] PF vin. il
benefit, advantage, upside, gain: [tsam.kum] PF n. tsankum (c.w. from tsan’ul improve, get better and kum result)
berry: [‘pa.suk‘] PF n. pasuk
beside, alongside: [ro.fa] PF adp. rofa–
besides, additionally, furthermore: [ni.sun] PF adv. nisung (derived from sung add)
best: [swej] PF adj. swey
best, optimally: [ni.swej] PF adv. niswey (derived from swey best)
betray: [kavuk ‘sî] PF vin. kavuk si (derived from kavuk treachery)
between: [ni.’kam] PF adp. mikam–
beauty: [ni.a] PF adp. ni+a
beyond perfection, sublime: [fi.o.le] PF adj. fyole
bird's nest: ['bird.nest] _PF_ n. f'kxeil
bind: ['bind] _PF_ vtr. yim
bind / bring two or more things together (ii):
[taw.st'g.'-t] _PF_ vtr. 'a'wstengym (c.w. from 'a'wsteng together and yem put)
bioluminescence: [sju.'ra tan] _JC_PF_ n. syurat-
tan (c.w. from syura energy and atan light)
bioluminescent freckle, star: ['tan.'hi] _PF_ n.
tanhī
bird: ['bird] _PF_ n. yayo (c.w. from ya air and ioang animal)
bird's nest: ['bird.nest] _PF_ n. yayotsrul (c.w. from yayo bird and tsrul nest)
bird, young of an animal, fish, insect: ['bird.n.] _PF_ n. lini
birth: ['birth'] _PF_ n. t'longox (derived from 'ongoxk be born)
bit of language, expression: ['bit of language'] _PF_ n. l'fj'au (derived from l'fy language)
bit of advice, advice: ['bit of advice'] _PF_ n.
mowar
bit, a small amount: ['bit'] _PF_ n. 'it
bite: ['bite'] _PF_ vtr. frip
bitter: ['bitter'] _PF_ adj. syā'ā
black: ['black'] _PF_ adj. layon
black: ['black'] _PF_ n. layompin (derived from layon black)
bladder lantern, nectar lantern: [tsmi.sn'] _PF_ n. tsmisurr (c.w. from tsmi nectar and rr
blade of grass: [tsaheylu] _PF_ n. zesawvi (derived from zesaw grass)
blemish, deformity, stain, flawed feature: ['blemish'] _PF_ n. fe'ranvi (derived from fe'ran flawed nature, inherently defective)
bless: ['bless'] _PF_ vtr. tsaheyl
blessing: [tsaw] _PF_ n. tsaw
blind: ['blind'] _PF_ adj. kakrel (derived from rel image, picture)
blindness: ['blindness'] _PF_ n. tikakrel (derived from kakrel blind)
blizzard: ['blizzard'] _PF_ n. txanfewerwī (derived from txan much and hufwe+herwi wind+snow)
blood: ['blood'] _PF_ n. reypay (c.w. from rey live and pay water)
blooming, unfolding: [t'long] _PF_ n. t'long
(blooming, unfolding: [t'long] _PF_ n. t'long
blossom, unfold: ['blossom.unfold'] _PF_ v. 'ong
blue, green: ['blue.green'] _PF_ adj. ean
blue, green: ['blue.green'] _PF_ n. eanpin (derived from ean blue, green)
blunt (as a point), dull: ['dull'] _PF_ adj. fwe'm
boat: ['boat'] _PF_ n. uran
bodily, physical: ['bodily, physical'] _PF_ adj. letokx (derived from tokx body)
body: ['body'] _PF_ n. tokx
bond (neural connection): [tsaheylu] _JC_PF_ n. tsaheylu
bond with, establish a neural connection:
[tsaheylu] _JC_PF_ n. tsaheylu
bone: ['bone'] _PF_ n. txārem
boom (onomatopoeic): ['boom'] _PF_ n. txārem
border, edge, brink, limit, end: ['border'] _PF_ n.
txew
border, perimeter, circumference: ['border'] _PF_ n. pxawpa (c.w. from pxaw around and pa'o side)
borrow: ['borrow'] _PF_ vtr. tswin (sā 'easā) (derived from sā temporarily transfer from one to another)
bother, annoy: ['bother'] _PF_ vtr. sā'tx
bottom: ['bottom'] _PF_ n. klpā
boundless, endless, without limit:
['boundless, endless, without limit'] _PF_ adj. txawluke (c.w. from txew limit, border and lake without)
bout of suffering; episode of depression:
['bout of suffering'] _PF_ n. sā'ān (sā'ān suffer mentally or emotionally)
bow (weapon): ['bow'] _PF_ n. tsko
bow and arrow: ['bow and arrow'] _PF_ n. tsko swi-
zaw (c.w. from tsko bow and swizaw arrow)
boy: ['boy'] _PF_ n. evengan (derived from eveng child)
boy (colloquial): ['boy'] _PF_ n. evengan (derived from eveng child)
braided queue: ['braided queue'] _PF_ n. tsko
brain: ['brain'] _PF_ n. eltu
branch (of a tree): ['branch'] _PF_ n. vul
branch, fork, point of divergence: ['branch'] _PF_ n.
yak
brave: ['brave'] _PF_ adj. tsēw opf.
brave, courageous: [ti.'istung.w] PF adj. tistewma (derived from tistew courage, bravery) nfp. (e.g. a brave deed)
bravery, courage: [ti.'istung] PF n. tistew
brawny person, strongwoman/man: [t'ututu] PF n. txurutu (derived from txur strong (physically))
breach, gap: [mek tsen] PF n. mekseng (c.w. from mek empty and tseng place)
breach, small rest or relaxation: [ti.'sjo.jsjip] PF n. tsyortsyip (derived from syo relax, chill out)
break, snap in two: [k'ak'] PF vin. kakax
breastplate (armor): [ma.sat] PF n. masat
break: [sjec.ha] PF n. syeha
breathe: [sjec.ha si] PF vin. syeha si (derived from syeha breath)
breeze, light wind: [liu.'fwe.ısjip] PF n. hufwetsyip (derived from hufwe wind)
bridge: [sem.ka] PF n. semkā (derived from emkā cross)
briefly, shortly (of time): [nu'.jol] PF adv. niyol (derived from yol short (of time))
bright, vivid: [t'a.ana.tan] PF adj. txanatan (c.w. from txan much and atan light)
bring: [za.mun] vtr. zamunge (derived from munge bring)
bring enjoyment, be pleasing or likeable: [s-u.n-u] PF vin. sunu
bring forth, reveal, uncover (literally and metaphorically): [k.1at] PF vtr. kulat
bring to a conclusion, accomplish: [ha.'serj si] PF vin. hasey si (derived from hasey done, finished)
bring, take: [m.un] vtr. munge
bringing fun, exciting: [ʔo?] PF adj. 'o'
brink, edge, limit, border, end: [t'ew] PF n. txew
broad, vast, expansive: [ho.ʔ] PF adj. hoet
broken: [fwe] PF adj. fweł
broken heart, broken heartedness: [jawn.jew] PF n. yawnweywa (c.w. from yawnwe beloved and yewla disappointment)
broken heartedness, broken heart: [jawn.jew] PF n. yawnweywa (c.w. from yawnwe beloved and yewla disappointment)
brother: [tsmukan] PF n. tsmukan (derived from tsmuk sibling)
brow, forehead: [za.'ve?] PF n. zare' (c.w. from zapxi front and reo head)
brown: [k] PF adj. kluavwm (c.w. from kluite ground and vawm dark)
bruise, cut, minor wound: [sk'ir.ısjip] PF n. skxirtsyip (derived from skxir wound)
brush, comb: [slajk'] PF vtr. slayk
bubble: [t'at'] PF n. txatx
bud: [pr.nesjoy] PF n. prrnesyul (c.w. from prrnen baby and syulang flower)
build, construct: [t'ulal] PF vtr. txula
burn: [pa.on] PF vin. palon
burn, consume: [nk] PF vtr. nekx
bury: [kl.j'em] PF vtr. klyem (c.w. from kllte ground and yem put)
bush: [ut.al.ısjip] PF n. utraltsyip (derived from utral tree)
but: [sl] PF conj. slā
but also: [slakop] PF adv. slakop (c.w. from slā but and kop also)
but instead, but rather: [ki] PF conj. ki
but only rarely, a wall or bank of powerful waterfalls noted for its deafening roar and deadly force (countable: [k'or] PF n. kxor but only rarely), whitewater rapids (countable: [tselisul] PF n. tsentral
but rather, but instead: [ki] PF conj. ki
butcher in the sense of separating or processing the carcass of a dead animal: [s-r] PF vtr. seyto
butchering tool: [sa.sej.to] PF n. säsyevo (derived from seyto butcher (in the sense of separating or processing the carcass of a dead animal))
but, rear end, ass: [tu] PF n. tixm
butthole, asshole, dickhead (vulgar): [von.'va?] PF n. vonvī' (c.w. from vitra soul and onvā' bad-smelling) (lit. stinksoul)
by chance or coincidence: [nu.'saj.w] PF adv. nisayvi (derived from syayvi luck)
by climbing: [nu.'sjil] PF adv. nitsyil (derived from tsyil climb)
by desire, voluntarily, willingly: [nu.'n] PF adv. nināk (derived from nāk drink)
by drinking, in a liquid way: [nu.'nak'] PF adv. nināk (derived from nāk drink)
by hiding, secretly, in hiding: [nu.'wan] PF adv. niwan (derived from wan hide)
by imagination, in imagination: [nt. 'ron.srel] 
  P_F adv. nìronsrel (derived from ronsrelngop imagine)
by means of, with: [fa] _P_F adp. fà–
by one's self; lonely, alone, on one's own: 
  [kə.ʔaw.tu] _P_F adj. le'awtu (c.w. from 'aw one and tute person)
by reading: [hù.nan] _P_F adv. ninan (derived from inan read)
by swimming: [nt. 'slè lé] _P_F adv. nislele (derived from slele swim)

by the way, incidentally: [nt. 'viŋ.kap'] _P_F adv. 
  nìvingkap (derived from vingkap occur to one, pop into one's mind)
by whispering, in a whisper: [nt. 'tsi.syì] _P_F adv. 
  nìtsisyì (derived from tsisyì whisper, t.)
by whistling, in a whistling manner: 
  [nt. 'fwe.fwi] _P_F adv. nìfwefwi (derived from 
  fwefwi whistle)
by, before, up to but not after: [lti.sre] _P_F adp. 
  lisre+ (c.w. from li already and sre+ before)
by, via, following, according to: '[t.i.ə] or 
  [t.'iə] _P_F adp. ilìt+

captive: [spè.ʔe.tu] _P_F n. spe'etu (derived from 
  spe'e capture)
capture: [spè.ʔe.ʔi] _P_F vtr. spe'e
capture: [ti.spè.ʔe] _P_F n. tispe'e (derived from 
  spe'e capture)
carefully, firmly: [nik.tuŋ.ʔəp] _P_F adv. nìk- 
  tungițuŋ (derived from ke tungițuŋ not drop)
  lit.: 'without letting it fall'
carrier, container, vessel: [sæ. ʰɛ:na] _P_F n. 
  sâ-hena (derived from hena carry)
carry: [h.ɛ.nə] _P_F vtr. hena
carved from wood, goggles, (made from in- 
  sect wings, etc): [renten] _P_F n. renten
catch: [l.t.ə.ʔni] _P_F vtr. stā'ni
cause: [o.ʔe.k] _P_F n. oêyk
cave: [s lær] _P_F n. slär
cavity, hole, excavation with a bottom (visi- 
  ble or presumed): [tsongropx] _P_F n. tsongropx 
  (c.w. from tsong valley and ropx hole)
celebrate: [ft'o.ʔəs: i] _P_F vtr. ftxozã si (derived from 
  ftxozã celebration)
celebration, happy occasion: [ft'o.ʔəs] _P_F n. 
  ftxozã
celebratory: [lɛ.ʃt'o.ʔəs] _P_F adj. leftxozã
center, place in the middle: [k'am.ʃrəm] _P_F n. 
  kxamtseng (c.w. from kxam middle and 
  tseng place)
ceremonial), song (ancient: [waj] _P_F n. way
ceremonious: ['tə.o.i.o] _P_F adj. 'eoio

ceremoniously: [nt. 'tə.o.i.o] _P_F adv. nì'eoio 
  (derived from 'eoio ceremonious)


ceremony, ritual, rite: [sæ. 'tə.o.i.o] _P_F n. 
  sâ'eoio (derived from sâ'eoio ceremonial)
certain, clear: [løw] _P_F adj. løw
chair, stool, bench; any tool or device to facilitate sitting: [seyn] PF n. seyn (derived from sā’o tool and heyen sit)
challenge (ceremonial): [fpe.'io] PF n. fpeio
change, luck: [saj.vi] PF n. syayvi (derived from syay fate)
change, opportunity: [sk'om] PF n. skxom
change: [l.at.tem] PF vin. latem (l=eyk=atem vtr. change)
change (abstract concept): [ti.'la.tem] PF n. tilatem (derived from latem change)
change (instance of), edit, modification: [sæ.'la.tem] PF n. sütatem (derived from latem change)
change direction, diverge, go astray: [jak'si] PF vin. yak si (derived from yak point of divergence)
chaotic, messy, disorganized, in shambles: [velke] PF adj. velke (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and luke without)
characteristic, feature, trait, attribute, point, aspect, facet, property: [sjon] PF n. syon
charge: [k’] ‘si] PF vin. kxll si (derived from kxll charge)
charge, running attack: [k’] PF n. kxll
chase: ['f-e.wi] PF vtr. fewi
chat, converse, have a conversation: [p-æj.'k-o] PF vin. pängkxo
chatter, converser: [pæj.'ko.ju] PF n. pängkxo-oyu (derived from pängkxo chat)
check out, taste, try, sample, evaluate, test: [m-aj?] PF vtrm. may’
check, examine: [st-e.'aw] PF vtr. stefxia’w
check: [flaun] PF n. flaun
chest: [hi.re] PF n. heyre
child: [’te.yen] PF n. ‘teyen
child’s toy, plaything: [fil] PF n. fil
chilly, cool: [wur] PF adj. wur
chin: [’tsuk.sm] PF n. tsuksim
chip, flake, drop: [’luva] PF n. ilva
choice: [ti.'f-tji] PF n. tiتفشه (derived from تفشه choose)
choose: [ft’-ej] PF vtr. tťfey
clinker, ash: [’t-e.p-va] PF n. tşep’va (derived from tşep fire and ilva flake)
circle: [jo’ko] PF n. yo’ko (derived from yo’ perfect and ko’on ring)
circumference, perimeter, border: [p’avapa] PF n. pxawpa (c.w. from pxaw around and pa’o side)
clan: [o’lo’] PF n. ol’o
clan leader: [o’lo.’rejk.tan] JCF n. olo’eyktan (c.w. from olo’ clan and eyktan leader)
clan or tribal domain, country: [t’an.lo.’k’e] PF n. txanlokxe (c.w. from txan; ol’o great; tribe, clan and atxxke land)
clan, or group of avatars: [n.mul.’t’a] PF n. nufulta (c.w. from nufultxa clan)
class (for instruction): [n.mul.’t’a] PF n. nufulta (c.w. from nufultxa class for instruction)
classmate, member of a class: [n.mul.’t’a] PF n. nufulta (c.w. from nufultxa class for instruction)
classroom, division of a school: [n.mul.’t’a] PF n. nufultxa (c.w. from nufultxa school)
clear (for cloudless skies), open: [pi’.ak] PF adj. piak
clear, certain: [law] PF adj. law
claw, nail: [tsin] PF n. tsin
clean: [la.ro] PF adj. laro
clay, clean, make free of dirt: [la.ro s-] PF vin. laro (derived from laro clean)
clear (for cloudless skies), open: [pi’.ak] PF adj. piak
claw, nail: [tsin] PF n. tsin
clay, clean, make free of dirt: [la.ro s-] PF vin. laro (derived from laro clean)
clear (for cloudless skies), open: [pi’.ak] PF adj. piak
claw, nail: [tsin] PF n. tsin
clay, clean, make free of dirt: [la.ro s-] PF vin. laro (derived from laro clean)
clear (for cloudless skies), open: [pi’.ak] PF adj. piak
clever, smart (thing): [sl’.ron.se] PF adj. silronsem (c.w. from siltsan good and ronsem mind)
clever/special methodology, trick, sleight of hand: [’yen.tsji] PF n. ingentsij (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)
cliff: [’awka] PF n. ’awka
climb, scale (pulling entire body up): [tsji] PF vtr. tsjil
climbing event, a climb: [sxj] PF n. sâtsjil (derived from tsjil climb)
close: [tsu 'si] P F vin. tsu si (derived from tsu closed)
close to: [lo-ki] P F adjp. lok–
closed shape roughly circular, ring, oval: [ko.'on] P F n. ko'on (derived from koum rounded, curved and 'on shape)
closed, shut, overcast (for cloudy skies): [tsu] P F adj. tsu
cloth; a piece of cloth woven on a loom: [sæ:] P F n. sør
cloud: [p.'wop] P F n. piwop
cloudy: [lep.'wop] P F adj. lepwox (derived from piwopx cloud)
club (weapon): [t.'rwkp] P F n. txewk
clump, set, group, pile, stand: [sna.'o] P F n. sna' o nfp.
clumsiness: [t.'p.'saw] P F n. tipsaw (derived from pisaw clumsy, accident-prone)
clumsy, accident-prone: [p.'saw] P F adj. pisaw
coarse, vulgar, socially unacceptable:
coar.'tum) P F adj. râptum
cold: [wew] P F adj. wew
cold, coldness: [t.'wew] P F n. tiwew (derived from wew cold)
coldness, cold: [t.'wew] P F n. tiwew (derived from wew cold)
collar / choker: [za.'li.'w] P F n. 'ali'w
colleague: [ler.tu] P F n. lertu
collect, gather: [st.'ar.s-mi] P F n. sâstarsim
collection (put together intentionally by a person): [sæ.'tar.s-im] P F n. sâstarsim (derived from sâstarsim gather, collect)
colloquial form of txanso'hayu (fan, enthusiast):
[so.'ju] P F n. sô.yu

come handy, be useful, be of use: [lez.'sar si] P F vin. lesar si (derived from lesar useful)
come into view, appear, materialize: [sr-px] P F vin. sër
come out, emerge: [w.'z-a.'u] P F vin. wrira'u (derived from wrapa outside and za'u come)
come to the senses as, resemble in a sensory modality: [k-an] P F vin. fkan
come up, ascend: [w.'z-a.'u] P F vin. fâza'u (c.w. from fâpa top and za'u come)
comfort: [hoa.an] P F n. hoan
comfortable: [le.'hoa.an] P F adj. lehoan (derived from hoan comfort)
comfortable, mild, moderate: [t'sja.f] P F adj. tsyafe
command, order, assign a task: [k-'m] P F vtr. kxim
commander, one with authority over another: [k-'m,ju] P F n. kximju (derived from kxim command, order, assign tasks)
commanding, ordering, assigning tasks:
[td.'k-m] P F n. tkxim (derived from kxim command, order, assign tasks)
commands only, do not (for negative imperatives:
[ra.'z] P F part. râ'z
comment: [sæ.pl.'t'vi] P F n. sâplltxevi (derived from sâplltxe statement)
common, often found: [lez.'p'm.run] P F adj. lepximrun (derived from pxim often and run find)
communal: [j] P F adj. yll

communal fire or fire pit: [j,'t'ep] P F n. ylltxep (c.w. from yll communal and txep fire)
communally, in a communal manner: [n.'j] P F adv. niyll (derived from yll communal)
commune: [t.'e.a.p.a.'w, k'o] P F v. tireapângkxo (c.w. from tira spirit and pängkxo chat)
compete: [w.'æ.s-ul] P F vin. wisul
competition: [t.'æ.s-ul] P F n. tiwisul (derived from wâsul compete)
complain: [k-xjim.'fe'] P F vin. leymfê' (c.w. from leym call, cry out, exclain and fe' bad)
complaining: [t.k-xjim.'fe'] P F n. tileymfê' (derived from leymfê' complain)
complaint: [sæ.k-xjim.'fe'] P F n. sâleymfê' (derived from leymfê' complain)
complement, fit, suit, inherently enhance: [h-a?] PF vin. ha'
complete: [ʔa.n.'jɛm] PF adj. ˈɪnsɪm
completely, all (of), in toto: [ˈnʊtə] PF adv. niwotx (derived from wotx totality, whole)
complex: [ɛp.'ʔaŋ] PF adj. ˈepʰaŋ
composer, music creator: [pæm.ɪˈsɛ.ə.'ŋɔp.ju] PF n. pamteongpyu (c.w. from pamteong music and ngopyu creator) eg. James Horner
computer: [ˈtɛ.tu le.'ʔap'] PF n. eltu lefgap (c.w. from eltu brain and lefgap metallic)
concede defeat, give up, surrender: [ˈv.tɛ.ɪ.ɛk] PF vin. velek
concentrate, focus one’s attention: [ˈkæn.ɪp.ɪl] PF vin. kanfpil (c.w. from kan aim and fpil think)
concerning language, regarding language: [lɛ.ˈliʔ.ʃja] PF adj. leliʃya (derived from liˈfyə language)
concerning, about: [ˈtɛ.ɪʔ] PF adv. teri-
conclude, end: [ˈʔiʔ.ə] PF vin. ˈʔa
conclusion, state, situation: [ˈtɛ.ˈkɛj.tok] PF n. tiketok (derived from fkeytok exist)
conference, large gathering: [tsaw.ɪl.tə] PF n. tsawultxa (c.w. from tsawl big and ultxa meeting)
confident, strong (emotionally, spiritually, not physical): [sɛj.ˈkɛl] PF adj. seykelas
confident, sure: [am.ˈʔa.ke] PF adj. am′ake (c.w. from am′a doubt and ke not)
confidently: [nam.ˈʔa.ke] PF adv. nam′ake (derived from am′ake confident)
confirm, validate: [ˈka.ˈjɑj.ʃi] PF vin. kangay si (derived from kangay valid)
confusing: [ja.ˈjɑj.ˈʔa?] PF adj. yayayrnga' (derived from yayyayr confusion)
confusion: [ja.ˈjɑjɛ] PF n. yayyay
conjunction: [ˈtɪ.ˈʔa] PF n. till'u (c.w. from til joint, hinge and liˈu word)
connect, relate to, have a relationship with:
[t.tɛ.ɛl] PF vtr. tare
connection, relationship: [sɑ.ˈtɛ.ɾɛ] PF n. sat-tare (derived from tare connect, relate to)
conquer, defeat in battle: [lɛ.ˈtɛ.ˈʔa.ʃu] PF vtr. lɑtxayn
considerate, kind, thoughtful: [ˈʃtum.ʃi] PF adj. ˈtstumwi
constellation: [sɑ.ˈtæ.n.ˈhə] PF n. snatnæh (c.w. from snaˈo clump and tanhɪ star) lit. ‘a clump of stars’
constititution: basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its proprieties; often best translated as personality, intrinsic character or nature, essence: [ran] PF n. ran
construct, tighten: [sn.ɛw] PF vtr. snæw
construct, build: [ˈtɛ.tu.ə] PF vtr. txula
constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean: [fjæn] PF n. fjæn
constructed thing, construction: [ˈtɛ.tu.ɪ.ə] PF n. titxula (derived from txula build)
construction, constructed thing: [ˈtɛ.tu.ɪ.ə] PF n. titxula (derived from txula build)
consume, burn: [n.ɛk] PF vtr. næk
contain: [nəʔ] PF vtr. nga'
container, vessel, carrier: [sæ.ˈhra.ə] PF n. sà-hena (derived from hena carry)
content, satisfied, satiated, full: [ye] PF adj. ye
continually: [n.ˈtæt] PF adv. niltut (derived from tut continuation marker)
continuation marker: [ˈtut] PF part. tut
continuously, incessantly, without stopping: [nɪl.ˈkæ.ˈʃaŋ] PF adv. nilkeftang (c.w. from luke without and ftang stop)
control: [hɪp] PF vtr. hipx
control: [ˈtɪ.ˈhɪp] PF n. tihipx (derived from hipx control)
conundrum, mystery, riddle, enigma: [ˈtɪ.ˈʃæn.ˈtʃɪm] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from ingyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)
convenient, usable without much expeditu-re of effort: [nɪk] PF adj. nik
conversation, discussion: [ˈtɪ.ˈpæŋ.ˈkəʊ] PF n. tipangkxo (derived from pângkxo chat)
converse, chat, have a conversation:
[p.ˈæŋ.ˈkəʊ] PF vin. pângkxo
conversely, on the contrary: [n.ˈwæ] PF adv. niwâ
converser, chatter: [p.ˈæŋ.ˈkəʊ] PF n. pângkxo-yu (derived from pângkxo chat)
cook: [ˈtɛ.ɛm] PF vtr. ˈem
cook, cooker: [ˈtɛ.ɛm.ʃu] PF n. 'emyu (derived from 'em cook)
cooker, cook: ['?em.ju'] PF n. 'emyu (derived from 'em cook)
cooking pot: ['hu.mu'] PF n. huru
cool, chilly: ['wur'] PF adj. wur
cord: ['te.'em] PF n. telem
correct path, right way (of doing something):
[c.e.'jawr.fja] PF n. eyawrfja (derived from eyawr correct, right and fyao' path, way, manner)
correct, right: [c.e.'jawr] PF adj. eyawr
correctly, rightly: [m.u.'jawr] PF adv. niyawr (derived from eyawr correct, right)
correctness: [t.t.'jawr] PF n. tiyawr (derived from eyawr correct)
count: ['t.i.'am] PF vtr. tiam
country, clan or tribal domain: [t'an.l.o.'k'e] PF n. txanlokxe (c.w. from txan; olo' great; tribe, clan and atlxexe land)
courage, bravery: [t.t.'stew] PF n. titstew
courageous, brave: [t.t.'stew.ya'] PF adj. titstewnga' (derived from titstew courage, bravery) nfp. (e.g. a brave deed)
course (as a collection of classes):
[sn.a.nu.mu.'t'a] PF n. snanumultxa (derived from numultxa class (for instruction))
course, direction: [sa.'lew.fja] PF n. salewfyia (derived from salew proceed and fyao' path)
cover: ['lew 'si] PF vin. lew si (derived from lew cover)
cover up, obfuscation: [t.t.'wan] PF n. tiwan (derived from wan hide)
cover, lid: ['lew'] PF n. lew
covering thoroughly, across: [ka] PF adv. ka–
coward: [fia.'we'.t.u] PF n. fnawe'tu (derived from fnawe' cowardly)
cowardly: [fia.'we?'] PF adj. fnawe'
craft, master of an art, or skill:
[tsul.'fæ.tu] PF n. tsulfatu (derived from tsulfã mastery)
crayon: ['?o.pin.vul.'fipfip'] PF n. 'opinultsyip (c.w. from 'opin color and vultsyip stick)
crayon: ['pin.vul] PF n. pinvul (c.w. from 'opin color and vul branch (of a tree)') short for 'opinultsyip
crazy, insane: [lek.'je.?u?'] PF adj. lekye'ung (derived from keye'ung insanity)
create: ['n-op'] PF vtr. ngop
creation: [sa.'yop'] PF n. sângop (derived from ngop create)
creator: ['yop.ju'] PF n. ngopyu (derived from ngop create)
creature: [swi.'ra] PF n. swirã
cross: [c.em.'k-a] PF vtr. emkã (derived from emzã'u pass, overcome and kã go)
crossbow: ['tska.lep'] PF n. tskalep
crossing, ford: [c.em.'kæ.'fja] PF n. emkäfyia (derived from emkã cross and fyao' path)
crouch: [z-u'] PF vin. zung
crush, trample: [se-'u?] PF vtr. sru'
cry out, call, exclaim: [l.ejm] PF vin. leym
cry, weep: ['tsoj.aw.vik'] PF vin. tsgawwejik
cultural: [le.'rej.fja] PF adj. lerefyia (derived from refyia way of living)
culture, way of living: [rej.fja] PF n. refyia
(c.w. from rey live and fyao' path, way)
cup: ['tisjal] PF n. tsjgal
cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occuring resources: [sej] PF n. sey
curiosity: [t.t.'no.mum] PF n. tinnomum (derived from newomum be curious)
curious: [le.'no.mum] PF adj. lenomum (derived from newomum be curious)
current: [le.'fkf] PF adj. lefkrr (derived from fkrk this time)
current: ['tisw.fja] PF n. tsuesya
currently, lately: [m.u.'fkf] PF adv. nifikrr (derived from fkrk this time)
curved, rounded: [k'o.um] PF adj. koum
cut: [m-um.'i] PF v. mun'i
cut into parts, divide: [p.'m-um.'t'i] PF vtr. px-imun'i (c.w. from hapxi part and mun'i cut)
cut, bruise, minor wound: ['sk'ir.ţip'] PF n. skxîrsyip (derived from skxîr wound)
cute, endearing, adorable: ['ho.na] PF adj. hona
cuteness, adorableness: [t.t.'ho.na] PF n. tihona (derived from hona endearing)
cycle: ['jo?.'o.fja] PF n. yo'kofya (c.w. from yo'ko circle and fyao' path, way)
utterance), what (word: [ˈpe.ˈli.ʔu] PF inter. peli’ variant of li’upe
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damn’, expression of warning or frustration: [ˈwi.ʃa] ZS intj. wiyip

daddy: [ˈsem.pu] PF n. sempu (affectionate form of sempui father)

daily: [le.ˈtr] RL adj. letr (derived from trr day)

daily, every day: [fra.ˈtr] PF adv. frattr (derived from trr day)

damp, moist, humid: [ˈpa.ɲa?] PF adj. paynga’ (derived from pay water and nga’ contain)

dance: [sə.ˈerw] PF vin. srew

danger: [ˈhr.ˈap] PF n. hrrap

dangerous: [le.ˈhr.ˈap] PF adj. lehrrap (derived from hrrap danger)

dark (non-animal decay), smell of decaying wood and leaves: [ˈjen] PF adj. nget

dare: [vawm] PF adj. vawm

dark color: [ˈvawm.pin] PF n. vawmpin (derived from vawm dark)

darkness: [ˈti.ˈvawm] PF n. tivawm (derived from vawm dark)

darling, little loved one: [ˈjawn.tu.ˈʃiŋ] PF n. yawntutsyip (derived from yawntu loved one)

daughter: [ˈjɪ.ˈtʃ] JC,PF n. ’ite

dawn after sunrise: [ˈtr.ˈʔoŋ.maw] PF n. trr’ongmaw (c.w. from trr’ong dawn and maw after)

dawn, sunrise: [ˈtr.ˈʔoŋ] PF n. trr’ong (c.w. from trr day and ’ong unfold)

day: [ˈtʃ] PF n. trr

day of commemoration: [ˈʔok.ˈtʃ] PF n. ’oktrr (c.w. from ’ok remembrance and trr day)

day time smoking pleasure, vibrating tongue (Na’vi idiom): [ˈpρ.ˈkw.ˈe.n.ˈtr.ˈkɾ] skawng n. prrekxentrkrr (c.w. from prrete’ pleasurable, kxener smoke, trr day and krr time)

deaf: [kak.ˈpam] PF adj. kakpam (derived from pam sound)

deadness: [tł.kak.ˈpam] PF n. tikakpam (derived from kakpam day)

dear or cute little fire: [ˈt̥.ˈe.p.ˈʃiŋ] PF n. txep-syip (derived from txep fire)

death: [k’ɪ] PF n. kxitx


decay, rot, degrade over time: [sn.ˈæm] PF vin. snām

December: [vo.ˈsp.ˈvə.ˈʃiŋ] PF n. vospxivosing (c.w. from vospx month and vosing twelve)

decide: [ˈp.ˈe.ˈʔun] PF vtr. pe’un

decision: [ˈtł.ˈp.ˈʔun] PF n. tipe’un (derived from pe’un decide)

decrease: [n.ˈæm] PF vin. nām

decreasingly, less and less: [n.ˈnæn.ˈæm] PF adv. ninānān (derived from nām decrease)

deed, thing (action): [kəm] PF n. kem

deep (physically): [tˈuk] PF adj. txukx

deeply: [n.ˈtˈuk] PF adv. nitxukx (derived from txukx deep)

defeat in battle, conquer: [l.ˈæ.ˈtˈajn] PF vtr. lātkxyen

defeat, an instance of defeat: [sə.ˈlə.ˈtˈajn] PF n. sālātkxyen (derived from lātkxyen defeat)

defend, save: [z.ˈoŋ] PF vtr. zōng

deformity, blemish, stain, flawed feature: [ˈfə.ˈran.ˈvi] PF n. fe’ranvi (derived from fe’ran flawed nature, inherently defective)

degrade over time, rot, decay: [sn.ˈæm] PF vin. snām

degree of complexity: [ˈfju.ˈin.ˈep.ˈʔaŋ] PF n. fyinep’ang (c.w. from fyin simple and ep’ang complex)

degree of tightness, looseness: [ˈfə.ˈkɪ.mu,m] PF n. ekxinum (c.w. from ekxin tight and um loose)

deliberately, purposefully: [n.ˈtə.ˈkan] PF adv. nitkan (derived from tikan aim, goal, purpose)

delicate, fragile: [sn.ˈʃaj] PF adj. susyang
delicious, good tasting: [fi.'tɔr] PF adj. ftxilor (c.w. from ftxil tongue and lor beautiful)
demand, require: [fⁿ'o?] PF vtr. fngo'
demand, requirement: [sæ.'fjo?] PF n. sfngo' (derived from fngo' require)
demon: [vr.'tp] PF n. vrtrep
depart, leave: [h-'um] PF vtn. hum
depend on, rely on, trust for protection: [m-oj] PF vtr. mong
deputy, general, one step down from leader: [eʃ.k.ta.'naj] JC,PF n. eyktanay (derived from eykta general)
descend, come down: [k'.z-a.?-u] PF vin. kllza’u (c.w. from kllte ground and za’u come)
descend, go down: [k'.k-a?] PF vin. kllkà (c.w. from klampa bottom and kà go)
describe: [sl-a'.tsu] PF vtr. slatsu
description: [t'.sla?.tsu] PF n. tislu tsu (derived from slatsu describe)
design (the act or art of designing): ['?-n-op] PF vtr. ongopyu (c.w. from ‘on shape, form and ngop create)
design (a particular instance of designing): [sæ.'rop'] PF n. sèrentgop (derived from rengop design)
design (finer detail): [re.'rop'] PF vtr. rengop (c.w. from renu pattern and ngop create)
design (the act or art of designing): [t'.re.rop'] PF n. tiren go (derived from rengop design)
designer: [?'rop.] PF n. ongopyu (derived from ‘ongopy design)
desire: [t'.new ] PF n. tinew (derived from new want)
desperation; feeling of great worry: [t'an.'sæm] PF n. txansngum (c.w. from txan much and sngum worry)
destroy: [sk-a.'a?] PF vtr. ska’ 
destruction: [t.ska.'a] PF n. tiska’a (derived from ska’ destroy)
detail-orientated (of a person), thorough: [l.e.'no] PF adj. leno
detailed, fine, precise, intricate (of things): [h.'no] PF adj. hin o

dickhead (vulgar), butthole, asshole: [vʊn.'væ?] PF n. vovzţi (c.w. from vitra soul and onvă’ bad-smelling) (lit. stinksoul)
dictionary: [l.'tpik] PF n. li’ upuk (c.w. from li’u word and puk book (English loan word))
die: [‘t-rê.k-up’] PF vin. terkup
difference: [t.'ke.tɛ] PF n. tiketeng (c.w. from ke not and teng same)
different: [ke.tɛ] PF adj. keteng (c.w. from ke not and teng same, equal)

difficult, hard: [‘ŋæ.zik'] PF adj. ngāzik
difficulty, problem: [t.'ŋæ.zik] PF n. tingāzik (derived from ngāzik difficult)
dig up: [k'.k-u.1-a?] PF vtr. kllkultat
diligently, hard: [lawl] PF adv. kawl
dim: [smi.mi.na] CP adj. snumina ofp. (refers to a ‘dim’ person)
dimple: [tsiŋ’tsjip] PF n. tsongtsyip (derived from tsong valley)
dine on flesh, be canivorous (iii): [j-om.’vej] PF vin. yomvey (c.w. from yom eat and vej flesh)
dinner, served meal: [wu.tsə] PF n. wutso
dip into liquid: [jem.’paj] ’s-i PF vin. yemfay si (derived from yemfay dipping)
dipping, immersion (into liquid): [jemn.’paj] PF n. yemfaymp (c.w. from yem put and pay water)
direction, course: [sa.’lew.fu] PF n. salewif (derived from salew proceed and fyāo path)
directly, straight to the point: [nt.’jej] PF adv. nìye (derived from ye straight)
dirty: [tsew] PF adj. tsewtx

disadvantage, drawback, downside: [fc.kum] PF n. fækum (c.w. from fe’ bad and kum result)
disadvantageous: [fc.kum.na?] PF adj. fækumnga’ (derived from fækum disadvantage, drawback, downside)
disagreeable, argumentative (of an agent): [le.wa.’te] PF adj. lewite (derived from wäte argue)
disagreeably, begrudgingly: [m.wa.’te] PF adv. niwite (derived from wäte argue)
disappear, vanish, recede from view: [/?-ip] PF vin. ‘ip

disappointing: [le.’jw.la] PF adj. leyewla (derived from yewla disappointment)
disappointment, emotional let-down, failed expectation: [jw.la] PF n. yewla
discourse on, talk about, say something concerning: [l-auk’] PF vtr. lauk
discover, find: [t-un] PF vtr. run
discussion, conversation: [t.-parser.’kø] PF n. tipąngkxo (derived from pängkxo chat)
doubt, doorway, entrance: [t'a.'va?] PF adj. txawî? (derived from txan much and vá' unpleasant to the senses)

disorganized, chaotic, messy, in shambles: [vel.ke] PF adj. velke (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and luke without)

disparagement: [pak'] PF part. pak

display an attitude towards, treat (emotionally): [z.e'] PF vtr. zet

dispute, argue: [wæ.'t-e] PF vtr. wâte

dispute, argument: [tìkxey] PF n. tìwâte (derived from wâte argue)

distinct, special: [zæ] PF adj. zey
dive, duck: [t-aw] PF vin. taawng
diverge, change direction, go astray: [jak's-i] PF vin. yak si (derived from yak point of divergence)
divide, cut into parts: [p'tim.un.?i] PF vtr. pximin'i (c.w. from hapxi part and mun'i cut)
divided, torn apart, strife-ridden: [ke.'aw] PF adj. ke'aw (c.w. from ke not and 'aw one)
division of a school, classroom: [num.tìräj.] PF n. numtsengoi (derived from numtseng school)
do: [kem's-i] PF vin. kem si (derived from kem action, deed)
do again, repeat: [l-eju] PF vtr. leyn
do great deeds: [sw.'ro.'a-s-i] PF vin. soro'asi (derived from soro'a great deed)
do mischief, be naughty: [stìwisi] PF vin. stìwi si (derived from stìwi mischief)
do not (for negative imperatives, commands only): [wæ.'o] PF part. ri'd

do wrong, mess up, foul: [tìkxey] PF vin. ti'xey si (derived from ti'xey incorrectness)
dodgy, sneaky (of a person): [let.'wan] PF adj. leywun (derived from tute person and wan hide)
don, put on (clothing): [j-ecm.stok'] PF vtr. yemstokx (c.w. from yem sin put on and tokx body)
done, finished: [ha.'sæj] PF adj. hasey
doorway, entrance: [rawij] PF n. rawung
doubt: [am.'a] PF n. am'a
down (direction): [ne.'k]'PF adv. nekll
down to: [raw] PF adv. raw—
downside, disadvantage, drawback: [fe'kum] PF n. fekum (c.w. from fe' bad and kum result)
drab, grey: [nyul] PF adj. ngul
draw, illustrate: [w-eju] PF vtr. weyn
drawback, disadvantage, downside: [fe'kum] PF n. fekum (c.w. from fe' bad and kum result)
dream: [unil] JC n. unil
dream about, dream of: [uniltsa] PF vtr. uniltlsa (derived from unil dream and tse'a see)
dream of, dream about: [uniltsa] PF vtr. uniltlsa (derived from unil dream and tse'a see)
dreamwalker: [uniltlr.'ran.ju] PF n. uniltiran'yu (c.w. from unil dream and tiranyu walker)
dreamwalker body, avatar: [uniltlr.'ran.tok'] J.C. PF n. uniltirantokx (c.w. from uniltiran'yu dreamwalker and tokx body)
drink: [n-ak'] PF vtr. nâk
drink, something able to be drunk: [na.'er] PF n. nater
drinking gourd: [wæ.'fæj] PF n. 'e'insey (c.w. from 'e'in gourd and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)
drinking vessel made of shell: [sum.sæj] PF n. sumsey (c.w. from sum shell and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)
drive out: [kun.'eak'] PF vtr. kurakx
drizzle: [tom.p'a.'mej'] PF n. tompey (derived from tompey rain and meyp week)
drop: [t-uj.'z-up'] PF vtr. tungzup (c.w. from tung allow and zup fall)
drop of water: [pa.ji.va] PF n. payîva (derived from pay water and ilva drop)
drop, flake, chip: [il.va] PF n. ilva
drought: [tompa.bl] PF n. tompey (derived from tompey rain)
drum (made of skin): [a.u] J.C. n. au
dry: [u.'k'o] PF adj. akxo
dry land: [rejnu] PF n. reyn
duck, dive: [t-aw] PF vin. taawng
due to, because of: [ta.'lan] PF adv. talun—
dull (as a blade): [ˈteː.teː] PF adj. tete
dull, blunt (as a point): [fwen] PF adj. fwen
during: [ˈkɾ.kɾa] PF adv. krкра– (derived from krrr time)
dusk, evening before sunset: [ʃr.ton.ˈtɔŋ] PF n. sretətonˈɔŋ (c.w. from sre before and tson-ˈong night-fall)
dusk, night-fall, sunset, gloaming: [ˈtɔŋ] _PF,F,F_ n. txonˈɔŋ (c.w. from txon night and ˈong unfold)
dust (in the air): [fwiˈɔp] PF n. fwiˈɔpx (derived from fwe�t dust and piwɔpɔ cloud)
dust (on a surface): [fwiˈɔp] PF n. fwep
dutifully, as an obligation: [nʊ.ˈtɔn] PF adv. nito (derived from tson duty, obligation)
duty, obligation, imposed requirement: [tʃɔn] PF n. tson
dwell, live: [ˈkɾl.ku ˈsi] PF vin. kelkú si (derived from kelku home)

‘et cetera’: [saːˈj.a.ˈhe] PF adv. saylahe (derived from si alahe and others) (contraction)
each other: [fə.ˈtɪsap] PF adv. fitsap (c.w. from fipo this one and tsapo that one)
each time, every time, every instance: [ˈfra.ɪ] PF adv. fralo (derived from alo time)

ear: [ˈmiːk.jun] _JC_ n. mikiyun
early: [ˈleɪe.ˈkɾa] PF adj. leyeˈkɾ (derived from yeˈkɾr early)
early: [ˈleɪe.ˈkɾa] PF adv. yeˈkɾ (derived from yeˈrín soon and krrr time)
early afternoon, the time immediately after noon: [ˈkær.ɾə.ˈmɔw] PF n. kxamtrrmaw (c.w. from kxamtrr noon and maw after)
earring: [ˈmiːk.ʃæj] PF n. miktsang (c.w. from mikiyun ear and tsang piercing)
earthquake: [kl.ˈrik] PF n. klrikx (c.w. from klle ground and rikx move)
easily: [m.ˈfra.ˈtɪ] PF adv. niftre (derived from ftre easy)

easy, simple: [ˈfra.ˈtɪ] PF adv. ftue
eat: [ˈjɒn] PF vtr. yom
eating (the act): [ˈtɪj.ˈʃʊm] PF n. tiyusom (derived from yom eat)
echo: [ˈʃam] PF n. ngam

edge, brink, limit, border, end: [ˈtɛw] PF n. txew

edible: [tsuˈk.ʃɔm] PF adj. tsukjom (derived from yom eat)
edit, change (instance of), modification: [ˈʃaː.ˈla.tɛm] PF n. sälatem (derived from latem change)
egg: [ˈlo.i] PF n. loi
eight: [ˈvɔl.ve] PF num. vol
eighth (ordinal): [ˈvɔl.ve] PF adv. volve (derived from vol eight)
ejective consonant: [ˈpɔ.ˌɛm] PF n. pxorpam (c.w. from pxor explode and pam sound)
elbow: [pˈun ˈtɪl] PF n. pxuntul (c.w. from pxun arm and til joint)
elegance, grace: [ˈlo.ɾən] PF n. loran (c.w. from lør beautiful and ran intrinsic character or nature)
elevated utilitarian surface, table: [ˈʃaː.ˈjo] PF n. fyanjo (c.w. from fyan constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean and yo surface) Note: colloquially, yo can be used in place of fyanjo.
else, other: [ˈla.ˈhe] PF adj. lahe
embarrassment, humiliation, loss of face: [fˈmʊi] PF n. faing
embrace, hug: [ˈsəm.ˈʃɑm] PF n. sămyam (derived from meyam hug)
embrace, hug, hold in one’s arms: [mˈe.ˈʃɪm] PF vtr. meyam
emerge, come out: [wɹ.ˈza.ˈʔu] PF vin. wrrzaf (derived from wrrpa outside and zaf come)
emotional let-down, disappointment, failed expectation: [ˈʃaː. ɪ] PF n. yewla
empty, or metaphorically: having no value: [mɛkˈ] PF adj. mek
enclosed open area, space, hollow: [mo] PF n. mo
encounter, meet by chance (ii): [ul.ˈtə.ˈɾuŋ] PF vtr. ultxarun (c.w. from ultxa meeting and run find)
end, conclude: [ʔiʔ.ˈa] PF vin. Ia
end, edge, brink, limit, border: [ˈtɛw] PF n. txew
endeering, adorable, cute: [ˈho.ˈna] PF adj. hōna
enthusiasm, having a good attitude: [ni. 'ho.na] PF adv. nihona (derived from hona endearing)

ending, conclusion: [ti.'a'i] PF n. ti'i'a (derived from 'ti'a end)

endless, boundless, without limit: [t'ew.lu.ke] PF adj. txewluke (c.w. from txew limit, border and luke without)

dead, without life: [ti.'a'i] PF adj. ti'iluke (c.w. from ti'i'a ending, conclusion and luke without)

enemy: ['k'u.tu] PF n. kxutu (derived from kxu harm)

energetic, active: ['wa.lak'] PF adj. walak

energy (physical or spiritual): [sju.'ra] PF n. syura

enigma, mystery, riddle, conundrum: [t'ij.jen.tsim] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from ingyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)

enigmatic, mysterious, puzzling: [t'ij.je.ny?] PF adj. ingyenqa (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)

enjoy tremendously, love greatly: [t'a.'su.mi] PF vin. txasunu (derived from txan much and sunu be likeable) nfp.

enjoyable (physically, pleasing, sexually): [mo.'wan] PF adj. mowan

enjoyably, in a manner which is enjoyable: [ni.'to?] PF adv. nito' (derived from 'o' exciting)

enough: [ni.'tam] PF adv. nitem (derived from tam suffice)

enter: ['fp'æ.k-] PF vin. fpxaxim

enthusiasm, having a good attitude: [ti.'so'tha] PF n. tiso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about)

enthusiast, colloquial form of txanso'hayu (fan): ['so.ju] PF n. so'yu

enthusiast, fan: [ti.an.'so'ha.ju] PF n. txanso'hayu (c.w. from txan much and so'ha be enthusiastic about)

enthusiastic, keen: [le.'so'ha] PF adj. leso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about)

enthusiastically: [ni.'so'tha] PF adv. niso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about)

entrance, doorway: [rawng] PF n. rawng

envy, jealousy: [fnokx] PF n. fnokx

equal, same: [t'eq] PF adj. teng

equally, on the same level: [ni.'tej] PF adv. ni'teng (derived from 'engeng level)

er, um: [i:] PF intj. ìì

evend, upright: [pi'm] PF adv. pxim

evvect, rightly: [ni.'pi'm] PF adv. nipxim (derived from pxim evect, upright)

errand, task, step (in an instruction): [tm. vi] PF n. xinvi

error, mistake: ['k'e.je] PF n. kxeyey

escape, flee: [h.i.fw.o] PF vin. hifwo

especially, pointedly, unambiguously: [ni.'pi'i] PF adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)

essence, intrinsic character or nature, constitution; basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its properties; often best translated as personality: [tan] PF n. ran

establish a neural connection, bond with:

tsa'heyl si (derived from tsahaylu bond)

evaluate, taste, try, sample, check out, test-drive: [m.a.'jì] PF v.trim. may'

even so, nevertheless: [tsa.slu.'ya] PF adv. tsalsungay

even, so much as: [kren] PF adv. keng

evening (before twilight), late afternoon: [ka.jìn] PF n. kaym

evening before sunset, dusk: [sre.ton.'tȫn] PF n. sretó̄n'ong (c.w. from sre before and txon-ong night-fall)

event, happening: [t'ë.n] Prr n. xlen (derived from len happen)

every day, daily: [fra.'tì] PF adv. fratrr (derived from trr day)

every instance, every time, each time: [fra.lo] PF adv. fralo (derived from alo time)

every night: [fra.'tön] PF adv. fraxon (derived from txon night)
every time, every instance, each time: {'fra.iko'}

everyone: {'fra.po'} pF pn. frapo (derived from pohshe)

everything: {'fra.yu'} pF pn. frau (derived from *u thing)

everything is fine or OK, all is well: {frawzo} pF intj. frawzo (derived from frau everything and zo be well)

everywhere: {'fra.tsing'} pF adv. fratseng (derived from tseng place)

evil: {tu.ikawng} pF n. ikawng (derived from kawng bad)

evil, bad: {kawng} pF adj. kaung

examination: {tu.ste.taw} pF n. tistetxaw (derived from stefxaw examine)

examine, check: {st.e.taw} pF vtr. stefxaw

everyone: {tu.eknong} pF n. tikenong (derived from kenong model)

evacuation with a bottom (visible or presumed), hole, cavity: {'tsongropx'} pF n. tsong-gropx (cf. from tsong valley and ropx hole)

exceedingly great, greatest of all: {tu.twom} pF adj. tuvom

excellent: {'t'an.tsun'} pF adj. tsontsan

except: {muj.wr} pF adv. mungwrr–

exception: {tu.muj.wr} pF n. timungwrr (derived from mungwrr except)

excessive: {te.hawng} pF adj. lehawng (derived from hawng overabundance)

excessively, too: {tu.hawng} pF adv. nihawng (derived from hawng overabundance)

exclusively, henceforward: {tu.hawng} pF adj. nihawng (derived from hawng overabundance)

excitement, fun: {tu.toj} pF n. ti'o (derived from *o' exciting)

exciting, bringing fun: {toj} pF adj. *o

exclaim, call, cry out: {tej} pF vfn. leym

exclamation of consternation: {a.u} LA intj. au

exclamation upon exertion, urgh: {sa.u} LA intj. sau

exclude, keep out, bar: {e.kan si} pF vin. ekxan si (derived from ekxan barricade, obstruction)

excuse me: {h.t'o.a} pF intj. hitxoa (derived from hi's small and txoa forgiveness)

exemplify (ii), model, represent: {'ke.noŋ} or {'ke.noŋ} pF vin. kenong (cf. from ke not and nong follow)

exercise, train: {'tsek.krông} s'i pF vin. tskxekeng si (derived from tskxekeng training)

exercise, training: {'tsek.krông} pF n. tskxekeng

exist: {'fkrj.tok'} pF vin. fkeytoku (derived from kifkeyti tok be in the world)

existing at or from the start, original, first in a series: {le.sne.ʔi} pF adj. lesnggil'i (derived from snngali begin)

expansive, vast, broad: {'ho.et'} pF adj. hoet

expansively, in detail, thoroughly: {mu.non} pF adv. nino

expect: {se.r.tj} pF vtr. synrefey (c.f. from sre before and pey wait)

expect something bad to happen, feel dread, fear (with tsnì for thing dreaded) (ii): {fe.p.tj} pF vin. fepey (derived from fe' bad and pey wait)

experience: {li.e} pF n. lie

experience: {li.e si} pF vin. lie si (derived from lie experience)

expert, master of an art, craft, or skill: {tsul.fu} pF n. tsulfattu (derived from tsulfà mastery)

explain (why) (ii): {o.ek.tj} pF vtr. oekting (c.f. from oeky cause and ting give)

explanation: {tu.ek.tj} pF n. hoeuyting (derived from {{eyk} cause (root)) (Pronounced {tu.ek.tj} in casual speech)

explode: {p.o} pF vin. pxor

exploit: {kawngsar} pF vtr. kwangsar

explanation: {tu.łu} pF n. fìlang (derived from lang investigate, explore)

explore, investigate: {lu} pF vtr. lang

expression of surprise and pleasure, wow: {tw.ti} pF intj. tewti

expression of warning or frustration, 'crap!', 'ah, hell!': {'isa.hej} ZS intj. tsa-hey

expression of warning or frustration, 'damn!': {'wi.ja} ZS intj. wiya

expression, bit of language: {'li.fya.vi} pF n. li'fyavi (derived from li'lya language)

exquisite, sublime in style: {'fjo.lup'} pF adj. fjo lup (c.f. from fyo sublime and lupra style)

extraordinarily: {tu.an kël.tr} pF adv. nitxankeltrrr (derived from txankeltrrrr extraordinary)

extraordinary: {tu.an kël.tr} pF adj. txankeltrrr (derived from txan much and kelttrrrr unusual)

eye: {'na.rí} pF n. nari

eyes (two): {me.na.rí} pF n. menari (derived from me+ dual and nari eye)
(for food), plate: [jó.m.jó] PF n. yomyo (c.w. from yom eat and yo table, elevated utilitaria| surface (colloquial form of fyanyo)
a few, several: [ʔa.ʔa.w] PF adj. ‘a.ʔa (Used with countable nouns in the singular form)
face: [kɛj] PF n. key
face lead, rein: [sæ.ʔæ.rɪp] RL,PF n. sätzírip (derived from za’äríp pull)
facet, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, aspect, property: [sɪjon] PF n. syon
facial expression: [kɛj.rel] PF n. keyrel (c.w. from key face and rel image)
facial stripe: [pɪl] PF n. pil
fact, thing (object, abstraction): [ʔu] PF n. ‘u
fail, falter, go astray, not obtain expected or desired result: [n.ʔu.i] PF vin. nui
failed expectation, disappointment, emotional let-down: [ʃæw.la] PF n. yewla
fallingly, faltering, in vain, fruitlessly, not achieving the desired or expected end: [n.ʔu] PF adv. nínu (derived from nui fail, falter)
failure (abstract concept): [n.ʔu.i] PF n. tinuí (derived from nui fail, falter)
failure (particular instance of failure): [sæ.ʔu.i] PF n. sánui (derived from nui fail, falter)
fail, proper, right, justified: [mɪn.ʔi.a] PF adj. muiá
fairness, justice: [ʃæm.ʔi.a] PF n. timwïi (derived from muiá proper, fair, right, justified)
faithfully, firmly, steadfastly: [nɪk.ʔu] PF adv. níklou (derived from ke lonu not let go) lit.: ‘without releasing it’
fall: [ʔu.sp’] PF vin. zıp
fall, autumn: [zɪ.ʃk’:ʔsawn] PF n. ziskrïtsawn (c.w. from ziskirr season and tsawn harvest)
false: [tslep] PF adj. tsleng
falsely: [mɪ.ʔslep] PF adv. nítslep (derived from tsleng false)
falter, fail, go astray, not obtain expected or desired result: [n.ʔu.i] PF vin. nui
falteringly, faltingly, in vain, fruitlessly, not achieving the desired or expected end: [n.ʔu] PF adv. nínu (derived from nui fail, falter)
family hammock: [swaj.ni.vi] PF n. swañiví (c.w. from soaia family and nívi sleeping hammock) Note: soaia contracts to sway
famine: [ʃju.væ.kɛ] PF n. syøuken (derived from syøuve food)
fan, enthusiast: [ʃæn.ʔo.ʔa.hu.ju] PF n. tsanx-so’uha (c.w. from tsanx much and so’ha be enthusiastic about)
fantastic, wonderful, terrific: [ko.ʔæ.su.] PF adj. kosman
far away, at a distance: [ʃæ.ʔi.m] PF adv. ali(m (derived from lim far, be far)
fast: [ʃæn] PF adv. win
fast, quickly: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF adv. niwin (derived from win fast)
fasten, tie down: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vtr. yän
fat (substance in meat): [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. syøwe
fat: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. syøwe
father: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. sympul
fatty: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF adj. syøwenga’ (c.w. from syøwe fat (substance in meat) and nga’ contain)
favorable, auspicious: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF adj. etri
fear: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. txòpu
fear (with tsi for thing dreaded) (ii), feel dread, expect something bad to happen: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vin. fe’pey (derived from fe’ bad and pey wait)
feel, accomplishment, great deed: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. sa’o’a
feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, aspect, facet, property: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. syon
February: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. vosprémun (c.w. from vospré month and mune two)
feed (with dative object) (ii): [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vin. yømti (c.w. from yøm eat and ting give)
feel (not intentionally): [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vtr. zım
feel desperate: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vtr. txønsøgøm si (derived from txønsøgøm desperation)
feel dread, expect something bad to happen, fear (with tsi for thing dreaded) (ii): [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vin. fe’pey (derived from fe’ bad and pey wait)
feel, sense, perceive: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF vtr. ’efu
feel, touch, texture: [ʃæn.ʔi.n] PF n. zir
feeling: [t'i.'Efufi] PF n. ti'efu (derived from 'efu feel)
feeling of mystery or incomprehension: [t'i.'E.n] PF n. ingyen
feeling of pride, pride: [t'i.'a] PF n. nrra
feeling quenched, satisfied from thirst by drink, slaked: [t'i.'Ev] PF adj. yevang (derived from ye satisfied and vang thirsty)
female: [t'i.'E] PF n. fuele (derived from fnel kind, type)
female spouse, wife: [t'i.'E] PF n. fuele (derived from fnel female)
female (person): [t'i.'E] PF n. tuté (derived from tute person)
female spouse, wife: [moment.'a] PF n. muntxate (derived from muntxate spouse)
fern: [f] PF adj. hol
few, not many: [t] PF adv. nilhol (derived from hol few)
field, open terrain, plain: [t'a] PF n. txayo
fifth (ordinal): [t'a] PF adj. mrrve (derived from mrrr five)
fight: [w-'E] PF vtr. vem
fighting: [tum.'E] PF n. tiwusem (derived from vem fight)
fill (with dative of thing filled): [te.'jawa] PF vtr. tewa si (derived from tewa full)
film, movie, video: [trel a.ru.'sk] PF n. rel arusikk (c.w. from rel picture and rikx move)
final, last: [sjen] PF adj. syen
finally, at long last: [tum.'jawa] PF adv. ni'i'a (derived from 'a end)
find, discover: [r-un] PF vtr. run
fine, detailed, precise, intricate (of things): [hun] PF adj. hino
finger: [tskwa] PF n. zekwii
finished, done: [ha.'sEj] PF adj. hasey
finite, having a limit, not beyond: [tewa?P] PF adj. txewnga' (c.w. from txew limit and nga' contain)
fire: [t'rEp] PF n. txep
firmly, carefully: [nik.tu] PF adv. nik-tungzup (derived from ke tungzup not drop) lit.: 'without letting it fall'
firmly, steadfastly, faithfully: [nik.ka.'ni] PF adv. niklonu (derived from ke lonu not let go) lit.: 'without releasing it'
first: [tum.'awve] PF adv. ni'awve (derived from 'awve first)
first (ordinal): [tum.'awve] PF adj. 'awve (derived from 'aw one)
first in a series, original, existing at or from the start: [tum.'sya] PF adj. lesnga'i (derived from sngai begin)
fish: [paj.'ou] PF n. payoang (c.w. from pay water and ioang animal)
fish, young of an animal, bird, insect: [li.ni] PF n. lini
fit, suit, complement, inherently enhance: [li.a?] PF vtr. li'a
five: [t'm] PF num. mrr
five day work week: [t'm] PF n. mrrtrr (derived from mrr five and trr day)
fix, heal: [tsjo{k-o} PF vtr. zeiko (derived from zo be well and «eyko» causative infix)
flake, drop, chip: [tule] PF n. lte
flavor, taste: [sur] PF n. sur
flawed feature, blemish, deformity, stain: [twa?ranvi] PF n. fe'ranvi (derived from fe'ran flawed nature, inherently defective)
flawed nature, something ill-conceived or inherently defective: [twa?ran] PF n. fe'ran (c.w. from fe' bad and ran intrinsic character or nature)
flawless, be perfect: [j-o?] PF vtr. yo'
flawlessly, perfectly: [tum.'jo'] PF adv. niyo' (derived from yo' be perfect)
flee, escape: [him.'fwo] PF vtr. hifwo
flesh, food made from animal origin: [vej] PF n. vey
flight (an instance of flying): [saw.'swajon] PF n. satswayon (derived from tswayon fly)
float in the air, hover: [hun] PF vtr. ling
flood: [kan.'a] PF n. lamayxta
flour: [tsjo] PF n. tsyo
flow: [tswe.'sja] PF vtr. tsweysya si (derived from tsweysya current)
flower: [sju.'lan] PF n. sylang
fluent (for speech): [saw.'fwe] PF adj. nawfe
Contraction of na hufwe
fly: [sawaj.on] PF vtr. tswayon
focus on, specialize in, be particularly interested in: [kan.'m] PF vtr. kan'in (c.w. from kan aim and 'in be busy)
focus one's attention, concentrate: [kan.f.'i] PF vtr. kanfpil (c.w. from kan aim and fpil
from inside, out of: ['ftum.fa] PF adp. ftumfa—
(derived from mīfa inside)
from now (in the future): [laj] PF adp. kay—
from the reason, because: [ta.'hun(a)] PF conj.
talun(a) (c.w. from ta from and lun reason)
from the reason, because: [a.'hun.ta] PF conj.
ăluna
from up among: [ta.'fkip] PF adp. tafkip—
(c.w. from ta from and fkip— up among)
front (part or section): [za.'p'i] PF n. zapxi (de-
rived from hapxi part)
frozen: [le∫r] PF adj. leyr
fruit: ['ma.u.ti] PF n. mauti
fruitlessly, failingly, falteringly, in vain, not
achieving the desired or expected end:
[mi.'nui] PF adv. nīnū (derived from nūi, fail,
falter)
fuel: [rem] PF n. rem
full: [t'e:] PF adj. teya
full fruition, ripeness, maturity: [ti.'fjeyn] PF
n. tįfjeyn (derived from fyeyn ripe, nature)
full of self-pride: [le sno.'n'ra] PF adj. lesnon-
ra (derived from snoorra self-pride)
full, satisfied from hunger: ['je.hak'] PF adj.
yehakx (derived from ye full and ohakx
hungry)
full, satisfied, content, satiated: [je] PF adj. ye
fun, excitement: [ti.'t'o?] PF n. tįî‘o’ (derived
from ‘o’ exciting)
functional clothing (item of): [p'en] PF n. px-
en
fundamentally, basically, in essence: [ni.'ran] PF
adv. nīran (derived from ran intrinsic
character or nature)
fungus, mushroom: [sp'am] PF n. spxam
funny story, joke: [laŋ.vur] PF n. hangvur
(c.w. from hangham laugh and vur story)
'ipu
funny, strange: ['hi.jik'] PF adj. hiyik
furthermore, besides, additionally: [ni.'suj] PF
adv. nīsung (derived from sung add)
future: [zu.'saw.kr] PF n. zusawkrr (c.w. from
zusakru coming and krrrr time)
fungus, mushroom: [sp'am] PF n. spxam
gelatinous, viscous, thick: [k'um] PF adj. kx-
um
general, deputy, one step down from leader:
[ejkt.ta.'naj] jC,PF n. eyktnay (derived from
eyktan leader)
gentle, mild, tender (people or things): [flr]
PF adj. flrr
gentleness, tenderness: [ti.'flr] PF n. tįflrr (de-
derived from flrr gentle)
gently, tenderly: [ni.'flr] PF adv. nįflrr (derived
from flrr gentle)
get better, improve: ['tišan.'tul] PF vin. tsan'ul
(c.w. from siltsan good and 'ul increase)
get caught in something, become stuck:
[n-ip'] PF vin. nip
get fixed (ii), heal, become well: ['zo.sl-u] PF
vin. zoslu (c.w. from zo be well and slu be-
come)
get it, I understand: ['tsa.l.kam] PF intj. tslolam
(derived from tslam understand and «ol»
perfective aspect infix)
get over, accept some fact, reconcile oneself,
move on: [w.a.'l-ew] PF vin. walew
get to a place, arrive: [pə.tə] sə v. patə
get worse, worsen: [fe.ʔənul] pəf v.in. fe'ul (c.w. from fe' bad and 'ul increase)
get, acquire: [kə.nəm] pəf vtr. kanom
giant loom, mother loom: [sa. 'tev.ənə] pəf n.
'əwe'ng (derived from sa'nok mother and 'erwəng child)
giant, huge: ['tənətsəwəl] pəf adj. txantsəwəl (c.w. from txan much and tsəwəl big)
gift: ['stəli] pəf n. stxelī
girl: ['tev.ə] pəf n. 'eve (derived from 'evəng girl)
girl (colloquial): ['tev.ə] pəf n. 'eve (derived from 'evenge girl)
give: [i.tə] pəf vtr. ting
give birth to: [nək] pəf vtr. nokx
give ground, back down: [tən] pəf v.in. ting tseng (derived from ting give and tseng ground)
give out a tune or melody, sing wordlessly: [tən ləwə] pəf v.in. ting laaw (derived from ting give and laaw melody)
give shape (to something), shape: [tən səi] pəf v.in. 'on si (derived from 'on shape)
give speech, orate: [fətələn] pəf v.in. ftxul'ən (c.w. from täftxu weave and li'ən word)
give thanks, thank: [i.ə.ənə] pəf v.in. irayo si (derived from irayo thanks)
give up, surrender, concede defeat: [vətələktə] pəf vtr. velek
gladly, pleasurably, with pleasure: [in. pəf teʔ] pəf adv. niprte (derived from prnte pleasurable)
gloaming, night-fall, sunset, dusk: [tənənətn] pəf, n. txon'ong (c.w. from txon night and 'ong unfold)
glove: [həwəntəwək] pəf n. hawntsəwək (c.w. from hawnu protect and tsəwək hand)
glow, an instance of glowing; light source, lamp: [sa.nə] pəf n. səmə (derived from nər glow)
glow, be luminous: [nən] pəf v.in. nər
go down, descend: [kə 'kə] pəf v.in. kələ (c.w. from kələp bottom and kə go)
go to the bathroom, relieve oneself; (on Earth) use the restroom: [fəjəʔ] pəf v.in. fəŋə'
go up, ascend: [fəkə 'kə] pəf v.in. fəkə (c.w. from fəkə top and kə go)
go, proceed: [sənə] pəf v. saləw
goal, aim, purpose, target: [tu.kan] pəf n. tikan (derived from kan aim)
goggles, (made from insect wings, carved from wood, etc): [ˈtmənələn] pəf n. renten
good (abstract concept), goodness: [tsəltsən] pəf n. tsəltsən (derived from səltsən good)
good (of its kind), well done: [səltsən] pəf adj. səltsən
good looking, handsome: [səajən] pəf adj. sayrip ofp. (male)
good tasting, delicious: [fətələrə] pəf adj. ftxilər (c.w. from ftxi tongue and lər beautiful)
good-smelling: [on.ələ] pəf adj. onlor (c.w. from ontu nose and lər pleasant to the senses)
goodness, good (abstract concept): [tsəltsən] pəf n. tsəltsən (derived from səltsən good)
gourd, pod: [ʔənə] pəf n. 'en
grab: [nəi] pəf vtr. niə
grace, elegance: [lo.ənə] pəf n. lorən (c.w. from lər beautiful and ran intrinsic character or nature)
grant: [te.səwətənə] pəf vtr. teswoting (c.w. from ting give)
grasp, hold in the hand, grip: [fəp] pəf vtr. fəp
grass: [tsəltsəwə] pəf n. səltsəwə
grassroots movement: [ʔənəpənu] pəf n. nəgrr-pongu (c.w. from nəgrr root and pongu party)
grassy: [te.əswə] pəf adj. lezesə (derived from səswə grass)
gravel: [nək] pəf n. nək
graze: [tənəmətə] pəf v.in. yonzəsə (c.w. from yom eat and səswə grass)
great deed, feat, accomplishment: [sa.nə] pəf n. səro'
great joy: [lawənə] pəf n. lawən
great person: [nəwmətu] pəf n. nawmtu (derived from nawm great)
great, noble: [nəwm] pəf adj. nawm
greatest of all, exceedingly great: [tu.əvəmə] pəf adj. tuvəm
greed: [t.ʔ.ʔ.n.əw] PF n. titxanew (derived from txanew greedy)
greedily: [t.ʔ.ʔ.n.əw] PF adj. txanew (c.w. from txanew much and new want)
green, blue: [ʔ.ə.n] PF adj. ean
green, blue: [ʔ.ə.am.pin] PF n. campin (derived from ean blue green)
greet, say hello: [kalt.ʔ.i ʔ-i] PF vin. kaltxi si (derived from kaltxi hello)
grey: [ʔul.pin] PF n. ngulpin (derived from ngul grey, drab)
grey, drab: [ʔul] PF adj. ngul
grieve: [a.ʔ法人] PF vin. afpawng (derived from afpawng grief)
grievingly, with grief: [na.ʔ法人] PF adv. nafpawng (derived from afpawng grief)
grip, hold in the hand, grasp: [fj-ʔp] PF vtr. fyeP
ground: [kI.tε] PF n. klite
ground rack (for smoking meats): [ʔmɛr.ki] PF n. merki
group, set, pile, clump, stand: [sna.ʔo] PF n. snao nfp.
grow: [ʔswal ʔl.ʔu] PF vin. tsawlu (c.w. from tsawlw big and slu become)
grow; germinate and develop (of a plant): [ʔpaw] PF vin. paw
hang out with, spend time with: [ʔkW.ʔɛn] PF vin. käteng
hanging vine: [ʔa.ʔa] PF n. ana
happen, occur: [ʔl.ʔn] PF vin. len
happening, event: [ʔl.ʔn] PFP n. tenlen (derived from len happen)
happily, luckily: [nɛt.ʔp] PF adv. netrip
happiness, well-being, peace: [fPom] PF n. fPom
happy (of people): [nɪt.ʔam] PF adj. nitram
happy occasion, celebration: [fʔo.ʔæ] PF n. ftxozì
happy, peaceful, joyous, pleasant: [fPom] PF adj. lefPom (derived from fPom happiness, peace) nfp.
hard: [ʔa.ʔɛn] PF adj. txa'
hard, difficult: [ʔjæ.zik] PF adj. ngätzik
hard, diligently: [kawl] PF adv. kawl
harm: [kW] PF n. kxu
harm: [kW ʔi] PF vin. kxusi (derived from kxu harm)
harmonious: [mɛ.ʔem] PF adj. me’em
harmony (general sense): [ʔl.ʔem] PF n. time’em (derived from me’em harmonious)
harmony, living at one with nature: [mɛ.o.a.u.ni.a.ʔa] PF n. meoauniae
hat: [haw.'r?'] _PF n. hawre' (c.w. from hawnu protect and re'o head)

hate: [v-'r?.'k-o] _PF vtr. ve'ki

hateful: [fï após] _PF adj. kßay

hated: [tï.v¿.'k-i] _PF n. tive'ki (derived from ve'ki hate)

have a relationship with, connect, relate to: ['t-a-r-e] _PF vtr. tare

have some positive value, be of value, be worth something: [l-e;j] _PF vin. ley

having a good attitude, enthusiasm: [tï.'so'ï.ha] _PF n. tiso'ha (derived from so'ha be enthusiastic about)

having a limit, not without bounds, finite: ['t-e.w.ï.a?] _PF adj. txewnga' (c.w. from txew limit and nga' contain)

having to do with the Na'vi, the People: [le.'na'ï.vi] _PF adj. leNa'vi (derived from Na'vi the People)

he (no plural form: use (ay)fo): [po.'an] _PF pn. poan (derived from po he, she)

he, she: [po?] _PF pn. po

head: [re.'o] _PF n. re'o

heal, become well, get fixed (ii): [zo.sl-u] _PF vin. zoslu (c.w. from zo be well and slu become)

heal, fix: [zej.'k-o] _PF vtr. zeyko (derived from zo be well and «eyko» causative infix)

healer: [zej.'ko.ju] _PF n. zeykoyu (derived from zeyko heal)

health (physical): [fpom.'tok'] _PF n. fpomtokx (c.w. from fpom well-being and tokx body) ofp.

health or well-being (mental): [fpom.'ron] _PF n. fpomron (derived from fpom well-being and ronsem mind) ofp.

healthful (mentally): [fpom.'ron.ï.a?] _PF adj. fpomronga' (c.w. from fpom well-being, peace, happiness and ronsem mind) nfp.

healthful (physically): [fpom.'tok.ï.a?] _PF adj. fpomtokxnga' (c.w. from fpom well-being, peace, happiness and tokx body) nfp.

healthy (mentally): [lï.fï.pom.'ron] _PF adj. lefïomron (derived from fpomron health or well-being (mentally)) ofp.

healthy (physically): [lï.fï.pom.'tok'] _PF adj. lefïomtokx (derived from fpomtokx health (physical) ofp.

hear: [st-awm] _PF vtr. stawm

heart: [t'ë.'lan] _PF n. txe'lan

heartbeat: [t'ë.'lan.koi] _PF n. txe'lan Kong (c.w. from txe'lan heart and 'ekong beat)

heat: [tï.'som] _PF n. tisom (derived from som hot)

heavy (physical weight): [ku.'nup'] _PF adj. ku'up

heavy rain, rainstorm: [t'ë.an.'tom.pa] _PF n. txantompa (c.w. from txan much and tompa rain)

heed, obey: [l-ëk'] _PF vtr. lek

heimat (ger.), personally significant or beloved place: [tï.'an.'we.tsrñ] _PF n. txaneweetseng (derived from txanwawe(a) personally meaningful, significant and tseng place)

hell!, expression of warning or frustration, ‘crap!’, ‘ah': [tsa.'lëk] _ZS intj. tsa-hey

hello: [kal.'t'i] _PF intj. kaltxi

hello (casual): [kï] _PF intj. kxi (derived from kaltxi hello) colloquial, shortened form of kaltxi

help: [sruŋ 'sí] _PF vin. srung si (derived from srung help)

help, assistance: [sruŋ] _PF n. srung

helper, assistant: [sruŋ.sí.ju] _PF n. srungsiyu (derived from srung help)

helpful: [sruŋ.ï.a?] _PF adj. srunga' (derived from srung help) nfp.

helpful hint, tip: [sruŋ.tèj] _PF n. srungtsýp (derived from srung help)

her own, his own, its own: [snu.e.jæ] _PF pn. sneyä (derived from sno his self, her self, its self)

here, this place: [fï.'sneý(e)] _PF adv., n. fitseng(e) (derived from tseng place)

heritage: [sa.'tuï.lí] _PF n. satu'li (Note: Also name of canteen at Disney’s Pandora)

hero: [të.an.tsorw] _PF n. txantstew (c.w. from txan much and tsorw brave)

hesitant, in a state of hesitation: [lï.'hi.pej] _PF adj. lehipý (derived from hipéy hesitate)

hesitantly: [lï.'hi.pej] _PF adv. nihípey (derived from hipéy hesitate)

hesitate, hold back for a short time: [hì.ë.pëj] _PF vin. hipíye (derived from hi’i small and péy wait)

hesitation: [tï.'hi.pej] _PF n. tihipey (derived from hipéy hesitate)

hide: [w-an] _PF vtr. wan
high: [k'ajl] PF adj. kxayl
high level: [k'ajl.l] PF n. kxaylyi (c.w. from kxayl high and yi level)
hill: [ram.tsjip] PF n. ramtsjip (derived from ram mountain)

hinder: [huu.l.ts'el'] PF vtr. hultstxem

hinge, joint: [til] PF n. til
hip: ['ll.n] PF n. 'llngo

his own, her own, its own: ['sn.r.ja'] PF pn. sneyâ (derived from sno his self, her self, its self)
hiss: [o.'ssss s'i] PF vin. oiss si (derived from oiss angry snarl)

dependent clause) (ii)

history (ancient): [t0k.'rol] PF n. 'okrol (derived from 'ok remembrance and rol sing)

history (non-ancient): [t0k.'ur] PF n. 'okvor (c.w. from 'ok remembrance and ur story)

hmm, let’s see, let me think: [fi.'vil] PF n. fjipoi (derived from fpl think and iv subjunctive infix)

hobby, pleasure-yielding activity: [sae. su.lm] PF n. sasułin (derived from sulin be busy (positive sense))

hold back for a short time, hesitate: [hu.p-ej] PF vin. hipey (derived from hi’i small and pey wait)

hold in one’s arms, hug, embrace: [m.e.'yan'] PF vtr. fye

hold in the hand, grasp, grip: [fj-ej'] PF vtr. fyep

hold off, suspend action: [fp-ak'] PF vin. fpak

hole (going clear through an object): [rop'] PF n. ropx

hole, cavity, excavation with a bottom (visible or presumed): [tsong rop'] PF n. tsongropx (c.w. from tsong valley and ropx hole)

hollow, not solid: ['mo.mek'] PF adj. momek

hollow, space, enclosed open area: ['mo] PF n. mo

home, house: ['kelt.ku] PF n. kelku

honor: [me.'u.i.a] PF n. meuia

honor: [me.'u.i.a s'i] PF vin. meuia si (derived from meuia honor)

honorable, honorably: [me.'u.i.a.'ja?] PF adj. meuiangâ (derived from meuia honor and nga' contain)

honorable, honorably: [me.'u.i.a.'ja?] PF adj. meuiangâ (derived from meuia honor and nga' contain)

hook (for hanging or suspending an item): [kur.fja.vi] PF n. kurfyavi (derived from kurfy tan hamper or suspended rack)

hope (abstract concept): [sae.'pej] PF n. tsilpey (derived from silpey hope)

hope (particular instance): [sae.s1.'pej] PF n. sasilpey (derived from silpey hope)

hope (with tsnì for thing hoped, unless in independent clause) (ii): [sae.'pej] PF vin. silpey (c.w. from siltsan good and pey wait)

hopefully: [sae.s1.'pej] PF adv. nisilpey (derived from silpey hope)

horizon, skyline: [taw.t'ew] PF n. tawtxew (c.w. from taw sky and txew edge)

horizontally: [tu.'taj] PF adv. nityxay (derived from txay be horizontal)

horn of an animal: [shuk'] PF n. shukx

horn, wind instrument: [pawk'] PF n. pawk

horrible, terrible, awful: [fp'a.mo] PF adj. fpaxmo

horribly, terribly, awfully: [tu.'fp'a.mo] PF adv. nifpaxmo (derived from fpaxmo horrible)

horror: [tu.'fp'a.mo] PF n. tifpaxmo (derived from fpaxmo horrible)

hot: [som] PF adj. som

house, home: ['kelt.ku] PF n. kelku

hover, float in the air: [l1u] PF vin. liŋ

how: [fja. pe] PF inter. fyapa variant of pefya

how: [p.e.'fja] PF inter. pefya variant of fyapa

how complex?: [p.e.'fpia.'pe] PF inter. pefyìnap'ang (derived from fyinep'ang degree of complexity) variant of fyinep'angpe

how complex?: [p.e.'fpia.'pe] PF inter. pefyìnap'angpe (derived from fyinep'ang degree of complexity) variant of pefyìnap'ang

how many: [pol.'pa] PF inter. polpxay (c.w. from holpxay number and pe how)

how many: [hol.'pa.pe] PF inter. holpxaye (c.w. from holpxay number and pe how)

how much: [lum.'t'am.pe] PF inter. hîmtxampe variant of pîmtxan

how much: [pum.'t'am] PF inter. pîmtxan variant of hîmtxampe

how tight, loose?: [pe.'k'in.um] PF inter. pekxinum (derived from 'ekxinum tightness, looseness)

how tight, loose?: [pe.'k'in.um] PF inter. 'ekxinumpe (derived from 'ekxinum tight-
hunch, guess, informed guess, intuition: [ʔʔn] PF n. 'en
hunger: [t.o.حةٌ] PF n. ṭıนอกจาก (derived from ṭı如何看待 hungry)
hungry: [ʔ.حة] PF adj. ṭı如何看待
hunt: [t.a.r-ٌ] J.C PF vtr. ṭارن (derived from ṭارن hunt)
hunted thing, prey: [سر] PF n. سماء
hunter: [ت.ا.ر.ن] J.C PF n. تارون (c.w. from ṭارن hunt and -ٌu agent suffix)
hunting: [ت.ا.ر.ن] PF n. تارون (derived from ṭارن hunt)
hurried, frenzied: [لا.ت.ی] PF adj. لطخ (derived from لطخ hurry)
hurriedly, in a frenzied way: [م.ت.ی] PF adv. نتخ (derived from لطخ hurry)
hurriedness, hurry, frenzy: [ت.ی] PF n. تیخ
hurry: [وين.ه.پ] PF vin. وين تيحي (c.w. from وين fast and سا.پ do (reflective))
hurry, hurriedness, frenzy: [ت.ی] PF n. تیخ
hurt (someone or something): [ت.سraw سي.ک] PF vtr. تسرو سیکی (c.w. from تسرو pain and سیکی make (causative))
hurt, be painful: [ت.سraw سي] PF vin. تسرو تیخ (derived from تسرو pain)
husband, male spouse: [مون.ت.ا.ت] PF n. مزنخاتن (derived from مزنخاتن spouse)

I

in vain, useless: [ک.ا.ر] PF adj. کلسار (c.w. from ک نت and لسار useful)
I (deferential or ceremonial form): [و.ی] PF pn. یه
I mean, rather (self-correcting): [ک.نام] PF interj. کلان (derived from ک ان aim, intend)
I understand, get it: [ت.س.لام] PF interj. تسلام (derived from تسلام understand and سلام perfective aspect infix)
I, me: [و.ی] PF pn. وي
ice: [ت.س.پا] PF n. تسکاپ (derived from تسکاپ stone and پا pay water)
idea: [س.پ] PF n. شبپ (derived from شب think)
idiot, moron: [سک.ا.و] PF n. سکاونگ

if: [ت.و] PF conj. تو
if (counterfactual use): [ز] PF conj. ز
if not, or else, otherwise: [ت.و.ک] PF conj. تکفاو (c.w. from تک فا if not one path)
ignorant, foolish: [جا.ماک] PF adj. یاماك
ignore, not notice, snub: [ی.ک] PF vtr. یک (from یک notice)
imitate, reflect: ['rɪˌteɪ ʃər] pF vin. rɪ'ør sə (derived from rɪ'ør reflection)
immatrely, like a child: [u.'te.veŋ] pF adv. ni'eveng (derived from 'eveng child)
immediately (not as soon as pxisaway): [pʰi.ˈeʔ.ɾɪ̇] pF adv. pxije'rin (c.w. from ye'rin soon and pxi sharp)
immersion (into liquid), dipping: [jɛm.'fpa] pF n. yem'Itay (c.w. from yem put and pa'y water)
impatient: [ke.ˈle.m.ˈveŋ.ˈpej] pF adj. kelemweypay (derived from ke not and lemweypay patient)
impatiently: [ni.k.ˈle.m.ˈveŋ.ˈpej] pF adv. nikemweypay (derived from ke not and lemweypay patient)
importance, meaning, significance: [wa.ˈwe] pF n. wave
important: [le.ˈtsan.ˈteŋ] pF adj. letsranen (derived from tsranen matter)
 imposed requirement, obligation, duty: [ˈtsən] pF n. tsən
impossible: [ke.ˈle.ˈtsən] pF adj. kektsun (c.w. from ke not and tsən be able)
improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified: [kɛm.ˈwi.ˈəv] pF adj. kemwey (c.w. from ke not and muiə proper, fair, right, justified)
improve, get better: [ˈtsən.ˈul] pF vin. tsan'ul (c.w. from siltən good and 'ul increase)
improvement (in the general or abstract sense): [u.'tsən.ˈul] pF n. tsatsan'ul (derived from tsan'ul improve)
improvement (specific instance): [sə.ˈtsən.ˈul] pF n. satsan'ul (derived from tsan'ul improve)
in a communal manner, communally: [u.'ji] pF adv. nəyə (derived from yəl communal)
in a disappointing fashion, in a way failing to meet expectations: [u.'jɛm.ˈla] pF adv. niyewla (derived from yewla disappointment)
in a fashion as if one's life were at stake: [nəm.ˈrej] pF adv., intj. nemrey (derived from emrey survive)
in a frenzied way, hurriedly: [u.'ti] pF adv. nitsi (derived from txi hurry)
in a liquid way, by drinking: [u.'nakt] pF adv. ninak (derived from nək drink)
in a manner: [u.'ʃa.ʔə] pF adv. nifya'o (derived from fya'o way)
in a manner which is enjoyable, enjoyably: [u.'ʔəʔ] pF adv. ni'o' (derived from 'o' exciting)
in a mediocre manner: [nîk.ˈsən] pF adv. nitsran (derived from kesran mediocre)
in a puzzling fashion, mysteriously: [nĩj.ʃe] pF adv. nityefya (derived from yeyfya straight line)
in a way failing to meet expectations, in a disappointing fashion: [u.'ʃe.ˈla] pF adv. niyewla (derived from yewla disappointment)
in a whisper, by whispering: [u.ˈʃi.ʃi] pF adv. nitsisyi (derived from tisyi whisper, v.)
in a whistling manner, by whistling: [u.'tʃe.ʃi] pF adv. nityefwi (derived from tʃe.ʃi whistle)
in advance: [u.'li] pF adv. nili (derived from li already)
in an iron grip, tightly: [u.'ʃe.ʃe] pF adv. nisyep (derived from syp trap) lit.: 'like a trap'
in an original way, originally, with originality: [u.'tsi] pF adv. nitsim (derived from tsim source)
in answer, back, in response: [u.'ʔəʔ] pF adv. ni'eŋ (derived from 'eŋ answer)
in detail, expansively, thoroughly: [u.'nə] pF adv. nino
in essence, basically, fundamentally: [u.'ran] pF adv. niran (derived from ran intrinsic character or nature)
in every way: [fraʃi] pF adv. frafya (c.w. from fra'u everything and fya'o way)
in exchange for: [jo.a] pF adv. jooa–
in front of (place), before: ['e.o] pF adv. eo–
in hiding, secretly, by hiding: [u.'wan] pF adv. nitan (derived from wan hide)
in imagination, by imagination: [u.'ron.ʃe] pF adv. nirosne (derived from rons-
in just a second from now: [pʰi swaw ʰa] PF
adv. pxiswaaway (c.w. from swaw moment and ay future marker)
in layers: [nɪfr] PF adv. nɪfrir (derived from frir layer)
in order to, so that: [fɪr] PF conj. fte (with subjunctive verb in dependant clause)
in other words, that is: [ə lu] PF conj. alu (derived from a subordinate and lu be) (Used for appositions)
in poor taste, tacky: [feɪl] PF adj. fe'lup (c.w. from fe' bad and lupra style)
in response, back, in answer: [tɛj] PF adv. nɪeyng (derived from eyng answer)
in season (of foods, vegetable or animal):
[kt.ˈnɛː] PF adj. kimar
in shambles, chaotic, messy, disorganized:
[veˈo] PF adj. velke (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and luke without)
in that case, so: [ha] PF adv. ha
in the capacity of, as something as, or in the role of, something else: [sko] PF adv. sko+
in the meantime, until then: [tsakrrvay] PF adv. tsakrrvay (c.w. from tsakrr then and vay up to)
in the right season, opportunely: [nɪkˈmar] PF adv. nikmar (derived from kimar in season)
in this regard, related to this matter:
[kt.ˈtɛ.lɛ] PF adv. nɪftxele
in toto, all (of), completely: [tɔˈtowt] PF adv. niwotx (derived from wotx totality, whole)
in vain, fallingly, faltering, fruitlessly, not achieving the desired or expected end:
[ɔt.ˈnɪj] PF adv. nɪnu (derived from nui fail, falter)
in, on: [mɪ] PF adv. mɪ+
inappropriate, noise. sound that is excessive, unnecessary, unexpected or startling:
[hawm pam] PF n. hawmpam (derived from hawng overabundance and pam sound)
inauspicious, unfortunate: [kɛt.ˈrip] PF adj. ketrip (derived from etrip favorable)
incessantly, continuously, without stopping:
[nɪlkeˈtæŋ] PF adv. nilkefæng (c.w. from luke without and fæng stop)
incentially, by the way: [nɪvˈjɪŋkəp] PF adv. nɪvɪŋkæp (derived from vɪŋkæp occur to
one, pop into one's mind)
correct, wrong, not right: [keˈjawr] PF adj. keyawr (c.w. from ke not and eyawr correct)
correctness, mistakenness: [tɪkˈɛj] PF n. tikxey (derived from kxeyey mistake)
increase: [tʊˈul] PF vin. 'ul
increase: [tʊˈul] PF n. tɪˈul
increasingly, more and more: [tʊˈul tuˈul] PF adv. nɪˈulˈul (derived from 'ul increase)
indicate, point at: [vɨˈul] PF vin., vtr. vɪl
indication, sign, signal: [səˈvi] PF n. sitoll (derived from vɪl indicate, point at)
individuality (negative connotation), selfishness:
[tuˈaw po] PF n. tɪˈawpo (derived from 'awpo one individual)
infant, baby: [pf.ˈnɛn] PF n. prrnen
infinite, uncountable: [kɛtˈsʊkt.ˈi.əm] PF adj. ketsuktiam (derived from ketsuk—not able to do and tiam count)
infix: [kɛm ˈnɪ.ˈvi] PF n. kemliˈuvi (derived from kemliˈu verb)
informed guess, guess, hunch, intuition:
[təˈnɪ] PF n. ˈen
inherently enhance, fit, suit, complement:
[ˈhəˈn] PF vin. ha'
inital location, beginning, starting position:
[ˈsəˈvi.ˈtɛkəŋ] PF n. sŋgəˈitseng (c.w. from sŋgəˈi start and tseng place)
injustice, unfairness: [tɪkˈwɛmˈwiʔ] PF n. tikeˈmwiə (derived from kemwiə improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified)
isane, crazy: [təˈkɛˈje.ˈʔuʔ] PF adj. lekyeˈung (derived from kεˈyeˈung insanity)
isanity: [kɛˈje ˈʔuʔ] PF n. kεˈyeˈung
insect: [ˈhɪˈʔuʔ] PF n. hi'ang (c.w. from hi'i small and ioang animal)
insect, young of an animal, bird, fish: ['li.ni] PF n. lini
inside: [ˈmɪ ˈfa] or [ˈmɪ.ˈfa] PF n., adv. mɪfa
inside, into: [ˈmɛm.ˈfa] PF adv. nemfa– (c.w. from ne towards and mɪfa inside)
inpiration: [ˈsɑm.ti.ˈɾɛ] PF n. slantire (c.w. from slan support and tira spirit)
inispire: [ˈsɑm.ti.ˈɾɛ si] PF vin. slantire si (derived from slantire inspiration)
inispire awe or respect, be impressive:
[ˈtəˈo.ʔə] PF vin. roˈa
instance of protesting, protest: [səˈlejm.ˈkɛm] PF n. sileymkem (derived from leymkem
protest)
instance, time, turn, one of a number of repeated or recurring actions: [‘a. ƙo] PF n. alo
instead of, rather than: [t̪up̪] PF conj. tup
instruction, teaching: [ɔsɔ.’nu.mer] PF n. sänume (derived from nume learn)
intricate, meaningful, something from which a lesson can be learned: [‘ral.ya?] PF adj. ralgə’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
insult, offence: [zɔp.’lo] PF n. zaplo
intelligence: [tu.’ka.mu] PF n. tikanu (derived from kanu smart)
intelligence, understanding: [tu.’islam] PF n. tislam (derived from tislam understand)
intelligent, smart: [’ka.mu] PF adj. kanu ofp.
intricate, in a smart way: [nu.’ka.mu] PF adv. nikanu (derived from kanu smart)
inter. marker for yes or no questions: [’srak(v)] PF part. srak(c)
interfered with, modified, no longer in a natural state: [’za:v. ƙi] PF adj. zäfi
intermediate level: [’k’am.ji] PF n. kxanyi (c.w. from kxam middle and yi level)
interpret (ii): [ral.’pɛŋ] PF vtr. ralpeng (c.w. from ral meaning and peng tell)
interpretation, translation: [tu.ral.’pɛŋ] PF n. tiralpeng (derived from ral meaning and peng tell)
interrupt, throw out of harmonious balance:
[ma:.’k’u] PF vtr. məkku (derived from kxu harm)
into, inside: [’nem.f̪a] PF adv. nemfa– (c.w. from ne towards and mifa inside)
intriguing, be interesting: [’ɛl.tur t̪i.’tɛn s-i] PF vin. ɛltur tit xen si (derived from ɛltur– brain (dative) and tit xen awakensh)
intrinsic character or nature, essence, constitution; basic nature of something resulting from the totality of its properties; often best translated as personality: [rən] PF n. ran
introduce, present: [mu.w.m.’t-ʊ] PF vtr. mwintonxu (derived from wintonxu show)
intuition, guess, informed guess, hunch: [itim] PF n. ‘en
intuitive, speculative: [l̪e.’kəm] PF adj. le’en (derived from le’en guess) nfp.
investigate, explore: [l̪aŋ] PF vtr. lang
irregular, random: [re.mule] PF adj. renule (derived from renu pattern and luke without)
is, be, am, are: [l̪u] PF vin., svin. lu (predictive copula, existential verb) (signifies possession with dative of possessor)
island: [’spo.no] PF n. spono
isn’t it?, right?: [ke:.’jək] PF,PF,PRT part. kefjak (c.w. from ke fya not the way and srak question marker)
it (as intransitive subject), that: [t̪saw] PF dem., pn. t̪sw
it (as object), that: [t̪sawt̪] PF pn. tsat
it (transitive subject), that: [t̪swa] PF pn. tsal
itch: [f’k-’k-e] PF v. f’kake
its own, his own, her own: [suv. ʃə] PF pn. snujə (derived from sno his self, her self, its self)

J

January: [vɔsɔ.pi.’aw] PF n. vospxi’aw (c.w. from vospxi month and ’aw one)
jealously, enviously: [m.’fʊmok] PF adv. nifmo-kx (derived from fmo-kx jealousy)
jealousy, envy: [fʊmok] PF n. fmo-kx
joint, hinge: [tɪl] PF n. til
joke, funny story: [haɲ.vur] PF n. hangvur (c.w. from hangham laugh and vur story)
journey: [tu.’sɔp] PF n. tisop (derived from sop travel)
joyous, happy, peaceful, pleasant: [lɛ.’fɔm] PF adj. lefiom (derived from fom happiness, peace) nfp.
July: [vɔsɔ.pi.’kɪn] PF n. vospxinik (c.w. from vospxi month and kinə seven)
jump: [sp-æ] PF v. spā
June: [vɔsɔ.pi.’pʊk] PF n. vospxipuk (c.w. from vospxi month and pukap six)
just a moment ago: [p’i.swaw.’am] PF adv. pxiswawam (c.w. from swaw moment and –am
justice, fairness: [tim.'wi.ə] P F n. timwiä (derived from muiä proper, fair, right, justified)
justified, proper, fair, right: [mu.'i.ə] P F adj. muiä

K

kava bowl (constructed from seed pods, used for drinking intoxicating beverages), hand-sized: [swoa.sej] P F n. swoasey (c.w. from swoa intoxicating beverage or “spirits” and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)
keen, enthusiastic: [le.'so?ha] P F adj. leso’ha (derived from so’ha be enthusiastic about) ofp.
keep out, exclude, bar: [e.'k'an si] P F vin. ekxan si (derived from ekxan barricade, obstruction)
keep up with someone: [la.'tìs-i] LA v. latsi
kick, shove: [p’-ek] P F vtr. pxek
kid: [?'vi.] P F n. ‘evi (affectionate form of ‘eveng child)
kill: [tsp-an] P F vtr. tspang
kind: [tstun.wi] P F adj. tstunwinga’ (c.w. from tstunwi kindness and nga’ contain) nfp.
kind of, more or less, somewhat, yes and no: [san.'k:e.he] P F part., intj. srankehe (c.w. from sran yes and kehe no)

L

lack: [tì.'kr:li] P F n. tikelu (derived from ke not and lu be)
lack of notice, snubbing: [tì.'ja'k'] P F n. tyäkx (derived from yäkx not notice, ignore, snub)
lack of notice, unawareness: [tìk.'se.ri] P F n. tkseri (derived from tseri note, notice)
lacking sufficient energy, lethargic, lazy: [noŋ] P F adj. ngong
lake: [?'o.ə] P F n. ‘ora
lamp, glow, an instance of glowing; light source: [sæ.'ur] P F n. sāurr (derived from nrr glow)
land: [at.'k'e] P F n. atxkxe
land (process of), alight: [kl.'w-o] P F vin. klwuo (c.w. from klunte ground and wo reach for)

kind, thoughtful, considerate: [tìstun.wi] P F adj. tstunwi
kind, type: [fnel] P F n. fuel
kindness: [tìstun.wi] P F n. tstunwi (derived from tstunwi kind)
kiss: [p-om] P F vtr. pom
kiss: [sæ.'pom] P F n. sāpom (derived from pom kiss)
knee: [ki.'nam.til] P F n. kinamtil (c.w. from kinam leg and til joint)
knife: [tstal] P F n. tstal
knife sheath: [tstalsena] P F n. tstalsena (c.w. from tstal knife and sāhena carrier)
knot: [fta] P F n. fta
knot, make or tie a knot: [fta si] P F vin. fta si (derived from fta knot)
know: [o.'m-un] P F vtr. omum (stress moves to first syllable with infixation)
know (spiritual sense), see, see into, understand: [k-a.m-r] P F vtr. kame
knowledge: [tì.'o.mum] P F n. pomum (derived from omum know)

land, reach the ground: [kl.'p-ə] P F vin. klpə (c.w. from klunte ground and pāhem arrive)
language: ['li?.'fja] P F n. li’fja (c.w. from li’u word and fya’o way)
language group, language users: [li?'fja.o.'lo?] P F n. li’fjaolo’ (c.w. from li’fya language and olo’ clan)
language users, language group: [li?'fja.o.'lo?] P F n. li’fjaolo’ (c.w. from li’fya language and olo’ clan)

large: [a.'p'a] P F adj. apxa nfp.
large gathering, conference: [tsaw1ul.'t’a] P F n. tsawultxa (c.w. from tsawl big and ultxa meeting)
large part, majority, most: [t’am.'p’i] P F n. txampxì (derived from txan much)
large pestle (grinding tool); meal-mashing pole: ['i.kut] PF n. ikut
large social kava bowl: [swo.a.sej a.‘j] PF n. swoasey ayll (c.w. from swoasey kava bowl (constructed from seed pods, used for drinking intoxicating beverages) and yll communal)
last month: [vo.sp.‘tam] PF n. vospxiam (derived from vospxi month)
last night: [t.’o.‘nam] PF adv. txonom (derived from txon night and ham previous)
last time: [lia.‘ma.‘o] PF adv. hamalo (c.w. from ham previous and alo time)
last week: [kin.tr.‘am] PF n. kintrram (derived from kintrr week)
lamenting, lament: [‘j.k] n. eyk (c.w. from eyk lead)
leaves, leafy: [‘j.‘f.] Pf. n. eyk (c.w. from eyk leaf)
leaves green: [‘t.‘r.‘a] PF adv. rikean (c.w. from rik leaf and ean green)
leaf plate: [‘j.‘m.yo.‘l‘k] PF n. yomyo lerik (c.w. from yomyo plate (for food) and lerik leafy)
leafy: [‘l.‘r‘k] PF adv. lerik (derived from rik leaf)
learn: [‘t.u.v-‘o] PF v. tuwon
learn: [‘n.m.‘t] PF adv. v. tauer
least, minority, small part: [‘u.m.‘p] PF n. himpxi
leather: [‘f.w.‘k] PF n. flawkx
leave, abandon: [‘t.u.] PF v. txing
leave, depart: [‘h.u.] PF v. hum
ledge, shelf, level, step, rung: [‘i.] PF n. yi
(b) Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
left (not right): [‘f.w.r] PF adj. frir
left side: [‘f.w.r] PF v. frirpa (c.w. from frir left and pa‘o side)
leg: [‘k.’m] PF n. kinam
leggings (used in war): [‘r.‘n.] PF n. raspu
leisurely, unhurriedly: [‘t.u.l] PF adv. nitxiluje (c.w. from txi hurry and lake without)
length: [‘u.m.‘p] PF n. ngimpup (derived from ngim long and pуп short)
leap or borrowed thing: [‘s.‘n.] PF n. s‘sir (derived from sirin temporarily transfer from one to another)
lethargically, lazily
lethargic, lacking sufficient energy, lazy
level, shelf, ledge, step, rung
light
lightweight, light (physical weight): [sjo] PF adj. syo
like a child, immaturely: [mi.'te,ven] PF adv. ni'eveng (derived from 'eveng child)
like an adult, maturely: [nu.'fejnu] PF adv. nifyeuntu (derived from fyentu adult)
like it or not: [sun.ke.sun] PF adv. sunkesun (derived from sunu be likeable and ke not)
like that, that way: [tsa.'fa] PF adv. tsafya (c.w. from tsa- that and fya'o way)
like the Na'vi, Na'vi-ly: [nu.'na? vi] PF adv. ni-Na'vi (derived from Na'vi the People)
like this, this way: [fi.'fja] PF adv. fифя (derived from fya'o path)
like us, as we do (casual speech [na.j.'wej]): [ni.aj.'wej] PF adv. niyaeng (derived from ayoeng us (inclusive))
like, as: [na] PF adp. na—
like, as: [p'rel] PF adp. пель—
likewise, too, also, as well: [mi.'te] PF adv. niteng (derived from teng same, equal)
limit, edge, brink, border, end: [t'REw] PF n. тгев
limp: [tska'w] PF vin. tskawer
lip: [s'tEj.E] JC n. seyri
liquid, water: [pa] PF n. пя
listen: [t-tn 'mik.jun] PF vin. ting mikyun (derived from ting give and mikyun ear)
listen to (intentionally): [j.u.n.e] PF vtr. yune
litt. аooden writing stick:”, pencil: [pam.'rel.vul k.'ren] PF n. pamrelvul lerin (c.w. from pamrelvul pen, pencil and lerin wooden, of wood)
litt. аoding writing stick:" (short form of pamrelvul), pen, pencil: [pamp.'rel.vul k.'ren] PF n. pamrelvul lerin
lit. аitering stick:”, pen, pencil: [pam.'rel.vul] n. pamrelvul (c.w. from pamrel writing and vul branch (of a tree))
little (in size), small: [hu.'i] PF adj. хэи
little conversation: [tu.pen.'k'o.'tsip] PF n. tipamgkoxtsip (derived from tipamgko conversation)
little daughter (term of endearment): [ti.te.tsip'] PF n. 'iteytsip (derived from 'ite daughter)
little hunter: [tu.ron.ju.'tsip'] PF n. taronyutsip (derived from taronyu hunter)
little I, little me: [wtsip'] PF pn. oetsip (derived from oe 1)
little loved one, darling: [’jawn.tu.ﬂsjip] PF
n. yawntutsyìp (derived from yawntu loved
one)

little me, little I: [’we.ﬂsjip] PF pn. oetsyìp (de-
ferred from oe I)

little moment, second: [’swaw.ﬂsjip] PF n.
swawtsyìp (derived from swaw moment)

little mommy (used for young girls):
[’sa?nu.ﬂsjip] PF n. sa’nutsyìp (derived
from sa’nu mommy)

little queue: [’tswin.ﬂsjip] PF n. tswintsyìp (de-
ferred from tswin queue)

little you, you little: [’ya.ﬂsjip] PF pn. ngatsyìp
(derived from nga you)

live: [’eﬂj] PF vin. rey

live, dwell: [’kel.ku ’si] PF vin. kelku si (deri-
ferred from kelku home)

living at one with nature, harmony:
[’me.o.a.u.ni.a.’eﬂa] PF n. meoamiaea

living thing, alive, living thing: [ru.’seﬂj] PF adj., n.
rusey (c.w. from rey live and «us» active par-
ticle inflex)

living, alive, living thing: [ru.’seﬂj] PF adj., n.
rusey (c.w. from rey live and «us» active par-
ticle inflex)

logically, of course, following common sen-
se: [ny.’hin] PF adv. nilun

loincloth: [tewuj] PF n. teung

long (physical length): [nim] PF adj. ngim

longer (time): [nu1.’kﬂ] PF adv. nulkrr (deri-
ferred from krr time)

look: [’t ﬀ ’na ri] PF vin. ting nari (derived from
ting give and nari eye)

look after, take care of, be responsible for:
[vﬀ-wuj] PF vtr. weung

look at: [nun] PF vtr. nin

look for, seek, search: [fw-wu] PF vtr. fuwew

look, sight, appearance: [’ur] PF n. ’ur

loom: [’teuw.ruﬂj] PF n. ’ewang

loose: [un] PF adj. um

loos?, how tight: [pe.’k’i nu um] PF inter.
pekxinum (derived from ’ekxinum tightness,
looseness)

loose?, how tight: [’w.e.’k’i.num.pt] PF inter.
’ekxinumpe (derived from ’ekxinum tight-
ness, looseness)

loosely, weakly: [nu.’meﬂj] PF adv. nimeyip
(derived from meyip weak)

looseness, degree of tightness: [’w.e.’k’i.num] PF n.
’ekxinum (c.w. from ’ekxin tight and
um loose)

lose: [sn-a.j’] PF vtr. snaytx

lose awareness of something, lose track:
[’t-a.t-ep] PF vtr. tatep

lose oneself (spiritual sense): [’w-ﬂa] PF vin.
’ia

lose track, lose awareness of something:
[’t-a.t-ep] PF vtr. tatep

loser: [’swaﬂw.ju] PF n. snaytuy (derived from
snaytx lose)

loss: [tu.’snayt’] PF n. tisnaytx (derived from
snaytx lose)

loss: [tu.’han] PF n. tihan (derived from han lose)

loss of face, humiliation, embarrassment:
[fwuﬂj] PF n. fiewing

loud: [wok] PF adj. wok

loudly: [nu.’wok’] PF adv. niwok (derived from
wok loud)

love: [t’a.’jawn] PF n. tiyawn (derived from
yawn beloved)

love greatly, enjoy tremendously: [t’a.’saw.ri] PF
vin. txasunu (derived from txan much
and sunu be likeable) nfp.

loved one: [’jawn.ru] PF n. yawnetu (derived from
yawn beloved)

loved one: [’jawn.ru] PF n. yawntu (derived from
yawn beloved)

low: [t’im] PF adj. tim

low level: [’tim.ji] PF n. timyiyi (c.w. from tim
low and yi level)

luck, chance: [sja.yi] PF n. syayvi (derived from
syay fate)

luckily, happily: [’urt.ep] PF adv. netrip

lung: [’tso.pi] PF n. tsopi

made from insect wings, goggles, carved
from wood, etc: [’tew.ten] PF n. renten

magenta, violet, purple: [’wom.pi] PF n. ’om-
pin (derived from ’om purple)

magenta, violet, purple: [’om] PF adj. ’om
magma, lava: [t.’k’un.paj] PF n. txekxumpay (derived from txep fire and kxumpay viscous liquid)
main, primary: [t’ìn] PF adj. txin
majority, most, large part: [t’am.’p’ti] PF n. txampxi (derived from txan much)
make an exception: [t.imn.’w t s-i] PF vin. timungwrr si (derived from timungwrr exception)
make an informed guess: [’en s-i] PF vin. ’en si (derived from ’en guess)
make clear: [’law s-i] PF vin. law si (derived from law clear)
make free of dirt, clean: [’la.ro s-i] PF vin. laro si (derived from laro clean)
make impervious, seal: [fj-jl] PF vtr. fjel
make or tie a knot, knot: [fta s-i] PF vin. fta si (derived from fta knot)
make someone angry, anger: [steyk’i] PF vtr. steyki (derived from sti be angry and «eyk» causative infix)
make something fast, rush something: [’win s-i] PF vin. win si (derived from win fast)
make to sing (poetic), play music: [rej.’kol] PF vtr. reykol (derived from rol sing and «eyk» causative infix)
make, auxiliary verb, postpositional non-bound verb do: [s-i] PF si deriving affix
making an informed guess, acting on intuition: [ni.’en] PF adv. ni’en (derived from ’en guess)
male: [fìn.’kaj] PF n. fnelan (derived from fnel kind, type)
make, [fìn.’kaj] PF adj. lfnelan (derived from fnelan male)
make (person): [tu.’tan] PF n. tutan (derived from tute person)
make spouse, husband: [mnn.’t’a.tan] PF n. muntxatan (derived from muntxatu spouse)
malicious, bad hearted: [kawng.lan] PF adj. kawnglan (c.w. from kawng bad, evil and txel’lan heart)
manly, many: [nu.’p’aj] PF adv. npxay (derived from pxay many)
manner, path, way: [fj’a.’ro] PF n. fjao
many: [p’a] PF adj. pxay (used with singular or plural noun forms)
many, manily: [nu.’p’aj] PF adv. npxay (derived from pxay many)
map: [at.’k’e.re] PF n. atxkxerel (c.w. from atxkxe land and rel picture)
March: [vo.’sp’ej] PF n. vospxey (c.w. from vospxi month and pxey three
marriage, mating: [mnn.’t’a] PF n. timuntxa (derived from muntxatu mated)
mated, mated: [mnn.’t’a] PF adj. muntxa
merry, mate (with someone): [mnn.’t’a ‘si] PF vin. muntxa si (derived from muntxatu mated)
master: [bisl.’fæ ‘si] PF vin. tsulfæ si (derived from tsulfæ mastery)
master of an art, craft, or skill, expert: [tsul.’fæ tu] PF n. tsulfatu (derived from tsulfæ mastery)
mature, ripe, adult: [tsultxew] PF vin. tsrten
maturing, marriage: [mnn.’t’a] PF n. timuntxa (derived from muntxatu mated)
matter (subject): [t’e.Ic] PF n. txele
matter, be of importance: [tsr.an.t’e] PF vin. tsrten
mature, ripe, adult: [fj’ex] PF adj. fjex
maturely, like an adult: [nu.’fj’ex tu] PF adv. nifjeyntu (derived from fyeyntu adult)
maturity, ripeness, full fruition: [fj’ex] PF n. tifyeyntu (derived from fyeynt ripe, mature)
multiply: [tu.’tew.vaj] PF adv. txantxew (derived from txantxew maximum)
maximum: [tu.’tew] PF n. txantxew (c.w. from txan much and txew limit, border, end)
May: [vo.sp’im] PF n. vospximrr (c.w. from vospxi month and mrr free)
may, be possible: [tsun.stu] PF vin. tsunslu (c.w. from tsun be able and slu become)
maybe, perhaps: [k’awm] PF adv. kxawm
me, I: [’o.e] PF pn. oe
meaning: [ral] PF n. ral
meaning, importance, significance: [wa.’we] PF n. wawe
meaningful, instructive, something from which a lesson can be learned: [ral’ga?] PF adj. raing’ (c.w. from ral meaning and nga’ contain)
meaningfully, significantly: [nu wa.’we] PF adv. niwawe (derived from wawe meaning,
mild, moderate, comfortable: [tsja.fe] P F adj. tsysa
military, clan, squad, battle party: [wem.pu.yu] P F n. wempong (c.w. from wem fight and pongo group)
milk: [o.kup] P F n. okup
mind: [ron.san] P F n. ronse
minimally: [himg.xeiw] P F adv. himtxewvay (derived from himtxew minimum)
minimum: [himg.xeiw] P F n. himtxew (c.w. from him small and txew limit)
minor ailment: [sa.e.ripin] P F n. sapsedxintsyip (derived from sapsedxin illness)
minor wound, cut, bruise: [skir.rip] P F n. skxirtsyip (derived from skxir wound)
minority, least, small part: [himg.ri] P F n. himpxi
mischief: [stiwi] P F n. stiwi
mischief-maker: [stiwi si] P F n. stiwisiyu (derived from stiwi mischief)
mischievious: [stiwi si] P F adj. stiwinga (c.w. from stiwi mischief and nga contain)
missing, missed (as an absent person who is longed for): [lom] P F adj. lom
missing, missed (as an absent person who is longed for): [lom] P F adj. lom
mistletoe, mistletoe: [ya] P F n. yap (c.w. from ya air and pay water)
mistake, error: [k’ri] P F n. kxeyey
mistakenness, incorrectness: [n.ri] P F n. tikxey (derived from kxeyey mistake)
misty, foggy: [ke] P F adj. leyapay (derived from yapay fog)
model, represent, exemplify (ii): [ke.ri] P F n. kxeyey
modification, change (instance of), edit: [sa.e.lm] P F n. siledem (derived from silem change)
modified, interfered with, no longer in a natural state: [zaf] P F adj. zafi
moist, vegetation, pleasant smell of nearby running water, rain: [so.sul] P F adj. sosul
moist, humid, damp: [ˈpɑː.jɑʔ?] adj. paynga’ (derived from pay water and nga’ contain)

moment: [swaw] n. swaw

mommy, mum: [ˈsaʔ.ˈnu] n. sa’nu (affectionate form of sa’nak mother)

Monday: [ˈtɛ.ˈnu.ˈve] n. trmuwave (c.w. from trr day and muve second)

month: [ˈvo.ˈspɪ] n. vospixi (derived from vosipxi twelfth and zisita of a year)

moon: [ˈo.ˈa.ˈɛ] n. oare

more or less, somewhat, yes and no, kind of: [sɔn.ˈke.ˌhe] part., intj. srankehe (c.w. from srane yes and kehe no)

morning: [ˈtɛ.ˈwoː] n. rewan

moron, idiot: [skɔˈawj] n. skxawng

moss: [ˈpɹ.ˈvi] n. prrwil (c.w. from prrmen baby and ˈewil plant)

most, majority, large part: [tˈam.ˈpɪ] n. txampxi (derived from txan much)

mother: [ˈsaʔ.nok] n. sa’nok (from saatenuk)

mother loom, giant loom: [ˈsaʔ.ˈtʁ.w.ˈɛj] n. sa’ewrang (derived from sa’nok mother and ‘ewrang loom)

mountain: [ˈrɛm] n. ram

mouth: [kˈa] n. kxa

move: [ˈtɛ.ˈɛ.ˈrip] vtr. ‘tərip

move on, get over, accept fact, reconcile oneself: [wˈa.lˈɛw] adj. walew

move, shift position: [ˈɛ.iˈk] vtr. rikx

movie, film, video: [ˈre.ˈlu.ˈsiˈk] n. rel arusikx (c.w. from rel picture and rikx move)

much: [tˈan] adv. txan

much (abstract), very: [ˈmɛ.ˈtən] adv. nɪtxan

much (derivation from txan much)

mud: [ˈnə.o] n. ngoa

multicolored, colorful, variegated: [ˈpˈaj.o.ˈpin] adj. pxayopin (c.w. from pxay many and ‘ opin color)

mum, mommy: [ˈsaʔ.ˈnu] n. sa’nu (affectionate form of sa’nak mother)

muscle: [ˈtɛ.ˈʃɛm] n. tsgem

muscular: [ˈsaʔ.ˈʃɛm] adj. tsawsngen (derived from tsawl big and tsgem muscle)

mushroom, fungus: [ˈspə.ˈam] n. spxam

music creator, composer: [ˈpam.ˈʃɛ.o.ˈtəp.ˈju] n. pamtseowy (c.w. from pamtseow music and ngopyu creator) eg. James Horner

musical instrument (generic term): [ʔo.ˈtən] n. ‘otxang

musician: [ˈpam.ˈʃɛ.o.ˈtəu] n. pamtseotu (derived from pamtseow music)

must: [ˈzə.ˈɛ.ˈnɛ] n. srankehe

must not (ii): [ˈzə.ˈɛ.ˌke] vtr. zemkenze (c.w. from zene must and ke not)

my apologies (acknowledgment of guilt and regret), sorry: [ˈpaj.ˈtə.o.ə] n. ngaytsoa (c.w. from ngeyā your and tsoa forgiveness)

mysterious, puzzling, enigmatic: [‘tɪj.ˈʃɛ.ˌyaʔ] adj. ingyenga’ (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)

mysteriously, in a puzzling fashion: [ˈtɪj.ˈʃɛ.n] adv. ningyen (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)

mystery, riddle, enigma, conundrum: [ˈtɪj.ˈʃɛ.nˈtʃɪm] n. ingyentsim (c.w. from ingyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)

N

Na’vi-ly, like the Na’vi: [ˈnə.ˈnu.ˈvi] adv. ni-Na’vi (derived from Na’vi the People)

nail, claw: [ˈtsɪn] n. tsin

naked, without clothing: [ˈluːk.ˈpən] adj. lukpen (c.w. from luke without and pen clothing (plural)

name: [ˈstʃo] n. tstxo

nap: [ˈhau.ˈtsɪj] n. hawtsiyip (derived from hahaw sleep)

narrative poem, story poem: [ˈvʊr.ˈwaj] n. vurway (c.w. from vur story and way song)

narrow: [ˈsərəp] adj. snep

natural (something in its original, wild, unmodified, untempered-with-natural state): [ˈʃɪ] adj. yrr

naturally, without tampering with or changing the nature: [ˈmɛ.ˈʃɪ] adv. niyrr (derived from yrr natural)
next time: ['kn.tr.aj] _PF_ n. kintrray (derived from kintrr week)
next weekend: [mun.tr.aj] _PF_ n. muntrray (derived from muntrr weekend)
next year: [zis.st.aj] _PF_ n. zisitay (derived from zisit year)
night: ['t.on] _PF_ n. txon
night-fall, sunset, dusk, gloaming: [t.'on.'ony] _PFPtr_ n. txon’ong (c.w. from txon night and ‘ong unfold)
no: [’ke.he] _PF_ part., intj. kehe
no (before a noun): [’ke.a] _PF_ adj. kea
no action or activity: [’ke.kem] _PF_ pn., adv. ke-kem (c.w. from ke not and kem activity)
no longer in a natural state, modified, interfered with: [’zә:fi] _PF_ adj. zifә
no matter what, no matter, whatever: [’ke.ksran] _PF_ adj., conj. ketsran (c.w. from ke not and tsranten Matter, be of importance)
no matter, no matter what, whatever: [’ke.ksran] _PF_ adj., conj. ketsran (c.w. from ke not and tsranten Matter, be of importance)
no way! (vulgar), screw that!: [’p’a.sik] _PF_ in-ti, prasik
no-one: ['kaw.tu] _PF_ pn. kawtu (c.w. from ke ‘aw not one and tute person)
noble, great: [nawm] _PF_ adj. nawm
noise. sound that is excessive, unnecessary, inappropriate, unexpected or startling: [’hawm.pam] _PF_ n. haumpam (derived from hawng overcrowd and pam sound)
noise. ugly or unpleasant sound, screech: [’vә.pam] _PF_ n. va!pam (derived from va unpleasant to the senses and pam sound)
noisily: [nu.’hawm.pam] _PF_ adv. nihawmpam (derived from haumpam noise)
noisome, unpleasant to the senses: [vә?] _PF_ adv. vә’
noisy: [le.’hawm.pam] _PF_ adj. lehawmpam (derived from haumpam noise)
noon, mid-day: [’k’am.tr] _PF_ n. kxamtrr (c.w. from kxam middle and trr day)
nose: [’on.tu] _jc_ n. ontu
nose ring: [’on..tsaj] _PF_ n. ontsang (c.w. from ontu nose and tsang piercing)
not: [ke] _PF_ adv. ke
not a bit (used with ke; see ke kaw’t not...at all in phrases), not at all: [kaw.’at’] _PF_ adv. kaw’it (c.w. from ke ‘aw not one and ‘it bit)
not achieving the desired or expected end, failingly, falteringy, in vain, fruitlessly: [nu.\'nu\'] PF adv. niwu (derived from nu fail, falter)
not at all, not a bit (used with ke; see ke kaw\'it not...at all in phrases): [kaw\'it\'] PF adv. kaw\'it (c.w. from ke \'aw not one and \'it bit)
not derived from another source, original, unique: [le.\'\'sim\'] PF adj. lesim (derived from tsim source)
not hollow, solid: [\'vaw\'] PF adj. vawt
not many, few: [nu.\'hol\'] PF adv. nihol (derived from hol few)
not necessarily: [ken.\'zen\'] PF adv. kenzen (c.w. from ke not and nizen necessarily)
not notice, ignore, snub: [\'j\'e\'k\'] PF vtr. yâkx
not obtain expected or desired result, fail, falter, go astray: [nu.\'\'a\'] PF vtr. niu
not only: [ken.\'\'aw\'] PF adv. ken\'aw (c.w. from ke not and ni\'aw only)
not physical, strong (emotionally, spiritually, confident: [sej.\'k\'el\'] PF adj. seykel
not right, incorrect, wrong: [ke.\'\'aw\'] PF adj. k\'aw (c.w. from ke not and ey\'aw correct)
not solid, hollow: [\'mo.\'mek\'] PF adj. momek

O
“on top of things”, organized: [\'ve.\'ya\'] PF adj. venga (c.w. from ve\'o order, organization and nga contain)
O (vocative marker): [ma] PF part. ma
obey, heed: [\'l\'ek\'] PF vtr. lek
obfuscation, cover up: [tu.\'wan\'] PF n. tiwan (derived from wan hide)
object, thing (physical or tangible): [zum\'] PF n. zum
obligation, duty, imposed requirement: [ts\'] PF n. tsen
obstruction, barricade: [\'e\'k\'an\'] PF n. ekxan
occupation, primary role in society: [\'t\'in.\'tin\'] PF n. txintin (c.w. from txin main and tin activity that keeps one busy)
occupy a space, be at: [t-\'ok\'] PF vtr. tok
occur to one, pop into one\'s mind: [\'v-\'i\'n.\'kap\'] PF vtr. vingkap
occur, happen: [l-m] PF vin. len

O

ocean, sea: [\'t\'am.\'pa\'] PF n. txampany (c.w. from t\'an much and pay water)
October: [vo.\'sp\'i.\'vo.\'pe\'] PF n. vospixivopex (c.w. from vosp\'i month and vopex eleven)
odd, be curious, strange, unexpected: [h\'e\'k\'] PF vin. hek
oddly, strangely: [nu.\'hek\'] PF adv. nihek (derived from hek be curious, odd) (sentence, not manner, adverbial)
of a small group like a hunting party), leader (typically temporary: [\'e\'k\'ju\'] PF n. eyku (derived from eyk lead)
of course, logically, following common sense: [nu.\'lin\'] PF adv. nilan
of course, needless to say: [ke.\'zem.\'pl.\'\'e\'] PF adv. kezemplitxe (contraction of ke+zene+pivlltxe)
of stone, stony: [le.\'tsk\'e\'] PF adj. letsixe (derived from tskxe rock, stone)
of wood, wooden: [le.'tm] PF adj. lerin (derived from rin wood)
offence, insult: [zop.'lo] PF n. zoplo
offer: [st.'c.\'m] PF n. stxenu (c.w. from stxeli gift and lonu release)
offer: [st.'c.m.t-n] PF vtr. stxenuting (derived from stxenu offer, n.)
often: [p.'m] PF adv. pxim
often found, common: [le.'p.m.e.n] PF adj. lepximrun (derived from pxim often and run find)
OK, that will suffice, that will do: [t-an] PF vin. intj. tam
old (opposite of mip): [lal] PF adj. lal nfp.
old man: [ko.ak.tan] PF n. koaktan (derived from koak old, aged)
old person: [ko.ak.tu] PF n. koaktu (derived from koak old, aged)
old woman: [ko.ak.te] PF n. koakte (derived from koak old, aged)
old, aged (for living things): [ko.ak'] PF adj. koak
old, former: [spu.win] PF adj. spuwin nfp.
omen, sign: [a.'u.i.a] PF n. aungia
on a daily basis, regularly: [m.'t.t.t] PF adv. nitrrtr (derived from trr day)
on one’s own, alone, by one’s self; lonely: [le.'aw.tu] PF adj. le’awtu (c.w. from ‘aw one and tute person)
on the contrary, conversely: [m.'wæ] PF adv. niwâ
on the opposite side, opposite: [few.tu.sok'] PF adj. fewtusok (derived from few— across (In casual speech, fewtsok (few.tsok)
the same level, equally: [m.'t'enj] PF adv. ni'eng (derived from 'engeng level)
on, in: [m] PF adv. mi+\nonto, on: [sm] PF adv. sin–
once: [taw.'lo] PF adv. 'awlo
once (in the past): [taw.'li.e] PF adv. 'awlie
one: [taw'] PF num. 'aw
one individual: ['taw.po] PF pn. 'awpo
on a number of of repeated or recurring actions, time, turn, instance: ['a.lo] PF n. alo
one step down from leader, deputy, general: [ejk.ta.'naj] JC,PF n. eyktunay (derived from eyktan leader)
one third, third: [pan] PF n. pan
One who is patient: [ma.'wej.\'e.ju] PF n. maweypayu (derived from maweypay be patient)
one with authority over another, commander: [k'm.ju] PF n. kiximyu (derived from kixim command, order, assign tasks)
one, they (singular usage) (unspecified agent): [fko] PF pn. fko
only: [m.'aw] PF adv. n'i'aw (derived from ‘aw one)
only: [le.'aw] PF adj. le’aw
onto, on: [sn] PF adv. sin–
oops!: [?’a?] PF intj. ‘a'
open: [p.'ak' s-i] PF vin. piak si (derived from piak open)
open or borderless area, space: [ni'p] PF n. ngiip
open terrain, field, plain: ['t.a.jo] PF n. txayo
open, clear (for cloudless skies): [p.'ak'] PF adj. piak
opponent: ['w.w.tu] PF n. wâtu (derived from wâ- against)
opportunist, in the right season: [m.'w.ej] PF adv. niswey (derived from swey best)
or: [fu] PF conj. fu
or “spirits”, intoxicating beverage: [sw.o.a] PF n. swoa
or ceremonial apparel (item of), adornment: [l.'o.i] PF n. ioi
or else, if not, otherwise: [t'o.\'\'e.fjaw] PF conj. txofjaw (c.w. from txo-ke-fya'o-'aw if not one path)
or get drunk, be: [r.o.\'u] PF vin. rou (example use: rou fa pxir)
or group of avatars, clan: [u-nil.\'t.\'an.tok’o.lo?] PF n. unilirantokxol’o (c.w. from unilirantokx avatar, dreamwalker body and olo clan)
or in the role of, something as, in the capacity of, something else: [sko] PF adv. sko+
or metaphorically: having no value, empty: [mek'] PF adj. mek
organized, “on top of things”: [veŋa] adj. venga (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and nga' contain)
original, existing at or from the start, first in a series: [le.'saję':'ti] adj. lesnä'li (derived from sngä' begin)
original, unique, not derived from another source: [le.'tsim] adj. letsim (derived from tsim source)
originally, at first: [nu.'saję':'ti] adv. nisnä'li (derived from sngä' begin)
originally, in an original way, with originality: [nu.'tsim] adv. niltsim (derived from tsim source)
other one person or thing: ['la.po] pn. lapo (c.w. from lahe other, else and po he, she)
other, else: ['la.he] adj. lahe
otherwise, if not, or else: ['t.o.ke.'fjaw] conj. txokefyaw (c.w. from txo-ke-fya'o'aw if not one path)
out of, from inside: ['tum.fa] adj. ftumfa- (derived from mifa inside)
out there: ['ka.'saję':'tsen] adv. kätsentseng (c.w. from kä go and tseng place)
outside: ['wrpa] n., adv. wrpa
oval, ring, closed shape roughly circular: [ko'on] n. ko'on (derived from koum rounded, curved and 'on shape)
over, above: [i.o] adv. io-
overabundance: [hawng] n. hawng
overcast (for cloudy skies), closed, shut: [istu] adj. istu
overcome, pass (a test): [em.'za.'u] vtr. enzá'u (c.w. from za'u come)

P

(piece of) information: [sæ.'o.mum] n. sáo-mum (derived from omum know)
(public) speaker, orator: ['f.t.¿.tu] n. ftxulì'uuyu (derived from ftxulì'u orate, give speech)
a piercing: [tsaj] n. tsang
a possession, something acquired, an acquisition: [sæ.'ka.nom] n. søkanom (derived from kanom acquire)
pain: [t.šraw] n. šisraw (derived from sraw painful)

Painful: [šraw] adj. šraw
Pair: [mün.sua] n. munsna (derived from mune two and sna'o set, group)
Panic: [lop] adj. lop
Parent or set of parents: [sæ'.'sem] n. sa'sem (derived from sa'nox mother and sempul father)
Part: [ha.'pí] n. hapxi
Pass (a test), overcome: [em.'za.'u] vtr. enzá'u (c.w. from za'u come)
Pass by (something): [ft.'em] vtr. ftém
passion: [tii.'f̩.a.vaj] PF n. ṱfxavang (derived from ṱfxavang passionate)

passionate: [tii.'f̩.a.vaj] PF adj. ṱfxavang

passionately, with all heart: [tii.'f̩.a.vaj] PF adv. näftxavang (derived from ṱfxavang passionate)

past: [ftaw.'nm.k̩] PF n. ftawenmkrr (c.w. from ftawenem pass by (passive participle form) and krr time)

path, way, manner: [t̩.jo'o] PF n. fyâ'o

patience: [t̩.m.'wej.pej] PF n. timweypey (derived from maweypey be patient)

patient: [tim.'wej.pej] PF adj. lemtweypey (derived from maweypey be patient)

patiently: [tim.m.'wej.pej] PF adv. nimweypey (derived from maweypey be patient)

pattern: [t̩.re.m̩] PF n. renu

pay attention, quit goofing off: [t̩.elu si] PF vin. eltu si (derived from eltu brain)

peace, well-being, happiness: [f̩pom] PF n. f̩pom

peaceful, happy, joyous, pleasant: [le.'f̩pom] PF adj. lefpom (derived from f̩pom happiness, peace) nfp.

peacefully, calmly: [lem.m.'wej] PF adv. nımweypey (derived from maweypey be patient)

pebble, small stone polished smooth by natural forces: [tsk.e.vi] PF n. tskxevi (derived from tskxe rock, stone)

peel: [t̩k.a.e ur] PF v. fkarut

pen, pencil, lit. ´writing stick.': [pam.re] n. pamrelvul (c.w. from pamrel writing and vul branch (of a tree))

pen, pencil, lit. ´writing stick.' (short form of pamrelvul): [re] PF n. relvul

pencil, pen, lit. ´writing stick.': [pam.re] n. pamrelvul (c.w. from pamrel writing and vul branch (of a tree))

pencil, pen, lit. ´writing stick.' (short form of pamrelvul): [re] PF n. relvul

pendulum drum: [woke.au] JCPF n. wokau (c.w. from wok loud and au drum)

perceive, feel, sense: [t̩.'f̩.u] PF vtr. efu

perfection: [tii.'jo'o] PF n. tiyo' (derived from yo' be perfect)

perfectly, flawlessly: [tii.'jo'o'] PF adv. niyo' (derived from yo' be perfect)

perform a ritual, take part in a ceremony: [sae.'t̩e.o.o si] PF vin. s̩eoi si (derived from s̩eoi ceremony)

perform a task, run an errand: [tm.vi si] PF vin. tiwiki si (derived from tiwiki task, errand)

perhaps, maybe: [k'aiwn] PF adv. kawam

perimeter, circumference, border: [pa'we. pai] PF n. pxawpa (c.w. from pxaw around and pa'o side)

person: [t̩u.te] PF n. tute

personal belongings rack: [snok.fian] PF n. snokfyan (c.w. from sno his self, her self, its self and kurfyän hamper or suspended rack)

personal style or aesthetic, presence: [sno.lup] PF n. snolup (c.w. from sno self and lupra style)

personally meaningful, significant: [t'an.wa.'we] PF adj. txanwawae (c.w. from txan much and wawae significance)

personally significant or beloved place, home (ger.): [t'an.wi.'tsen] PF n. txanwetsen (derived from txanwawae(a) personally meaningful, significant and tseng place)

pervasively, widely: [t̩.ho.e] PF adv. nihoet (derived from hoet vast, broad, expansive)

philosophy: [t̩a.n. fpi] PF n. snafpi (c.w. from sna'o group and fpi way of thinking) lit.: 'a group of mindsets'

phrase: [t̩.nu.kiŋ.Vi] PF n. li'ukiŋvi (derived from li'ukiŋ sentence)

physical or athletic game, sport: [t̩.van.le.'tok'] PF n. uvan letokx (c.w. from uvan game and letokx physical)

physical, bodily: [le.'tok'] PF adj. letokx (derived from tokx body)

pick up, lift: [k'el.t̩e.k] PF vtr. kxelet

picture, image: [rel] PF n. rel

piece of work, project: [t̩.kam.xem.vi] PF n. tikangkemvi (derived from tikangkem work)

pierce: [ri.pe] PF vtr. ripx

pile, set, group, clump, stand: [sna. jo] PF n. sna'o nfp.

place: [tseng(e)] PF n. tseng(e)

place in the middle, center: [k'am.tsen] PF n. kxamtseng (c.w. from kxam middle and tseng place)
place where a fire is burning or has burned: [t‘ɛɔ̃.tσen] _PF_ n. txęptseng (c.w. from txep fire and tσeng place)

place, where, where: [tσen.ıa] _PF_ conj. tsenga (derived from tσeng place)

place, put: [j ‘æn] _PF_ vtr. yem

plain, field, open terrain: [t ‘a.jo] _PF_ n. txayo

plan, preparations: [t ‘a.ɞawl] _PF_ n. tihawel (derived from hawl prepare)

plant: [tə.ɪw] _PF_ n. ’cull

plate, (for food): [j ‘ɔn. ıo] _PF_ n. yomyo (c.w. from yom eat and yom table, elevated utilitarian surface (colloquial form of fyan yo))

play (a game): [u. ’van ‘s ‘i] _PF_ vin. wun si (derived from uwan game)

play music (with fa for instrument played): [pam.tσe.o ‘s ‘i] _PF_ vin. pantseo si (derived from pantseo music)

play music, make to sing (poetic): [rɛj. ‘k ‘ol] _PF_ vtr. reykol (derived from rol sing and «eyk» causitive infix)

plaything, child’s toy: [fi] _PF_ n. fil

pleasable smell of nearby running water, rain, moist vegetation: [so. ‘su] _PF_ adj. sosul

pleasent sounding, beautiful sounding: [mik. ‘lo] _PF_ adj. miklor (derived from mikyoun ear and lor beautiful)

pleasent to the senses, beautiful: [lo] _PF_ adj. lor

pleasent, happy, peaceful, joyous: [lɛ. ‘f ‘om] _PF_ adj. lefjom (derived from fjom happiness, peace) nfp.

please: [ru. ‘t ‘e] _PF_ intj. ruxtex

pleasing, enjoyable (physically, sexually): [mo. ‘w ‘a] _PF_ adj. mowan

pleasurable (of an activity): [p ‘r ‘t ‘e] _PF_ adj. prre

pleasubly, gladly, with pleasure: [m ‘p ‘t ‘e] _PF_ adv. niprre (derived from prre pleasurable)

pleasure: [t ‘a. ‘p ‘t ‘e] _PF_ n. tiprre (derived from prre pleasurable)

pleasure-yielding activity, hobby: [swa. ‘s ‘a] _PF_ n. sasulin (derived from sulin be busy (positive sense))

pod, gourd: [tɛ. ‘tɪn] _PF_ n. ‘e’ìn

point at, indicate: [v ‘i] _PF_ vin., vtr. vll

point of contention, source of argument, thing disputed: [swa. ɛ ‘tɛ] _PF_ n. səwkle (derived from wäte argue)

point of divergence, fork, branch: [jak] _PF_ n. yak

point, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, aspect, facet, property: [sjo] _PF_ n. syon

pointedly, especially, unambiguously: [u. ‘p ‘i] _PF_ adv. nipxi (derived from pxi sharp)

poison: [t ‘um] _PF_ n. txum

poisonous: [t ‘um. jɑ] _PF_ adj. txungna’ (derived from txum poison and nga’ contain)

pole, bar, rod: [swek] _PF_ n. swek

poncho, cape, shawl: [ ‘a. ɛ] _PF_ n. ‘are

pond, pool: [t ‘a. f ‘jip] _PF_ n. oratsyip (derived from ora lake)

pool, pond: [t ‘a. f ‘jip] _PF_ n. oratsyip (derived from ora lake)

pop into one’s mind, occur to one: [ ‘v ‘iŋ k ‘ap] _PF_ vtr. vingkap

position: [k ‘tσen] _PF_ n. kltseg (derived from tseng place)

possibility: [t ‘a. ‘s ‘a] _PF_ n. tifsunslu (derived from tisunslu may, be possible)

possible: [le. ‘s ‘a] _PF_ adj. letsunslu (derived from tisunslu may, be possible)

post script, addition: [t ‘a. ‘s] _PF_ n. tisung (derived from sung add)

postpositional non-bound verb do, auxiliary verb, make: [s ‘i] _PF_ si deriving affix

pour: [s ‘o. ‘a n] _PF_ vtr. sloan

power: [swal] _PF_ n. tswal

power, strength: [t ‘a. ‘u] _PF_ n. txur (derived from txur strong)

powerful: [t ‘a. ‘u] _PF_ adj. txuntur (c.w. from txan much and txur strong) ofp.

powerful: [t ‘a. ‘u] _PF_ adj. txuntur (c.w. from txan much and txur strong) ofp.

powerful: [le. ‘swal] _PF_ adj. tswalnga’ (derived from tisunslu strength, power) ofp.

powerful: [ ‘swal. ‘a ‘] _PF_ adj. tswalnga’ (derived from tisunslu strength, power) ofp.

pray: [a ‘ho] _PF_ vin. aho

prayer: [sa ‘ho] _PF_ n. saho (derived from aho pray)

prayer (in general, abstract idea): [t ‘a. ‘a ‘] _PF_ n. tiaho (derived from aho pray)

precise, fine, detailed, intricate (of things): [h ‘] _PF_ adj. hino
predator animal: [ˈtər.ni.o:əŋ] PF n. tarnioang (c.w. from taron hunt and ioang animal)
predict, prophesy, prophesize, prophesy: [ˈse.r.e.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. srese’a (c.w. from sre+ and tense’a see)
prefer (ii): [ˈməl.ˈnew] PF vtrm. mulfew (derived from new want)
prefix: [ˈɛ.o.ˈtən.ˈvi] PF n. eolkuvi (derived from eo– before and li’u word)
preparations, plan: [tɪ.lə.ˈɜːŋ] PF n. tihaol (derived from hawl prepare)
prepare: [hə.ˈawəl] PF vtrl. hawol
presence, personal style or aesthetic: [ˈsno.ˈhipt] PF n. snolup (c.w. from sno self and lupra style)
present, introduce: [mu.ˈwə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. muwintuxu (derived from wintux show)
present, introduce: [mu.ˈwə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. muwintuxu (derived from wintux show)
present, introduce: [mu.ˈwə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. muwintuxu (derived from wintux show)
present, introduce: [mu.ˈwə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. muwintuxu (derived from wintux show)
press on, press, apply (physical) pressure to: [ˈtəp] PF vtr. txap
press on, press, apply (physical) pressure to: [ˈtəp] PF vtr. txap
pressure (physical): [tɪ.ˈtəp] PF n. titxap (derived from txap press)
pretty: [ˈse.ˈvən] PF adj. sevin opf. (female)
previous: [ˈhən] PF adj. ham
prey, hunted thing: [ˈsmər] PF n. smar
pride, feeling of pride: [ˈnətəŋ] PF n. nra
primary role in society, occupation: [ˈtən.ˈtəŋ] PF n. txintin (c.w. from txin main and tin activity that keeps one busy)
primary, main: [ˈtən] PF adj. txin
private space that one can retreat to: [ˈsno.ˈməu] PF n. sno mo (c.w. from sno his or her self and mo space)
probable, probably: [ˈskə.ˈkəep] PF adj., adv. skxakep
probable, probably: [ˈskə.ˈkəep] PF adj., adv. skxakep
problem, difficulty: [ˈtən.ˈzəkə] PF n. tingəzik (derived from ngəzik difficult)
procedure, system, process, approach: [ˈvə.ˈfəjə] PF n. vehya (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and fyə’o way, manner)
proceed after, follow: [n.ˈəŋ] PF vtr. nong
proceed, go: [ˈsə.ˈtəŋ] PF v. saleu
process, system, procedure, approach: [ˈvə.ˈfəjə] PF n. vehya (c.w. from ve’o order, organization and fyə’o way, manner)
produce: [skə.ˈkəm] PF vtr. sleyku (derived from slu become and ˈe.ukə causative infix)
project, piece of work: [tɪ.ˈkəm.ˈvə] PF n. tikangkemvi (derived from tikangkem work)
proliferate, spread: [ˈvə.ˈtəŋ] PF v. virə
promise (a thing to someone): [ˈpa.ˈmə] PF n. pənu
promise (a thing to someone): [ˈpa.ˈmə] PF n. pənu
pronunciation, accent: [ˈtəŋ.ˈpəm] PF n. lə’pəm (c.w. from li’u word and pam sound)
proof (particular instance): [ˈsə.ˈwə.ˈjə] PF n. səwingay (derived from wingay proof)
proof, proving (abstract): [ˈtə.ˈwə.ˈjə] PF n. tiwingay (derived from wingay prove)
propel: [ˈspə.ˈləl] PF vtr. spule
proper, fair, right, justified: [ˈmə.ˈiə] PF adj. miiə
property, feature, trait, attribute, characteristic, point, aspect, facet: [ˈsi.ˈmər] PF adj. smer
prophetize, prophesy, predict: [ˈsə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. srese’a (c.w. from sre+ and tse’a see)
prophesize, prophetize, prophesy, predict: [ˈsə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. srese’a (c.w. from sre+ and tse’a see)
prophesize, prophetize, prophesy, predict: [ˈsə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. srese’a (c.w. from sre+ and tse’a see)
propagete, prophesy, prophesize, prophesy: [ˈsə.ˈtəŋ] PF vtr. srese’a (c.w. from sre+ and tse’a see)
protect, shelter: [ˈhə.ˈawə] PF vtr. hawon
protection: [ˈtə.ˈlə.ˈmə] PF n. tihaonu (derived from hawon protect, shelter)
protest: [ˈlə.ˈɪm.ˈkəmə] PF vtr. leymkem (c.w. from leym call, cry out, exclain and kemwia improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified)
protest (abstract concept), protesting: [ˈtə.ˈlə.ˈɪm.ˈkəmə] PF n. tileymkem (derived from leymkem protest)
protest, instance of protesting: [ˈsə.ˈlə.ˈɪm.ˈkəmə] PF n. sileymkem (derived from leymkem protest)
proud: [t³.'n¾.a] _PF adj_ lenrra (derived from nrra pride)

proudly, with pride: [t³.'n¾.a] _PF adv_ ninrra

prove: [w•.³.'pa] _PF vtr_ wingay (derived from wintxu show and ngay true)

provide nourishment, nourish: [l•.'swa s-i] _PF vin_ liswa si (derived from liswa nourishment)

proving (abstract), proof: [t³.wl.'pa] _PF n_ tiwingay (derived from wingay prove)

public speaking, speech-making: [t³.³'³.³'³] _PF n_ tfxuli'u (derived from tfxuli'u orate, give speech)

pull: [za.'³.-³.-³'pa] _PF vtr_ za'ärip (derived from ärip move)

pun, word-play: [l•.³.'wa v³n] _PF n_ li'uvan (c.w. from li'u word and uvana game)

purple, violet, magenta: [³.'om.pi³n] _PF n_ 'om-pin (derived from 'om purple)

purpose, aim, goal, target: [t³.'kan] _PF n_ tikan (derived from kan aim)

purposefully, deliberately: [nùt.'kan] _PF adv_ nìtkan (derived from tikan aim, goal, purpose)

pursue with an intent to capture: [n-oj.'sp'ë?] _PF vtr_ nongspe'

push: [kæ.'³.-³.-³'pa] _PF vtr_ kàährìp (c.w. from kä go and ärip move)

put away, store: [n-oj'] _PF vtr_ nöpx

put down: [k•.³'³j³n] _PF vtr_ keyn

put in order, organize: [ve.³'³j.'ko] _PF vtr_ vezyko (derived from vezo be in order)

put on (clothing), don: [³.'em.stö³k³] _PF vtr_ yemstökk (c.w. from yem sin put on and tokx body)

put out, quench: [t-oj³] _PF vtr_ tong

put, place: [³.'em] _PF vtr_ yem

putrid, smell of decaying animal/flesh, rotting: [k'àn.nàj³] _PF adj_ kànìng

puzzling, mysterious, enigmatic: [³.'e³j.³'na³?] _PF adj_ ingyenga' (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)

quickly, fast: [t³.'win] _PF adv_ nìwin (derived from win fast)

quench, put out: [t-oj³] _PF vtr_ tong

question: [t³.'pàm³n] _PF n_ tipawm (derived from pàm ask)

queue, braid: [³.'sö³ni³] _PF n_ tsöwin

quiet, silence: [t³.'fìn³] _PF n_ tifnu (derived from fnu quiet)

quit goofing off, pay attention: [³.'d.tu s-i³] _PF vin_ eltu si (derived from eltu brain)

quiver (attached to ikran’s saddle): [swi.'za w.sE.nà] _PF n_ swizawsen (c.w. from swizaw arrow and sëhena carrier)

quote, saying: [³.'an] _PF adv_ san

rain: [³.'om.pa³] _PF n_ tompa

rain, pleasant smell of nearby running water, moist vegetation: [so.'sù³] _PF adj_ sosul

raindrop: [³.'om.pi³思索] _PF n_ toppi³n (derived from tompa rain and ilva drop)

rainstorm, heavy rain: [³.'an.'om.pi³] _PF n_ tsexantompa (c.w. from tsex much and tompa rain)

random, irregular: [³.'ë³.³'ul.³'ke³] _PF adj_ renulke (derived from renu pattern and luke without)

rare: [kë³.'pìm.run³] _PF adj_ këpximrun (derived from ke not and lepximrun common)

rather (self-correcting), I mean: [kò.'kà³] _PF intj_ kòli³n (derived from kan aim, intend)

rather than, instead of: [³.'tup³] _PF conj_ tug

ray: [³.'a.tan.vi³] _PF n_ atanvî (derived from atan light)

reach for: [w•.³] _PF vtr_ wo

reach the ground, land: [kí.'a³] _PF vin_ klëpk (c.w. from klëlte ground and pëhem arrive)
read (e.g. the forest), gain knowledge from sensory input: [i.'h-an] PF vtr. man (stress moves to first syllable with infixation)
reading: [ti.'n.an] PF n. tinan (derived from inan read)
ready: [a.'lak.si] PF adj. alaksi
rear (part or section): [kæ.'p'i] PF n. kæpxi (c.w. from kä go and hapxi part)
rear end, butt, ass: [t'un] PF n. txim
reason: [lun] PF n. lun
recede from view, disappear, vanish: [ʔ-t ip] PF vin. 'ip
receive: [t-el] PF vtr. tel
recent: [sok] PF adj. sok
reconcile oneself, get over, accept some fact, move on: [w-a.'l-ew] PF vin. walew
red (“blood tun”): [ʼrej pai tun] PF adj. reypaytun (c.w. from reypay blood and tun red, orange)
red, orange: [tumpin] PF n. tumpin (c.w. from tun red, orange and 'opin color)
red, orange: [tun] PF adj. tun
reflect, imitate: ['ri'i r s-i] PF vin. ri'i re (derived from ri'i reflection)
reflection: ['ri'i r] PF n. ri'i
refuge, safe place: [zoŋ ʼsɛŋ] PF n. zongtseng (c.w. from zong save and tseng place)
refuse (to do something): [st-o] PF vtrm. sto
regarding language, concerning language: [le.'h-r fjä] PF adj. li'fyu (derived from li'fya language)
regularly, on a daily basis: [nu.'tř tr] PF adv. nittrnr (derived from trr day)
rein, face lead: [sa.'zæ r ip] RL,PF n. sâzârip (derived from za'ârip pull)
reject: [tsjær] PF vtr. tsyär
rejection: [tu.'tsjær] PF n. titsyär (derived from tsyär reject)
relate to, connect, have a relationship with: [t-a.'r e] PF vtr. tare
related to this matter, in this regard: [mu.'tř tr] PF adv. mifușe
relationship, connection: [sa.'ta re] PF n. sâtare (derived from tare connect, relate to)
relax, chill out: [sj-or] PF vin. syor
relaxation: [tr.'sjor] PF n. tisyor (derived from syor relax)
release, let go: [l-o.'n u] PF vtr. lonu
relieve oneself; (on Earth) use the restroom, go to the bathroom: [fõ.'aʔ] PF vtr. fngã' rely on, depend on, trust for protection: [m-oŋ] PF vtr. mong
remain, stay: [ʔ-t.'ʔawn] PF vin. 'ʔawn
remember: [z-e.'r ok] PF vtr. zerok
remembrance: [ʔok] PF n. 'ok
remove, take away, take off: [ʔ-a k-μ] PF vtr. 'aku
repeat, do again: [l-ejn] PF vtr. leyn
replace, substitute: [t-awn] PF vtr. rawn
replacement, substitute, something that replaces something else: [sa.'rawn] PF n. sârawn (derived from rawn replace)
replacement, the act of replacing: [tu.'rawn] PF n. tirawn (derived from rawn replace)
represent, model, exemplify (ii): [k-e.'n-oŋ] or ['ke-n-oŋ] PF vin. kenong (c.w. from ke not and nong follow)
request: [a.'tæl] PF n. âtxâle
request (with tsni clause for object): [a.'tæl 's-i] PF vin. âtxâle si (derived from âtxâle request)
request, ask for: [v-in] PF vtr. vin
require, demand: [fõ-o'] PF vtr. fngö'
requirement, demand: [sa.'fjo'] PF n. sâfngö' (derived from fngö' require)
researcher: [tu fi.'a tu] PF n. tifitian (derived from tifitia study)
resemble in a sensory modality, come to the senses as: [fk-an] PF vin. fkan
respect: [le.'i.o .a e] PF n. leioae
respond, answer: [ʔ-ej] PF v. 'eyng
response, answer: [ti.'ʔe j] PF n. ti'eyng (derived from 'eyng answer)
rest: [is.'u r-ok] PF vin. tsurokx
restore: [sp-eŋ] PF vtr. speng
restore oneself (metaphorically): [sp-eŋ] PF vin. spâpeng (derived from speng restore)
restroom (on Earth): [fõ-eis] PF n. fngã'tseng (c.w. from fngã' relieve oneself and tseng place)
restroom (on Earth): [mo a fõ-eis] PF n. mo a fngã' (c.w. from mo space, enclosed open area and a fngã' relieve oneself)
result: [kum] PF n. kum
return: [t-.t-e'] PF vin. tîtxaw
reveal, bring forth, uncover (literally and metaphorically): [k'u.Iat] PF vtr. kulat
rhyme: [tam.pam] PF n. ngampam (c.w. from ngam echo and pam sound)
rhyme: [tam.pam si] PF vtr. ngampam si (derived from ngampam rhyme)
rhythm: [ka.to] PF n. kato
right, savory, umami: [fwa] PF adj. fiang
riddle, mystery, enigma, conundrum: [tjen.tsim] PF n. ingyentsim (c.w. from ingyen feeling of mystery and tsim source)
ride: [mak.t'o] PF vtr. makto
ride out: [ka.'mak.t'o] PF v. kāmakto (c.w. from kā go and makto ride)
right (not left): [ski.n] PF adj. skien
right after: [p'i.'ma] PF adv. pxinau (c.w. from maw after (time) and pxi sharp)
right before: [p'i.'se] PF adv. pxisre+ (c.w. from sre before (time) and pxi sharp)
right now: [p'i.'se] PF adv. pxisre+ (c.w. from sre before (time) and pxi sharp)
right side: [ski.im.pa] PF n. skieampa (c.w. from skien right and pa'o side)
right way (of doing something), correct path: [e.'jawr.fja] PF n. eyawrfja (derived from eyawr correct, right and fy'oa path, way, manner)
right, correct: [e.'jawr] PF adj. eyawr
right, proper, fair, justified: [mi.'i.a] PF adj. muiä
right?, isn't it?: [ke.'fjyak] PF adj. kēfjak (c.w. from ke fya not the way and sək question marker)
rightly, correctly: [mi.'jawr] PF adv. niyawr (derived from eyawr correct, right)
rightly, erectly: [mi.'pim] PF adv. npmixim (derived from pxim erect, upright)
ring, oval, closed shape roughly circular: [k'o.] n. ko'on (derived from koum rounded, curved and 'on shape)
ripe, mature, adult: [fjejn] PF adj. fyeyn

(sense of) hearing: [stəwmswo] PF n. stawmtswo (derived from stawm hear)

(sense of) sight, vision: [tsc.'ta.swo] PF n. tse'atswo (derived from tse'a see)

(sense of) taste: [erwkswo] PF n. ekwtswo (derived from ekw taste)

ripeness, maturity, full fruition: [tir.fjejn] PF n. tifyejn (derived from fyeyn ripe, mature)
rise to a challenge: [sa] PF vin. sa
rite, ceremony, ritual: [səw.'tə.oio] PF n. sə'eoio (derived from 'eoio ceremonial)
ritual, ceremony, rite: [səw.'tə.oio] PF n. sə'eoio (derived from 'eoio ceremonial)
river: [kili'van] PF n. kīli'van
rock, stone: [sk'ek'] PF n. tskkxe
rod, bar, pole: [sw'ek] PF n. sw'ek
roll: [y'k.o] PF vin. 'rrko
root: [ry] PF n. ngrr
rope: [tu.tel] PF n. txertel (c.w. from txur strong and telem cord)
rot, decay, degrade over time: [sn-əm] PF vin. snəm
rotate on an axis, turn: [m-μ] PF vin. min Min ne tārpa Turn to the left
rotting, smell of decaying animal/flesh, putrid: [kə.ə.naq] PF adj. kə'naŋ
rough: [tək'ru] PF adj. ekxtxu
roughly, approximately: [wum] PF adv. wum
rounded, curved: [ko.im] PF adj. koum
rubbish place, garbage dump: [səjeltsən] PF n. sngeltseng (c.w. from sngel garbage and tseng place)
rubbish, garbage, trash: [səjel] PF n. sngel
rule, guideline: [kə.rej] PF n. koren
run: [t-ul] PF vin. tul
run an errand, perform a task: [tm.vi si] PF vin. tinvi si (derived from tinvi task, errand)
run, shelf, ledge, level, step: [t] PF n. t
(Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)
running attack, charge: [k'] PF n. kxil
rush something, make something fast: [win 'si] PF vin. win si (derived from win fast)
(sense of) touch: ['zim.ˌšwo] pF n. zimtswo (derived from zim touch)
a showing, an exhibition: [sə.ˌwm.ˈtʊ] pF n. sitwintxu (derived from wintxu show)
a single drop or series of smaller waterfalls occurring sequentially along a stream or series of pools (countable): [ˈsja.nan] pF n. syanan
a small amount (abstract), a bit: [ˈm.ˌət] pF n. 'it (derived from 'it bit, a small amount)
a small amount, bit: [ˈət] pF n. 'it
a suggestion: [sə.ˌmok] pF n. sämok (derived from mok suggest)
sacred: [sw'ok] pF adj. swok
sacred place: [ˈsw.ˈtu] pF n. swotu
sad: [tı.ˈke.ˈft.o.ˈjaʔ] pF adj. tikftxonga (derived from keftxounhappy) nfp.
sadly, unfortunately: [tı.ˈke.ˈo] pF adv. nīkitx (derived from keftxounhappy)
sadness: [tı.ˈke.ˈft.o] pF n. tikftxo (derived from keftxounhappy)
safe: [ˈk.u.ˈke] pF adj. kxuke (c.w. from kxu harm and ke not)
safe place, refuge: [zʊŋ.ˌʃεɾt] pF n. zontseng (c.w. from zong save and tseng place)
safely: [ˈm.zaw.ˌnʊ] pF adv. nizawm (derived from «awn» passive participle inflex and zong save)
safety: [tı.ˈk.u.ˈke] pF n. tikxuke (derived from kxuke safe)
salty: [wip] pF adj. wip
same time as, while: [tɛŋ.kə] pF conj. tengkrr (c.w. from teng same, equal and krr time)
same way as (similar action), as: [tɛŋ.ˌʃəŋ.ˈfə] pF adv. nitenfgya (derived from tengfya as, same way as (conj.))
same way as (situational similarity), as: [ˈʃəŋ.ˈfə] pF conj. tengfya (c.w. from teng same, equal and fyəˈo path)
same, equal: [tɛŋ] pF adj. teng
sample, taste, try, evaluate, check out, test-drive: [n-aˈjɪʔ] pF vtram. may'
sand: [ˈne.ˈni] pF n. neni
satiated, satisfied, content, full: [jɛ] pF adj. ye
satisfied from hunger, full: [jɛ.haka] pF adj. yehaxk (derived from ye full and ohaxk hungry)
satisfied from thirst by drink, feeling quenched, slaked: [ˈʃəŋ.ˌɑvəŋ] pF adj. yevəŋ (derived from ye satisfied and vəŋ thirsty)
satisfied, content, satiated, full: [jɛ] pF adj. ye
Saturday: [tı.ˈki.ˈve] pF n. trrkive (c.w. from trr day and kive seventh)
save, defend: [zoŋ] pF vtr. zong
savory, umami, rich: [wəŋ] pF adj. fwan
say hello, greet: [kæl.ˈtɪ.ˈsəi] pF vin. kaltxì si (derived from kaltxì hello)
say something concerning, discourse on, talk about: [ˈləwk] pF vtr. ləwk
saying, quote: [ˈsən] pF adv. san
scale (pulling entire body up), climb: [ˈsɪjil] pF vtr. tsyil
scary, frightening: [ˈtɛwən] pF adj. txewm
school: [nʊm.ˌʃεɾt] pF n. numißeng (c.w. from nume learn and tseng place)
science, the study of the physical world: [tɪ.ˈti.ˈa ki.ˈtəkˈve] pF n. tiftiap kifkeyà (c.w. from tiftiap study and kifkey world)
scientist: [tɪ.ˈti.ˈa.ˈtu ki.ˈtəkˈve] pF n. tiftiatu kifkeyà (c.w. from tiftiatu researcher and kifkey world)
scream: [zəwŋ] pF vin. zawm
screech, noise. ugly or unpleasant sound: [ˈvæ.pam] pF n. vəpam (derived from və unpleasant to the senses and pam sound)
screw that!, no way! (vulgar): [ˈpə.ˈsɪk] pF in-.tj. pxasik
sea, ocean: [təm.ˈpæj] pF n.uxtampay (c.w. from tən much and pay water)
seal, make impervious: [fə.ˈɛl] pF vtr. fyel
search, look for, seek: [fə.ˈɛw] pF vtr. fəew
season: [za.ˈsi.ˈkə] pF n. zisikrr (derived from zisit year and krr time)
second (ordinal): [tən.ˈvɛ] pF adj. muve (derived from mune two)
second, little moment: [ˈswə.ˈʃɪp] pF n. swawtysip (derived from swaw moment)
second, very short time: [həˈkə] pF n. hikrr (c.w. from hɪˈi little, small and krr time)
secretly, in hiding, by hiding: [ˈwə.ˈwən] pF adv. wan (derived from wan hide)
see (physical sense): [ˈtə.ˈtə] pF vtr. təeə
see into, see, understand, know (spiritual sense): [kə.ˈm.ə] pF vtr. kame
see, see into, understand, know (spiritual sense): [kə.ˈm.ə] pF vtr. kame
sickness, the state of being ill: [tɪˈspɪn] P F n. tispixin (derived from spxin sick)
side: [ˈpɑːˈhɔː] P F n. pa'o
sight, look, appearance:
  [ˈʃɜːr] P F n. ‘ur
sign, indication, signal: [ˈsæ.ˈvɪl] P F n. sävill (derived from vll indicate, point at)
sign, omen: [ˈɑː.ˈtɪ.ʃə] P F n. aungia
signal, indication: [ˈsæ.ˈvɪl] P F n. sävill (derived from vll indicate, point at)
significance, meaning, importance: [wɑːˈwe] P F n. wawe
significant, personally meaningful:
  [tɑːn.wɑːˈwe] P F adj. txanwawe (c.w. from txan much and wawe significance)
significantly, meaningfully: [n.wɑːˈwe] P F adv. nìwawe (derived from wawe meaning, significance)
silence, quiet: [tɪˈfɪnu] P F n. tìfnu (derived from fnu quiet)
silently: [n.ˈtɪfnu] P F adv. nìfnu (derived from fnu quiet)
similar: [stə] P F adj. steng
similarly: [hɪˈstə] P F adv. nìsteng (derived from steng similar)
simple: [ʃɪn] P F adj. fìn
simple, easy: [ˈʃɪn.ər] P F adj. fìner
since (temporal): [tɑːˈkə.ə] P F conj. takrra variant of akrrta (c.w. from krr time and ta from)
since (temporal): [əˈkə.ˈtə] P F conj. akrrta variant of takrra (c.w. from krr time and ta from)
sing: [ˈweɪˈʃɪ] P F vin. way si (derived from way song)
sing wordlessly, give out a tune or melody:
  [tɪˈnjɔː] P F vin. ting lavour (derived from ting give and lawr melody)
single-person hammock: [ˈsnoʊ.ni.ˈvi] P F n. snonivi (c.w. from sno his/her self and nivi sleeping hammock)
sister: [ˈtɜːm.ˌkrɛt] P F n. tsmuke (derived from tsmuk sibling)
sit: [hɪˈʃn] P F vin. heyn
situation, state, condition:
  [tɪˈfɪkejtɪk] P F n. tìfkeytok (derived from fkeytok exist)
six: [ˈpɑːˌkap] P F num. pukap
sixth (ordinal): [ˈpɑː.ˈvɛ] P F adj. puwe (derived from pukap six)
sixty four: [zɑm] P F num. zam
size: [tsaw̃ˈhiʔ] P F n. tsawlhi’ (c.w. from tsawl big (in size) and hi’i small (in size))
skeleton: [sna.ˈtə.ˈrəm] P F n. snaxaremn (c.w. from sna’o group and txaremn bone) lit.: ‘set of bones’
skin: [ˈtə.ˈləŋ] P F n. ta’leng
skin blue:
  [ˈtə.ˈləŋ.ˈeən] P F adj. ta’lengean (c.w. from ta’leng skin and ean blue)
skull:
  [ˈtɪkə.ˈrɛ] P F n. tekre
sky: [taw] P F n. taw
skyline, horizon: [ˈtaw.ˈtʃɪw] P F n. tawtxew (c.w. from taw sky and txew edge)
slaked, satisfied from thirst by drink, feeling quenched:
  [jə.ˈvæŋ] P F adj. yeavàng (derived from ye satisfied and vàng thirsty)
slap, strike, beat:
  [tə.ˈkʊ.ˈkʊ] P F vtr. takuk
sleep:
  [ˈhɑː.ˈhæw] P F vin. hahaw
sleeping hammock (general term):
  [nɪ.ˈvi] P F n. nivi
sleet
sleek, satisfied from thirst by drink, feeling quenched:
  [jə.ˈvæŋ] P F adj. yeavàng (derived from ye satisfied and vàng thirsty)
sleight of hand, trick, clever/special methodol-
doology:
  [ˈtɪŋ.ˈʃɪj] P F n. ingyentsyip (derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)
slide, slip:
  [fweɪ] P F vin. fwi
slip, slide:
  [fweɪ] P F vin. fwi
slow:
  [kɹ.ˈoŋ] P F adj. k’oŋ
slowly:
  [nɪk.ˈoŋ] P F adv. nik’oŋ (derived from ki’oŋ slow)
small (in quantity): [hɪm] P F adj. him
small part, minority, least:
  [hɪm.ˈpɪ̃] P F n. himpxi
small rest or relaxation, break:
  [tɪ.ˈʃʊr.ˈʃɪj] P F n. tisportsyip (derived from syor relax, chill out)
small stone polished smooth by natural forces, pebble:
  [tɪskə.ˈvi] P F n. tsxevi (derived from tsxke rock, stone)
small, little (in size):
  [ˈhɪ.ˈʔi] P F adj. hi’i
smart (thing), clever:
  [sɪl.ˈrən.ˌsɛm] P F adj. silronsem (c.w. from siltsan good and ronsem mind)
smart, intelligent:
  [kæ.tɲu] P F adj. kanu ofp.
smell:
  [ˈfæ.ˈhɛw] P F n. fahew
smell:
  [tɪˈnən.ˈtʊn] JCP F vin. ting ontu (derived from ting give and ontu nose)
smell (not intentionally):
  [ˈh.ˈfə.ɪ] P F vtr. hefi
smell of decaying animal/flesh, rotting, putrid:
  [ˈkə.ˈnæŋ] P F adj. kxìnæŋ
smell of decaying wood and leaves, dank (non-animal decay): [ŋet'] PF adj. nget.Smell of living animals, as found around a watering hole: [a.'t'an] PF adv. atxar

smile: ['t'ok'] PF n. lrttok

smile: ['t'ok' s'i] PF vin. lrttok si (derived from lrttok smile)

smoke: [k'e.ne] PF n. kxener

smoke (lit. to suck smoke): [tsw·k' e.ne.rit] PF.D vin. tswik kxenerit (c.w. from tswik suck and kxener smoke)

smooth: ['fa.o.i] PF adj. faoi

smooth (for motion), steady: [ler] PF adj. ler

snack, light meal: [sje:j] PF n. tseyey

snap in two, break: [k'ak'] PF vin. kxakx

sneaky (of a person), dodgy: [let.'wan] PF adj. letwan (derived from tute person and wan hide)

snow: [her.wi] PF n. herwì

snow field: [her.t'a.jo] PF n. hertxayo (derived from herwi snow and txyay field)

snow flurry: [her.'mejp'] PF n. hermeyp (derived from herwi snow and meyp weak)

snowflake: [her.wi.wa] PF n. herwìva (derived from herwi snow and ilva flake)

snub: [sæ.'jæk'] PF n. sittjakx (derived from yjakx not notice, ignore, snub)

snub, not notice, ignore: [j.'jæk'] PF vtr. yjakx

snubbing, lack of notice: [tj.'jæk'] PF n. tiyjakx (derived from yjakx not notice, ignore, snub)

so, much as, even: [ken] PF adv. keng

so that not, lest: [ft.e.ken] PF conj. fteke (c.w. from fte so that and ke not) (with subjunctive verb in dependent clause)

so that, in order to: [fte] PF conj. fte (with subjunctive verb in dependent clause)

so, in that case: [ha] PF adv. ha

so, to such an extent: [fi.'t'an] PF adv. fitxan (derived from tnxan great, much)

so, to such an extent: [m.'ft'an] PF adv. nifitxan (derived from fitxan so, to such an extent)

so-so, mediocre: [ke.'sran] PF adj. kesran (c.w. from ke not and sran yes) (The derivation of this word is not entirely clear. It may have originally been kesrankekehe, literally, ‘not yes, not no,’ in reference to whether a certain action was performed well or not, and over time it became shortened to just kesran, its use expanding to include anything only mediocre in quality.)

social or personal support, support (emotional): [tu.'slan] PF n. tislan (derived from slan support) ofp.

social or personal support, support (emotional): [sl.an] PF vtr. slan ofp.

socially unacceptable, coarse, vulgar:

soft (of a sound): ['ta.'jo] PF adj. 'ango

soft (of an object): ['her.ne] PF adj. herwe

soil (fertile): ['akra PF n. 'akra

solicit agreement: [ko] PF part. ko

solid, world (physical): [ki.'fkej] PF n. kifkey

solid, not hollow: [vawt'] PF adj. vawt

somebody, someone: [tu.tean] PF pn. tuteo (derived from tute person)

someone who has just arrived on the scene, newcomer: [za.'na.'tu.'ju] PF n. zima'tyu

somebody, someone: [tu.tean] PF pn. tuteo (derived from tute person)

something: ['ta.'jo] PF pn. 'uò

something able to be drunk, drink: [na.'er] PF n. naer

something acquired, an acquisition, a possession: [sæ.'ka.nom] PF n. sàkanom (derived from kanom acquire)

something as, in the capacity of, or in the role of, something else: [sko] PF adv. sko+

something confusing, source of confusion: [ja.'jajr.'tsim] PF n. yayajrtsim (c.w. from yayayr confusion and tsim source)

something else, something as, in the capacity of, or in the role of: [sko] PF adv. sko+

something from which a lesson can be learned, meaningful, instructive: ['ra1.ya?] PF adj. ralnga' (c.w. from ral meaning and nga' contain)

something humorous: [sæ.'n. pu] PF n. sà'ipu (derived from ipu humorous)

something ill-conceived or inherently defective, flawed nature: [fe?'ran] PF n. fe'ran (c.w. from fe' bad and ran intrinsic character or nature)

something imagined: [ron.ser] PF n. ronsrel (derived from ronsrelingop imagine)

something that replaces something else, replacement, substitute: [sæ.'raun] PF n. sà-raun (derived from rawn replace)
something to report, news: [fimawn] PF n. fnawfn
somewhat, more or less, yes and no, kind of: [šran.k'e.hi] PF part., intj. sranneke (c.w. from srane yes and kehe no)
somewhere: [tša.no] PF pn. tsengo (derived from tseng place)
son: [št découvert] JCPF n. štan
song (ancient, ceremonial): [wa:ʃ] PF n. way
song (vocal): [tʃ.'rol] PF n. tirol (derived from rol sing)
song cord: [ʃaw.tʃ.ʃm] PF n. waytelem (c.w. from way song and telem cord)
soon: [ʃe:ʃ.ʃm] PF adv. ye'rin
sorrow: [ʃe:ʃ.'wɔl] PF n. yengwal
sorry, my apologies (acknowledgment of guilt and regret): [ʃpa:ʃ.tʃ.o.a] PF intj. ngaytxoa (c.w. from ngaytà your and txoa forgiveness)
soul: [vit.'ra] PF n. vitra
sound: [ʃam] PF n. pam
sound play: [ʃam.ʃ.ʃm n. pamuvan (c.w. from pam sound and uvan game)
sour: [ʃe:ʃ.'ʃɔl] PF adj. we'yay
source: [ʃisim] PF n. tsim
source of argument, point of contention, thing disputed: [ʃa:ʃ.wa:ʃ.'tʃ] PF n. ša:wte (derived from wate argue)
source of confusion, something confusing: [ʃa:ʃ.tʃ.ʃim] PF n. yayayrśim (c.w. from yayyr confusion and tsim source)
source of worry, worrisome matter: [ʃsgm.ʃim] PF n. sgumtsim (c.w. from sgum worry and tsim source)
space, hollow, enclosed open area: [ʃm] PF n. mo
space, open or borderless area: [ʃip] PF n. ngip
spark: [ʃt'r.'ʃi] PF n. txepoi (derived from txep fire)
speak: [pʃt.'tʃe] PF v. plltxe
speaker: [pʃ.'tʃe.ju] PF n. plltxeyu (derived from plltxe speak)
spear: [ʃu:k.'ru] PF n. tukru
special, distinct: [ʃe.tʃ] PF adj. zey
specialize in, focus on, be particularly interested in: [ʃk.'a:n.'tʃi] PF vtr. kan'in (c.w. from kan aim and 'in be busy)
speculative, intuitive: [ʃl.'tʃe.n] PF adj. le'en (derived from 'en guess) nfp
speech, oration: [ʃa:ʃ.ʃt.'ʃu.l.'ʃu] PF n. ša:ʃtuxli'u (derived from tuxli'u orate, give speech)
speech-making, public speaking: [ti.ʃt.'ʃu.l.'ʃu] PF n. tiftxuli'u (derived from tuxli'u orate, give speech)
spelling: [ʃam.'tʃe.ja] PF n. pamreljja (derived from pamrel writing and fya'o way)
spend time with, hang out with: [ʃk.'ʃe.tʃ] PF vtn. käteng
spin, to spin (something): [ʃk.'ʃm] PF vtr. kim
Pol rumit kolim He spun the ball
spiral: [ʃa:ʃ.'ʃe.tʃ] PF n. 'heyu
spirit: [ʃi.'tʃe.tʃ] PF n. tira
spirit animal: [ʃi.'tʃe.tʃ.a.i.o.a] PF n. tiraioang (c.w. from tira spirit and ioang animal)
spirit path: [ʃi.'tʃe.tʃ.a.fja] PF n. tiraifya'o (c.w. from tira spirit and fya'o path)
spiritually, strong (emotionally, not physical), confident: [ʃe:ʃ.'ʃe.tʃ] PF adj. seykxel
spit out, spit: [ʃhi.'tʃ] PF vtr. hiup
spit, spit out: [ʃhi.'tʃ] PF vtr. hiup
spoken poem as a melodic recital: [ʃwaj a pl.'tʃe] PF ph. way a plltxe (derived from way sing (ceremonial registry))
spooky, weird: [ʃsu:ʃ.'ʃe.tʃ] PF adj. snewsy (c.w. from snew tighten, constrict and sylha breath)
sport, physical or athletic game: [u.'ʃan le.'tʃo] PF n. wum letokx (c.w. from uvan game and letokx physical)
spouse: [ʃum.'tʃe.tʃu] PF n. muntxatu (derived from muntxa mated)
spread, proliferate: [ʃi.'tʃe.tʃ] PF v. virà
spring: [ʃi.'tʃe.tʃ] PF v. zikrimipaw (c.w. from zisikrr season and mipa tipaw new growth)
squad, military clan, battle party: [ʃe:ʃ.'ʃe.tʃ] PF n. wenpoung (c.w. from wem fight and pongu group)
squirir: [ʃis.'ʃe.tʃ] PF v. Isí
stap: [ʃis.'ʃe.tʃ] PF vtr. tsux
stain, blemish, deformity, flawed feature: [ʃe:ʃ.'ʃe.tʃ] PF n. fe'ranvi (derived from fe'ran flawed nature, inherently defective)
staircase, series of step-like levels: [ʃa:ʃ.'ʃe.tʃ] PF n. snayi (derived from yi level, step)
stand: [ʃl.'tʃe.n] PF vtn. klkxem
stand, set, group, pile, clump: [snaʔ.o] PF n.

star cluster: [sna.tan.ˈhi.ʦʃip] PF n. snatanhit-syip (c.w. from snaʔ.o group and tanhi(ʦʃip) star)

star, bioluminescent freckle: [tan.ˈhi] PF n. tanhī

start, begin: [ʦqʔ.ʔi] PF vim. snɡâʔi

start, beginning: [ʦʃiʃ] PF vtr. tsyul

starting position, beginning, initial location: [ʦqʔ.ʔi.ʦʃen] PF n. snɡâʔitsen (c.w. from snɡâʔi start and tseng place)

starting time, beginning: [ʦqʔ.ʔi.ʦʃen] PF n. snɡâʔikr (c.w. from snɡâʔi begin and krr time)

state, condition, situation: [ʦt.ˈʃke.jotk] PF n. tʃkeytok (derived from fkeytok exist)

statement: [sæ.p.ˈtɛ.t] PF n. sãplʃtɛxe (derived from plʃtɛ speak)

stay, remain: [ʔa.ˈʔawn] PF vin. ʔawn

steadily, firmly, faithfully: [nuk.ˈko.ˈnu] PF adv. niklonu (derived from ke lonu not let go) lit.: ‘without releasing it’

steadily: [nuk.ˈʔo.ˈrɪp] PF adv. nikˈɑrip (derived from ke ɑrip not move) lit.: ‘without letting it move’

steadily: [nu.ˈlxr] PF adv. nîler (derived from ler steady, smooth)

steady, smooth (for motion): [lxr] PF adj. ler

steam, mist, fog: [ˈja.paj] PF n. yapay (c.w. from ya air and pay water)

steep: [ʃʃɾ] PF adj. fyenɡ

step (in an instruction), task, errand: [tən.vi] PF n. tînori

step, shelf, ledge, level, rung: [ʃt] PF n. yi

(staff) Can also be used metaphorically to refer to the level of anything scalable - anything that can have levels or degrees, highs and lows, water level, temperature, talent, anger, etc.)

stick: [vʊl.ɪʃip] PF n. vûllsýip (derived from vul branch (of a tree))

still, yet, as before: [mɪ] PF adv. mi

sting: [sŋap] PF vtr. sŋap

stomach: [ŋaŋ] PF n. ñgâŋ

stone jar used to hold small toxic arachnid: [e.ˈpaj] PF n. epxang

stone, rock: [skˈe] PF n. tske xe

stony, of stone: [l.ˈskˈe] PF adj. letskxe (derived from tske xe rock, stone)

stool, chair, bench; any tool or device to facilitate sitting: [sejju] PF n. seym (derived from sãʔ.o tool and heyn sit)

stop: [ft aŋ] PF vim. ftang

stop (someone or something): [tɪ.ˈfnaŋ ʦi] PF vin. tîfing si (derived from tîfing stopping)

stopping, the glottal stop: [tɪ.ˈfnaŋ] PF n. tîfing (derived from ftang stop)

store, put away: [n-op] PF vtr. nopx

storm: [ʃt.ˈap] PF n. yṛrap (derived from ya air and hrrap danger)

story: [vur] PF n. vur

story poem, narrative poem: [vur.waj] PF n. vurway (c.w. from vur story and way song)

straight: [ʃt] PF adj. yey

straight ahead, in a straight line: [ʃt.ˈʃeʃ] PF n. yeyfya (derived from yeyfya straight line)

straight line: [ʃeʃ.ʃa] PF n. yeyfya (derived from yey straight and fya o path)

straight to the point, directly: [ʃeʃ.ʃa] PF adv. yeyfya (derived from yey straight)

strange, be curious, odd, unexpected: [ʃt.ˈɛk] PF vin. hek

strange, funny: [ʃt.ˈjik] PF adj. hijik

strange, unfamiliar, unknown: [ʃt.oŋ] PF adj. stxong

strangely, oddly: [ʃt.ˈhek] PF adv. nihek (derived from hek be curious, odd) (sentence, not manner, adverbial)

stream: [ʃa.ʃa] PF n. payfya (c.w. from pay water and fya o way)

strength, power: [tə.ˈtʊr] PF n. tîtxur (derived from txur strong)

stress (mental or emotional feeling): [ʃkˈa.ɾa] PF n. fksara

stressful: [ʃkˈa.ɾa.ʃa?] PF adj. fksaranga (derived from fksara stress)

stretcher: [ʃtʃe.ʃa.n] PF n. tusensa (c.w. from tute person and sãhena carrier)

strife-ridden, divided, torn apart: [ʃk.ʔaw] PF adj. kɛˈaw (c.w. from ke not and ˈaw one)

strike, beat, slap: [tə.ʔi.ˈuk] PF vtr. takuk

stringed instrument: [ʔi.ˈm] n. ˈi.en
strong (emotionally, spiritually, not physical), confident: [sej.ké] P F adj. sey/kxel
strong (physically): [t‘ur] P F adj. txur
strongman/woman, brawny person: [t‘ur.tu] P F n. txurtu (derived from txur strong (physically))
student: [numeyu] P F n. numeyu (derived from nume learn)
study: [tìflä] P F vtr. ftia
study: [tìftia] P F n. tìftia (derived from ftia study)
style: [lup-ra] P F n. lupra
sublime in style, exquisite: [t‘fjolup] P F adj. fyolup (c.w. from fyole sublime and lupra style)
sublime, beyond perfection: [t‘fjole] P F adj. fyole
substitute, replace: [r•awn] P F vtr. rawn
substitute, replacement, something that replaces something else: [saf•rawn] P F n. sårrawn (derived from rawn replace)
succeed: [t‘aw] P F vtr. flä
success (an instance of succeeding): [sa•f] P F n. sårflä (derived from flä succeed)
success (in general): [t‘flä] P F n. tìflä (derived from flä succeed)
successful: [t‘flä•nå] P F adv. tìflångå (c.w. from tìflä success and nå contain)
successfully: [m•flä] P F adv. nìflä (derived from flä succeed)
such: [na•f•tu] P F adj. naftu (c.w. from na as and fi’u this)
suck: [t•sw•k] P F vtr. tswik
sudden shock: [t‘asap] P F n. ’asap
suddenly, without warning: [tsk] P F adv. tsik
suffer mentally or emotionally, be miserable: [t‘em•a] P F vtr. ngì‘an
sufficient: [le•lam] P F adj. letam (derived from tam suffice)
suffix: [u•b•n•vi] P F n. ooli’uvi (derived from uo•behind and li’u word)
suggest: [m•ok•n] P F vtr. mok
suit, fit, complement, inherently enhance: [h•a?] P F vin. ha’
summary, synopsis: [vur•vi] P F n. vurvi (derived from vur story)
summer: [sizin•som] P F n. ziskr som (c.w. from zisikrr season and som hot)
sun; Alpha Centauri A: [‘saw.k] P F n. Tsawke
Sunday: [t‘aw•ve] P F n. trr’awve (c.w. from trr day and ’awve first)
sung poem: [war•ol] P F ph. way a rol (derived from way sing (ceremonial register))
sunrise, dawn: [t‘o] P F n. trr’ong (c.w. from trr day and ’ong unfold)
sunset, night-fall, dusk, gloaming: [t‘o] P F,P tr. txon’ong (c.w. from txon night and ’ong unfold)
supplies: [mek•re] P F n. mekre
support (emotional, social or personal support): [slan] P F vtr. slan ofp.
support (emotional, social or personal support): [ti•skn] P F n. tìslan (derived from slan support) ofp.
support (physically): [k•van] P F vtr. kavan
sure, confident: [am•a•k] P F adj. am’a (c.w. from am’a doubt and ke not)
surface: [jo] P F n. yo
surprise: [t‘lo•ho] P F n. tiloho (derived from loho be surprising)
surprisingly: [t‘lo•ho] P F adv. niloho (derived from loho be surprising)
surrender, give up, concede defeat: [v•e•l•k] P F vin. velek
survival: [tem•rej] P F n. temrey (derived from emrey survive)
survive: [t•rej] P F vin. emrey
surviving (e.g. of entities from a group some of whom have died): [tem•rej] P F adj. lemrey (derived from emrey survive)
suspend action, hold off: [fp•ak] P F vin. fpak
sustain: [fin•al] P F vtr. fnal
swallow: [k•uk•k] P F vtr. kxukx
sweet berry (term of endearment): [pa•ska•l] P F n. paskalin (derived from pasuk berry and (al)kalin sweet)
sweet to the taste: [ka•l] P F adj. kalin
sweetly aromatic (a flowery or aromatic woody sort of smell; may also refer to some spices used in Na’vi cooking): [un•jor] P F adj. unyor
sweetly, endearingly: [un•ho•na] P F adv. nihona (derived from hona endearing)
swim: [fil•e•l•k] P F vin. sele
syllable: [li•k•n] P F n. li’kong (c.w. from li’u word and ’ekong rhythmic beat)
synopsis, summary: \( ['vur.vi] PF n. vurvi \) (derived from vur story)

system, process, procedure, approach:
\( ['vɛf.ja] PF n. vefja \) (c.w. from ve'o order, organization and fya'o way, manner)

\( \text{(together) as members of a clan: } [\text{ni.o.'lo?}] PF \)
adv. niolo' (derived from olo' clan)

\( \text{(together) as members of a family: } [\text{ni.so.'a.i.a}] PF \)
adv. nisoaia (derived from soaia family)

table, elevated utilitarian surface: \( ['fyan.jo] PF n. fyanyo \) (c.w. from fyan constructed device for keeping something off the ground and clean and yo surface) Note: colloquially, yo can be used in place of fyanyo.

tacky, in poor taste: \( ['fɛ.lup'] PF \) adj. fe'lup (c.w. from fe' bad and lupa style)

tail: \( [k'ɛ.fise] PF n. kxe'tse \)

take: \( [kɛ.m-u.ŋ-e] PF \) vtr. kümunge (derived from munge bring)

take away, remove, take off: \( ['?-a.k-u'] PF \) vtr. 'aku

take care of, look after, be responsible for:
\( [vɛ.wj] PF \) vtr. ve'wong

take off, launch: \( [ja.'w-o] PF \) vfn. yarwo (c.w. from ya air and wo reach for)

take off, remove, take away: \( ['?-a.k-u'] PF \) vtr. 'aku

take part in a ceremony, perform a ritual:
\( [sæ.'tɛ.o.i.o si] PF \) vfn. sæ'eoio si (derived from sæ'eoio ceremony)

take, bring: \( [m-u.ŋ-e] PF \) vtr. munge

take/consume time (ii): \( [kɛ.ŋ-rɛk] PF \) vfn. krrnek (c.w. from krr time and nekx consume)

talent: \( [tɛ.naw.r] PF n. tinawri \) (derived from nawri talented)


talented: \( [naw.r] PF \) adj. nawri

talk about, discourse on, say something concerning:
\( [lɛwk] PF \) vtr. lawk

tall, big (in size): \( [tsawl] PF \) adj. tsawl ofp.

target, aim, goal, purpose: \( [tɛ.kan] PF n. tikan \) (derived from kan aim)

task, errand, step (in an instruction): \( [tɛ.m.vi] PF \) n. tinvi

taste: \( [tɛ.ŋ fɛ'] PF \) vfn. ting ftxi (derived from ting give and ftxi tongue)
taste (not intentionally): \( ['tw.k-u] PF \) vtr. evku

taste, flavor: \( [suv] PF n. sur \)
taste, try, sample, evaluate, check out, test-drive: \( [mɛ.j?] PF \) vtrm. may'
teach: \( [kɛr] PF \) vtr. kar

teacher: \( [kɛr.ju] PF n. karyu \) (derived from kar teach)
teaching (the act): \( [tɛ.ku.'sɛr] PF n. tikusar \) (derived from kar teach)
teaching, instruction: \( [sæ.wu.me] PF n. sənu-me \) (derived from nume learn)
teardrop: \( [tsaŋaaw.paj.vi] PF n. tsangawpayvi \) (c.w. from tsangawvik cry and pay-vi water, with partitive marker)
tears: \( [tsaŋaaw.paj] PF n. tsangawpay \) (c.w. from tsangawvik cry and pay water)
telephone: \( [spu1.mok.r] PF n. spulmokri \) (derived from spule propel and mokri voice)
tell: \( [p-ɛ] PF \) vtr. peng
temperature: \( [som.'wew] PF n. somwew \) (derived from som hot and wew cold)
tender (people or things), gentle, mild: \( [f\text{fr}] PF \) adj. flrr

tenderly, gently: \( [m. 'f\text{fr}] PF \) adv. niflrr (derived from flrr gentle)
tenderness, gentleness: \( [t. 'f\text{fr}] PF n. tiflrr \) (derived from flrr gentle)
term of affection for children: \( [pɛ.'tərul.tsjip'] PF n. parultsjip \) (derived from parul miracle)
terminal, last, ultimate: \( [tɛr] PF \) adj. tor (derived from toruk last shadow)
terrible, horrible, awful: \( ['fɛp.a.m] PF \) adj. fpxamo
terribly, horribly, awfully: \( [m. 'fɛp.a.m] PF \) adv. nifpaxamo (derived from fpxamo horrible)
terrific, wonderful, fantastic: \( [kɛ.s'man] PF \) adj. kosman
territory: \( [kɛl.p'i.tu] PF n. kllpxiulu \)
test: \( ['fɛn.e.t-ok'] PF \) vtr. finetok
test: [tu.'fne.tok'] PF n. tifmetok (derived from fmetok test)

test-drive, taste, try, sample, evaluate, check out: [in.'a3i] PF vtrm. may'

texture, touch, feel: [zir] PF n. zir

thank you, thanks: [i.'raJo] JC n., intj. irayo

thank, give thanks: [i.'raJo.'si] PF vin. irayo si (derived from irayo thanks)

thanks, thank you: [i.'raJo] JC n., intj. irayo

that: [fu.ta] PF pn., sbd. futa (c.w. from fi'u-t this (agentive) and a subordinator)

that: [fu ri a] PF pn., sbd. furia (c.w. from fi'uri this (topical) and a subordinator)

that: [isa.ta] PF pn., sbd. tsata (c.w. from tsa'u-t that (patientive) and a subordinator)

that: [isa ri a] PF pn., sbd. tsaria (c.w. from tsa'u-ri that (topical) and a subordinator)

that: [sat] PF pn. sat (lenited form of tsat)

that: [fu la] PF pn., sbd. fula (c.w. from fi'ul this (agentive) and a subordinator)

that (action): [isa kem] or [isa.'kem] PF dem. tsakem (derived from tsa- that and kem action)

that (as a result): [kum a] PF conj. kuma (derived from kum result) this form precedes the result, I.E. 'Lu poe sevin niftxan kuma yawnw slolu oer' (She was so beautiful that I fell in love with her); see also 'akum'

that (as a result): [a.'kum] PF conj. akum (derived from kum result) this form follows the result, I.E. 'Poe yawnw slolu oer akum, niftxan lu sevin' (She was so beautiful that I fell in love with her); see also 'kuma'

that (function word): [tsa] PF sbd. tsni (with subjunctive verb in dependent clause)

that (subordinate clause marker): [fwa] PF pn., sbd. fwa (c.w. from fi'u this (subjective) and a subordinator)

that (thing): [isa ri] PF dem. tsa'u (c.w. from tsa that and 'u thing)

that answer: [tej a] PF n. teynga (contraction of ti'eyng a)

that answer (agentive): [tej j a] PF n. teyngla (contraction of ti'eyng-il a)

that answer (patientive): [tej j ta] PF n. teyngta (contraction of ti'eyng-it a)

that is, in other words: [a lu] PF conj. alu (derived from a subordinator and lu be) (Used for appositions)

that news: [fmawnta] PF n. fmawnta (contraction of fmawn-it a)

that one (for people only): [isa po] PF pn. tsapo (c.w. from tsa- that and po he/she)

that person: [isa tu] PF dem. tsatu (c.w. from tsa that and tute person)

that place, there: [isa ise] or [isa ise] PF dem., n. tsatseng (c.w. from tsa that and tseng place)

that time, then, at that time: [isa krt] PF adv. tsakrr (derived from tsa- that and krr time)

that way, like that: [isa fja] PF adv. tsafya (c.w. from tsa- that and fya'o way)

that will do, that will suffice, OK: [t-ami] PF vin., intj. tam

that will suffice, that will do, OK: [t-ami] PF vin., intj. tam

that, it (as intransitive subject): [isaw] PF dem., pn. tsaw

that, it (as object): [saw] PF pn. tsat

that, it (transitive subject): [saw] PF pn. tsal

the absence of business, free time: [tik n] PF n. tik'in (derived from 'in be busy)

the act of replacing, replacement: [tu rawn] PF n. tirawn (derived from rawn replace)

the art of cooking: [ti tem] PF n. ti’em (derived from ’em cook)

the Balance of Life: [trj trj] PF n. rey’eng (derived from rey live)

the day after tomorrow, two days from now: [m es.r aj] PF n., adv. mesray (derived from trr day)

the day and night cycle of Pandora: [tr t’on] PF n. trrtxon (c.w. from trr day and txon night)

the day before yesterday, two days ago: [m es.r am] PF n., adv. mesram (derived from trr day)

the glottal stop, stopping: [ti taj] PF n. tfiant (derived from tfang stop)

the People, having to do with the Na’vi: [le na’vi] PF adj. leNa’vi (derived from Na’vi the People)

the state of being ill, sickness: [t spin] PF n. tspxin (derived from spxin sick)
the state of waking, awakeness: [t.t.'ën] PF
n. titxen (derived from txen awake)
the study of the physical world, science:
[t.t.fî'.a ki.'kce.ja] PF n. tifixia kifkeyî (c.w. from tifixia study and kifkey world)
the symbol 8 (not the value eight): [ʔe'jî] PF
n. 'e'yt
the symbol 9 (not the value nine): [na'jû] PF
n. na'yn
the time before dark, twilight, after sunset:
[ʔo.n.'oaj.maw] PF n. txon'ongmaw (c.w. from txon'ong sunset and maw after)
the time before noon: [se.'kam.tr] PF n. srekamtrr (c.w. from sre before and kxamtrr mid-day)
the time immediately after noon, early afternoon:
[k'æm.tr.maw] PF n. kxamtrrmaw (c.w. from kxamtrr noon and maw after)
then (counterfactual use): [zal] PF adv. zal
then, at that time, that time: [tsa.'k'ɾ] PF adv. tsakrr (derived from tsə- that and krr time)
there there, calm, be content: [tam 'tam] M intj. tam tam
there, that place: [tsa.'tsəŋ] or [tsa.'tsən] PF
dem., n. tsatseng (c.w. from tsə that and tseng place)
therefore, because of that: [ta.'fral] PF adv. tafral
these words: [faj.'lu.tə] PF n. fayluta (contraction of fay+li'u-tə, a, patientive case)
they: [aj.'fo] or [aj.'fo] PF pn. ayfo (derived from po he, she)
they: [fo] PF pn. fo (derived from ay+ deleted plural leniting morpheme and po he/she)
they (singular usage) (unspecified agent), one: [fko] PF pn. fko
they, those two: [me.'fo] PF pn. mefo (derived from me+ dual marker and po he/she)
thick: [nut'] PF adj. nutx
thick, viscous, gelatinous: [k'um] PF adj. kxum
thickness: [fî.'mu'] PF n. flinutx (c.w. from fl thin and nutx thick)
thin: [fî] PF adj. flî nfp.
thin waterfall that pours down a sheer high cliff, an individual tall, or off of a floating mountain (countable): [se.'tajl] PF n. sə'ayl
thing (action), deed: [ke'm] PF n. kem
thing (object, fact, abstraction): [ʔu] PF n. 'u
thing (physical or tangible), object: [zum] PF
n. zum
thing disputed, point of contention, source of argument: [səw.wa.'tə] PF n. säwätë (derived from wätë argue)
things: [ʔu.'jû] PF n. ayut (derived from 'u thing) (never plural u)
think: [fip-il] PF vtr. fipil
third (ordinal): [p'ɛj.ve] PF adj. pxeyve (derived from pxey three)
third, one third: [pan] PF n. pan
thirst: [u.'vaŋ] PF n. tiväng (derived from väng thirsty)
thirsty: [vaŋ] PF adj. väng
this (action): [fî.'kem] PF pn. fimêk (derived from kem action, deed)
this (thing): [ʔu.'tî] PF pn. fi'ut (derived from 'u thing)
this one person or thing: [fî.po] PF pn. fîpo (derived from po he, she)
this place, here: [fî.'tsəŋ(e)] PF adv., n. fîseng(e) (derived from tseng place)
this way, like this: [fî.'fjə] PF adv. fîfja (derived from fya'o path)
thorough, detail-orientated (of a person): [le.'nî] PF adj. lenò
thoroughly, in detail, expansively: [mî.'nî] PF adv. nîno
thoroughness, attention to detail: [tu.'nî] PF
n. tîno
those two, they: [me.'fo] PF pn. mefo (derived from me+ dual marker and po he/she)
thought pattern, way of thinking: [fipil.fjə] PF n. fipilfja (c.w. from fipil think and fya'o path)
thoughtful, kind, considerate: [tstun.wi] PF
adj. tstumwi
thread: [knî] PF n. king
threat: [k'ap'] PF n. kxap
threaten: [k'ap s'i] PF vin. kxap si (derived from kxap threat)
threatening: [k'ap.na?] PF adj. kxapnga' (derived from kxap threat) nfp.
threateningly: [mì.'kəp'] PF n., adv. nîkxap (derived from kxap threat)
three: [p'ɛj] PF num. pxey
three days ago: [p'ɛ.j.'sən] PF n., adv. pxesr-
rarm (derived from rtr day)
to continue to perform an action, to persist in:

three times, thrice: [pʰə.ʔo] PF adv. pxeol (derived from trial marker and alo time)
thrice, three times: [pʰə.ʔo] PF adv. pxeol (derived from trial marker and alo time)
throat: [fɾəw] PF n. fraw
through (via the middle of): [kʰə.m.le] PF adp. xamolithic (derived from xam middle)
throw: [ʔsə.ʔi] PF vtr. tsre'ī
throw out of harmonious balance, interrupt: [m.ə.ʔu] PF vtr. máku (derived from kux harm)
thunder: [ʔt.ʔo.pom] PF n. təpxom
thunder and lightning: [ʔrəwm.ʔo.pom] PF n. rawmpxom (derived from rawm lightning and tpom thunder)

Thursday: [ʔr.ʔi.və] PF n. trrmrov (c.w. from trr day and mrre fīdh)
tie down, fasten: [ʔj.ən] PF vtr. yın
tight: [ʔr.e.k.in] PF adj. ekxin
tighten, construct: [sən.əw] PF vtr. snew
tightly, in an iron grip: [n.ʔj.ʔep] PF adv. nisyp (derived from syep trap lit.: 'like a trap'
time: [kə] PF n. krr
time, turn, instance, one of a number of repeated or recurring actions: [ʔa.ʔo] PF n. ʔalo timidity, shy: [nim] PF adj. nim
tiny bite: [ʔsəj.ʔisjɨp] PF n. tseyetsɨp (derived from tsyeyp snack, light meal)
tip, helpful hint: [sərəj.ʔisjɨp] PF n. srungtsɨp (derived from srung help)
tired: [ʔj.ən] PF adj. ngeyn
to (with kxim): [ʔson.ta] PF conj. tsonta (derived from tsoun obligation, duty, imposed requirement) (contraction of tsont a)
to continue to perform an action, to persist in a state: [vəɾ] PF vim. var
to direct a weapon or other object at a target, aim, to intend; aim: [k.ʔən] PF vtrm., vtrn kan
to intend; aim, to direct a weapon or other object at a target: [k.ʔən] PF vtrm., vtrn kan
to persist in a state, to continue to perform an action: [vəɾ] PF vim. var
to respect: [lə.i.o.ə.ʔi.] PF vtrn. leioae si (derived from leioae respect)
to smell (intentionally): [sə.mar] PF vtrn. sym

to spin (something), spin: [k.ən] PF vtrn. kmor

Pol rumit kolim He spun the ball
to such an extent, so: [ʔi.t.a] PF adv. fitxn (derived from txan great, much)
to such an extent, so: [n.ʔi.tər] PF adv. niftär (derived from fitär left)
to the left: [n.ʔi.tər] PF adv. niftär (derived from fitär left)
to the others: [aj.ʔə.ni.] PF pn. aylaru (contraction of ay+lehe-ru)
to the right: [n.ʔi.ʔi.nə] PF adv. niskien (derived from skien right)
to wake, to waken, wake up: [ʔu.ʔen si] PF vtn. fitxn si (derived from fitxn awakeness)
to waken, to wake, wake up: [ʔu.ʔen si] PF vtn. fitxn si (derived from fitxn awakeness)
to, towards (direction): [nə] PF adp. ne-
today: [ʔi.tə] PF adv. fitrr (derived from trr day)
toe: [ʔm.ə.zek] PF n. venzek (c.w. from venue foot and zekwā finger)
together: [ʔaw.ən.ʔep] PF adv. awsteng (c.w. from aw same and teng same, equal)
tomorrow: [ʔi.ʔəj] PF adv. trray (derived from trr day and hay next)
tomorrow night: [ʔo.ʔəj] PF adv. txonay (derived from txon night and hay next)
tongue: [ʔə.tə] PF n. ftxi
tonight: [ʔi.ʔon] PF adv., n. fitxen (derived from txon night)
too, also, additionally: [kəp] PF adv. kop
too, also, as well, likewise: [ʔu.ʔira] PF adv. nityen (derived from teng same, equal)
too, excessively: [n.ʔa.ʔaw] PF adv. nihaung (derived from hawng overabundance)
tool, utensil: [ʔa.ʔa] PF n. səa'
tooth: [sər] PF n. sər
top: [ʔa.ʔa] PF n. ftxi
torn apart, divided, strife-ridden: [ke.ʔəw] PF adj. ke'aw (c.w. from ke not and aw one)
toruk rider: [ʔo.ʔuk] 'makto JC n. toruk mako to (c.w. from toruk leonopteryx and makoto ride)
totality, whole: [wot] PF n. wotx
totem, amulet: [ʔə.ʔa] PF n. lo'a
touch: [ʔam.pi] PF vtr. ampi
touch (intentionally): [ʔi.ʔə 'zek.wav] PF vtn. ting zekwā (derived from ting give and
zellä finger

touch, feel, texture: [zir] Pf n. zir
towards (direction), to: [ne] Pf adp. ne-
trace (of animal or person), track: [tsmim] Pf n. tsmim

track, follow: [s-ut’] Pf vtr. sutx
track, trace (of animal or person): [tsmim] Pf n. tsmim

train, exercise: ['tsk’r·kən ’s-i] Pf vin. tskxe-
keng si (derived from tskxekeng training)
training, exercise: ['tsk’r·kən] Pf n. tskxekeng
trait, feature, attribute, characteristic, point,
 aspect, facet, property: [sjo:n] Pf n. sjon

trample, crush: [sr·u?] Pf vtr. sru’
transfer from one to another (rarely used with
out prefix): [sr·m] Pf vtr. srm

translation, interpretation: [t’in·al.’peŋ] Pf n.
tirapeng (derived from ral meaning and peng tell)

transportation tool or device: [sæ: ’mù.je] Pf n.
mänunge (derived from munge take, bring) Note: In compounds, the à and e drop, yielding -smung

trap: [sjo’p] Pf vtr. syep

trap: [sæ: ’sjep’] Pf n. ssysyep (derived from
syep trap)

trash, garbage, rubbish: [søel] Pf n. sngel

caveler: [søp,ju] Pf n. sopyu (derived from
sop travel)
treachery: [ka ’vuk’] Pf n. kavuk
treasure; something rare and of great value: [t’sjim] Pf n. tseyem

treat (emotionally), display an attitude to-
wards: [z-ut’] Pf vtr. zet

tree: [’ut·ral] Pf n. utral

tremble, shake, shiver: [r-t·’k-i] Pf vin. rikxi
tremblingly, shakily: [nu·n.’k-i] Pf adv. nirikxi
 (derived from rikxi tremble, shake, shiver)

trick, sleight of hand, clever/special method-
ology: [’iŋ.jen. ’sjip’] Pf n. ingyentsyip (de-
derived from ingyen feeling of mystery)

ugly, unsightly: [nar.’va?] Pf adj. narvi’ (de-
derived from nari eye and va’ unpleasant to the
senses)

ultimate, last, terminal: [tor] Pf adj. tor (de-
derived from toruk last shadow)

um, er: [n] Pf intj. ì

umami, savory, rich: [fwaŋ] Pf adj. fwang
unambiguously, especially, pointedly: [ʃi˧ ʺpay˥] _PF_ adv. _niᵢpxi_ (derived from _pxi_ sharp)

unawareness, lack of notice: [tik.ʦe.animations] _PF_ n. _tiktseri_ (derived from _tseri_ note, notice)

unblocked, free, unobstructed, clear: [lawn.kan] _PF_ adj. _ka waktu_ (c.w. from _ke˧ aw_ not one and _ekxan_ barricade, obstruction)

uncomfortable: [ke˧ ho./animations] _PF_ adj. _kelhoan_ (derived from _hoan_ comfort)

uncountable, infinite: [ktisseur.ˈtiːxam] _PF_ adj. _ketsuktiam_ (derived from _ketsuk_—not able to do and _tiam_ count)

uncover (literally and metaphorically), reveal, bring forth: [kʰuːl.驸] _PF_ vtr. _kulat_

under, below: [wːo] _PF_ adv. _doː_

understand: [tsl.驸] _PF_ vtr. _tslam_

understand, see, see into, know (spiritual sense): [kʰaːm.驸] _PF_ vtr. _kame_

understanding, intelligence: [ti.ˈtslam] _PF_ n. _titslam_ (derived from _tslam_ understand)

unexpected or startling sound. sound that is excessive, unnecessary, inappropriate: [hawn. PAM] _PF_ n. _haumpam_ (derived from _hawng_ overabundance and _PAM_ sound)

unexpected, be curious, odd, strange: [liːˈek’] _PF_ vin. _hek_

unfair, improper, wrong, unjustified: [kem.ˈwiː] _PF_ adj. _kemwiia_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _muiː_ proper, fair, right, justified)

unfairness, injustice: [ti. kem.ˈwiː] _PF_ n. _tikemwiia_ (derived from _kemwiia_ improper, unfair, wrong, unjustified)

unfamiliar, strange, unknown: [stʔon] _PF_ adj. _stxong_

unfold, blossom: [ʔon] _PF_ v. _ong_

unfolding, blooming: [ʔon] _PF_ n. _tiːong_ (derived from _ˈong_ bloom)

unforgettable: [ke˧tsuk.ˈtswaʔ] _PF_ adj. _ketsuktswaʔ_ (derived from _ketsuk_—not able to do and _tswaʔ_ forget)

unfortunate, inauspicious: [kɛtrɛpʔ] _PF_ adj. _ketrip_ (derived from _etrip_ favorable)

unfortunately, sadly: [ʔu kɛʔˈoː] _PF_ adv. _ni-ketxо_ (derived from _ketxо_ unhappy)

unhappy, upset, 'How sad!': [kɛʔˈoː] _PF_ adj., intj. _ketxо_

unhealthful (mentally): [ke˧ fpom.ˈro.ʔaʔ] _PF_ adj. _kefpomrongaʔ_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _fp-omrongaʔ_ healthy (mentally)) _nfp._

unhealthful (physically): [ke˧ fpom.ˈtok.ʔaʔ] _PF_ adj. _kefpomtokxngaʔ_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _fpomtokxngaʔ_ healthy (physically)) _nfp._

unhealthy (mentally): [kɛl fpom.ˈroon] _PF_ adj. _kelfpomron_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _lefpomron_ healthy (mentally)) _ofp._

unhealthy (physically): [kɛl fpom.ˈtok] _PF_ adj. _kelfpomtokx_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _fpomtokx_ health) _ofp._

unhurried: [ʔu tʰi.kɛʔ] _PF_ adj. _letxiluke_ (c.w. from _txi_ hurry and _luke_ without)

unhurriedly, leisurely: [ʔu tʰi.kɛʔ] _PF_ adv. _nixiluke_ (c.w. from _txi_ hurry and _luke_ without)

unintentionally, accidentally: [ʔu tʰi.ni.kɛʔ] _PF_ adv. _nikxiluke_ (c.w. from _nikxan_ purposefully, deliberately and _luke_ without)

unique, original, not derived from another source: [liːˌtsim] _PF_ adj. _letsim_ (derived from _tsim_ source)

unjustified, improper, unfair, wrong: [kem.ˈwiː] _PF_ adj. _kemwiia_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _muiː_ proper, fair, right, justified)

unknown: [lawn.ˈno.mum] _PF_ adj. _kawnomum_ (c.w. from _ke˧ not_ and _omum_ know)

unknown, strange, unfamiliar: [stʔon] _PF_ adj. _stxong_

unless in independent clause (ii), hope (with _tsni_ for thing hoped): [sl.ˈpɛt] _PF_ vin. _sîlpey_ (c.w. from _sîltsan_ good and _pey_ wait)

unmodified, wild, natural (something in its original, untampered-with natural state): [ʃi˧] _PF_ adj. _yrr_

unnecessarily: [ʔu kɛl.ˈkin] _PF_ adv. _nikkelkin_ (derived from _kelkin_ unnecessarily)

unnecessary: [ʔu kɛl.ˈkin] _PF_ adj. _kelkin_

unnecessary, noise, sound that is excessive, inappropriate, unexpected or startling sound. sound that is excessive, unnecessary, inappropriate: [hawn. PAM] _PF_ n. _haumpam_ (derived from _hawng_ overabundance and _PAM_ sound)

unobstructed, free, unblocked, clear: [lawn.kan] _PF_ adv. _ka waktu_ (c.w. from _ke˧ aw_ not one and _ekxan_ barricade, obstruction)

unpleasant to the senses, noisome: [ʔaiʔ?] _PF_ adj. _viʔ_

unquote: [sik] _PF_ adv. _sik_
unsightly, ugly: [naɾ.'væʔ] PF adj. naɾvāʔ (derived from nari eye and vā' unpleasant to the senses)
untampered-with natural state), wild, natural (something in its original, unmodified: [iɾ] PF adj. yrr
until: [vaj.'kɾ] PF conj. vaykrr (c.w. from vay– up to and krr time)
until the end: [t.iʔ.a.vaj] PF adv. ti’i’away (c.w. from ‘i’a end and vay until)
until then, in the meantime: [kṣa.'kɾ.vaj] PF adv. tsakrrvay (c.w. from tsakrr then and vay up to)
unusual: [kEl.'tɾ.tɾ] PF adj. keltrtrr (derived from ke not and lettrtrr ordinary)
up (direction): [nǽ] PF adj. nefi
up among: [fkip’] PF adp. fkip–
up to: [vaj] PF adv. vay–
up to but not after, by, before: [li.sre+] PF adp. lissre+ (c.w. from li already and sre+ before)
upright, erect: [p’im] PF adj. pxim
upset, unhappy, ‘How sad!’: [ke.’fι.o] PF adj., intj. keftxo
upside, advantage, benefit, gain: [tisan.kun] PF n. tsankum (c.w. from tsan’ul improve, get better and kum result)

V

valid: [ka.'jæ] PF adj. kangay (cognate with ngay true)
validate, confirm: [ka.'jæ s.i] PF vin. kangay si (derived from kangay valid)
valley: [kṣoŋ] PF n. tsong
vanish, disappear, recede from view: [ʔtɾp] PF vin. ʔp
variegated, colorful, multicolored: [p’a:j.o.pin] PF adj. pxayopin (c.w. from pxay many and opin color)
vast, broad, expansive: [hο.øt’] PF adj. hoet
vegetable (food): [fik'em] PF n. fksen
vegetable or animal, in season (of foods: [ktr.'mar] PF adj. kimar
verb: [k'em.li.’tʔu] PF n. kemli’u (c.w. from kem action and li’u word)
version: [sre+j] PF n. srey
vertical surface, wall: [k'em.jo] PF n. kxemyo (c.w. from kxem be vertical and yo surface)

urgh, exclamation upon exertion: [sa.'u] LA intj. sau
us (exclusive), we: [aj.'o.e] PF pn. ayo (derived from oe I)
us (inclusive), we: [aj.'waŋ] PF pn. ayoeng (derived from oe I) (ayoenga– base for suffixes)
us two (dual inclusive), we two, you and I: [waŋ] PF pn. oeng (derived from oe I)
us two (exclusive), we two: [mo.e] PF pn. moe (derived from me+ dual and oe I)
usable without much expenditure of effort, convenient: [nike] PF adj. nik
use: [s-ar] PF vtr. sar
used for drinking intoxicating beverages, kava bowl (constructed from seed pods, hand-sized: [skwο.ø.se] PF n. swoosey (c.w. from swoa intoxicating beverage or “spirits” and sey cup or bowl minimally modified from naturally occurring resources)
used in full names: [tə] JC part. te
useful: [le.'sar] PF adj. lesar (derived from sar use)
useless, in vain: [kEl.'sar] PF adj. lesar (c.w. from ke not and lesar useful)
utensil, tool: [sw.'ʔo] PF n. sʔo

vertical: [m.'k'em] PF adv. nikxem (derived from kxem be vertical)
very cold: [t’a.wəw] PF adj. txawew (derived from txan much and wew cold)
very hot: [t’a.som] PF adj. txasom (derived from txan much and som hot)
very old, ancient: [t’an.kil] PF adj. tanlal (c.w. from txan much and lal old)
very short time, second: [hi.kɾ] PF n. hikrr (c.w. from hi’i little, small and krr time)
very, much (abstract): [m.t’an] PF adv. nixtan (derived from txan much)

vessel, container, carrier: [sæ.'he.na] PF n. sē-hena (derived from hena carry)
via, by, following, according to: [ʔt.lə] or [ʔ.t.lə] PF adv. ʔlə+
vibrating tongue (Na’vi idiom), day time smoking pleasure: [pɡ.'k'em.tɾ.kɾ] Skxawng n. prkxentrkrr (c.w. from prte’ pleasurable, kxener smoke, trrr day and krr time)
warning, (sense of) sight: [í'se."tse'átswo] PF n. tse’atswo (derived from tse’a see)
visit: [í'f.r.f'en] PF vtr. frfrfen
visitor, guest: [í'f.tu] PF n. frrtu
visual art: [í'rel.'tsr.o] PF n. reltsseo (c.w. from rel image and tseo art)
vivid, bright: [í'ta.'na.tan] PF adj. txanatan (c.w. from txan much and atan light)
voice: [í'mok.í] PF n. mokri
volcano: [í'pêp.'ram] PF n. txepram (c.w. from txep fire and ram mountain)
voluntarily, willingly, by desire: [í'n.'new] PF adv. nineuw (derived from new want)
vomit up, vomit: [í'ú.'e?'] PF vtr., vin. wë’
vomit, vomit up: [í'ú.'e?] PF vtr., vin. wë’
vulgar, coarse, socially unacceptable: [rær.'tüm] PF adj. rüptum

W

'watch it!', angry snarl: [o.'ssss] LA intj. òissss
a wall or bank of powerful waterfalls noted for its deafening roar and deadly force (countable, but only rarely): [k'or] PF n. kxor
a win, victory: [ti.'jo'ra?] PF n. tiyora’ (derived from yora’ win)
wait for, wait: [p.'tj] PF vin. pey
wait, wait for: [p.'tj] PF vin. pey
wake up, to wake, to waken: [ti.'t'en si] PF vin. tìxen si (derived from tìxen awareness)
walk: [t'-t'an] PF vin. tìran
wall, vertical surface: [k'ém.jo] PF n. kxemyo (c.w. from kxem be vertical and yo surface)
want: [n-'ew] PF vtrm. new
want to know, be curious: [n-'ew.'o.munj] PF svin. newomunj (c.w. from new want and umun know)
war: [í'sam] PF n. tsam
war cry: [í.'læ] LA intj. i Ley
war party: [í'sam.'po.'muni] PF n. tsampongu (c.w. from tsam war and pongu party)
warn: [saj] PF adj. sang
warn: [p-'tj.'hí] PF vin. penghrr (c.w. from peng tell and hrrap danger)
warn: [p-'tj.'hí] PF vin. plilhrr (c.w. from plilxen speak and hrrap danger)
warning: [sæ.'pæn.'hí] PF n. sàpenglhrr (derived from penghrr warn)

warning: [sæ.'pl.'hí] PF n. sàpllhrrr (derived from pllhrrr warn)

warpaint: [í'sam.'mo.'pin] PF n. tsamopin (c.w. from tsam war and 'opin color)
warrior: [í'sam.'si.'jú] PF n. tsamsiyú (derived from tsam si mok war and -yú agent suffix)
wash: [í.'tu'] PF vtr. yar
waste: [í.'al] PF vtr. 'al
wasteful: [í.'læ] PF adj. le'ál (derived from 'al waste)
wastefully: [í.'læ] PF adv. ni'ál (derived from 'al waste)
wastefulness: [í.'læ] PF n. ti'ál (derived from 'al waste)

watch out, be careful: [í'na.'ri'í] PF vin. nari si (derived from nari eye)

water carrier: [paj.'smiŋ] PF n. paysmung (c.w. from pay water and smung transportation device)

water container: [paj.'sæ.na] PF n. paysena (c.w. from pay water and sáhena container)

water that is aerated while flowing among the rocks of a very gradually sloping stream (countable): [ru.'tú] PF n. rúrū
water’s edge, shoreline: [paj.'t'rw] PF n. paytxew (c.w. from pay water and txew edge)
water, liquid: [paj] PF n. pay

vision, (sense of): [í'se.'tse'] PF n. tse’atswo (derived from tse’a see)

vision (spiritual): [æ.'læ] PF n. ñiye

W
watery: [le.'pa\]_{PF} adj. lepay (derived from pay water)
wave (of water): [we.'op\]_{PF} n. weopx
wave-like: [le.w.e.'op\]_{PF} adj. weopx (derived from weopx wave (of water))
way of living, culture: [rej.fja\]_{PF} n. reyyfa
(c.w. from rey live and fya'o path, way)
way of thinking, thought pattern: [fpi1.fja\]_{PF} n. fpi1fyza (c.w. from fpi1 think and fya'o path)
way, path, manner: [fja.'o\]_{PF} n. fya'o
we: [aw.'ya\]_{PF} pn. awnga (derived from ayoeng we)
we two, us two (dual inclusive), you and I:
[we\]_{PF} n. oeng (derived from oeo I)
we two, us two (exclusive): [mo.e\]_{PF} pn. moe
(derived from me dual and oeo I)
we, us (exclusive): [aj.'o\]_{PF} pn. ayo (derived from oeo I)
we, us (inclusive): [aj.'we\]_{PF} pn. ayoe (derived from oeo I) (ayoeng– base for suffix-es)
weak: [mej\]_{PF} adj. meyp
weakening: [mej\]_{PF} adj. meypto
(derived from meyp weak)
weakly, loosely: [mej\]_{PF} adv. nimeyp
(derived from meyp weak)
weakness: [u.mej\]_{PF} n. timeyp
(derived from meyp weak)
weapon of war: [samswe.\]_{PF} n. tsams\a'o
(c.w. from tsam war and s\a'o tool)
weather: [ja.fk\]_{PF} n. yafkeyk (derived from fkeytok exist)
weave: [t\-me.\-'u\]_{PF} vtr. taft\xu
weaver: [t\-e.ft\-'u.ju\]_{PF} n. taft\xu-yu (derived from taft\xu weave and -yu agent suffix)
web, net: [lan\]_{PF} n. han
Wednesday: [t\-s\-tsu.ve\]_{PF} n. trtsive (c.w. from trr day and tsive fourth)
week: [kin.t\]_{PF} n. kintrr (derived from kin\a seven and trr day)
weekend: [mun.t\]_{PF} n. muntrr (derived from mune two and trr day)
weep, cry: [s\-saw.v-k\]_{PF} vln. tsngaweik
weight (physical): [sjo.'kup\]_{PF} n. syokup
(derived from syo light and ku\up (heavy)
weird, spooky: [s\-sw.s\-je\]_{PF} adj. sneyse
(c.w. from sney tighten, constrict and syeha breath)
well: [nul.'san\]_{PF} adv. niltsan
(derived from silt\a good)
well: [\-m\-no\]_{PF} n. ramunong
well (conversation starter): [fse\]_{PF} part. tse
well done, good (of its kind): [sl\-ts\a\]_{PF} adj. silt\a
well-being, peace, happiness: [fpm\]_{PF} n.
fpom
what (action): [kem.pe\]_{PF} inter. kempe vari-
ant of peh\a (c.w. from kem action, deed)
what (action): [pe.'h\]_{PF} inter. peh\a vari-
ant of kem\a (c.w. from kem action, deed)
what (thing): [?u.pe\]_{PF} inter. 'upe (c.w. from 'u thing and pe inter. marker)
what (thing): [pe.'u\]_{PF} inter. peu variant of 'upe
what (word, utterance): [\-u.pe\]_{PF} inter.
li'upe variant of peli'\u
what (word, utterance): [pe.'h\-u\]_{PF} inter.
peli'\u variant of li'upe
what temperature?: [s\-som.'we\]_{PF} inter.
pesom\we (derived from som\we temperature)
what temperature? (more common):
[som.'we\]_{PF} inter. som\wepe (derived from som\we temperature)
what width, how wide?: [pe.s\-s\-e.'nep\]_{PF} inter.
pes\-e\-nep (derived from \-e\-nep narrow)
variant of slo\-enpe
what width, how wide?: [s\-e.'nep\]_{PF} inter.
slo\-enpe (derived from \-e\-nep narrow)
variant of peslo\-enpe
whatever, no matter, no matter what:
[kr.'is\-ran\]_{PF} adj., conj. kets\-ran
(c.w. from ke not and tsr\-t\-\an Matter, be of importance)
when: [kr.pe\]_{PF} inter. k\-rpe variant of p\-ehr
(c.w. from krr time)
when: [pe.'h\-t\]_{PF} inter. p\-ehr variant of k\-rpe
(c.w. from krr time)
when, at the time that: [kr.a\]_{PF} conj. k\-ra
(derived from krr time)
where: [pe.'s\-en\]_{PF} inter. pes\-en variant of
tsen\-pe
where: [s\-s\-en\]_{PF} inter. tsen\-pe variant of
pes\-en
where, place where: [s\-\-ya\]_{PF} conj. tsnga
(derived from tseng place)
whether, or: [f\-t\-\ej\]_{PF} conj. f\-\ej
which kind: ['frie.pe] PF inter. fripe variant of pefnel
which kind: [pe.'friipsI] PF inter. pefnel variant of fnepe
while, same time as: [tsI. 'kEt] PF conj. tenkrrr (c.w. from teng same, equal and krr time)
whisper: ['tsI.i.'sI] PF vin. tsisyi
whisper: [svet.'tsI.sI] PF n. satsisyi (derived from tsisyi whisper)
whistle: ['fwe.'fwe.i] PF vin. fwefwe
white: ['tei.'piN] PF n. teyrpin (derived from teyr white)
white: ['tei.r] PF adj. teyr
whitewater rapids (countable, but only rarely): ['fnepe.tseltsul] PF n. tseltsul
who: [pe.'sI] PF inter. pesu variant of tupe
who: ['teu.pe] PF inter. teupe variant of pesu
whole, totality: [wot] PF n. wotx
why: ['lum.pe] PF inter. lumpe variant of pelun
why: [pe.'hun] PF inter. pelun variant of lumpe
wide: ['sI.o.a] PF adj. sloa
widely, pervasively: [nu.'ho.e.t] PF adv. nihoe (derived from hoet vast, broad, expansive)
width: [slo.'sorp] PF n. slopes (derived from slope narrow)
wife, female spouse: [mun.'t.a.e.t] PF n. munxtate (derived from munxtatu spouse)
wild, natural (something in its original, unmodified, untampered-with natural state): [jIt] PF adj. yrr
willingly, voluntarily, by desire: [nu.'weu] PF adv. ninev (derived from new want)
win: [o.'r.a?] PF vtr. yora'
wind: [lu.'fre'] PF n. hufwe
wind instrument: ['sje.'o.t'a] PF n. sye'otxang (c.w. from syeha breath and 'otxang musical instrument)
wind instrument, horn: ['pawk'] PF n. pawk
wing: ['tsjal] PF n. tsyal
winner: [jo.'r.a.tu] PF n. yoratu (derived from yora' win)
winter: [zi.ske.'weu] PF n. zikrrweu (c.w. from zisikr season and weu cold)
wisdom: [la.'fjon] PF n. hafyon
wisdom (seldom used): [tI.'tNan.tslu.sam] PF n. tIxantslusam (derived from txantslusam)
wise: [tI.'tNan.tslu.sam] PF adj. txantslusam (c.w. from txant slusam wise)
wise: [la.'fjon] PF adj. lafyon (derived from hafyon wisdom) ofp.
wise: [la.'fjo.ya?] PF adj. hafyonga' (derived from hafyon wisdom) nfp.
wish: ['f.r.a.ya] PF vin. rangal
wish (contrary to fact, with perfective or imperfective subjunctive): [nu.'r.a.ya] PF adv. nirangal (derived from rangal wish)
with (accompaniment): [hu] PF adv. hu–
with all heart, passionately: [nu.'f.a.wa?] PF adv. niftxaawang (derived from ftxaawang passionate)
with grief, grievingly: [nu.'fawawa?] PF adv. nafpaawng (derived from afpaawng grief)
with originality, originally, in an original way: [nu.'tsin] PF adv. nitsim (derived from tsm original)
with perfective or imperfective subjunctive, wish (contrary to fact: [nu.'r.a.ya] PF adv. nirangal (derived from rangal wish)
with pleasure, pleasurably, gladly: [nu.'pr.te?] PF adv. niprte' (derived from prtte' pleasurable)
with pride, proudly: [nu.'pr.a] PF adv. ninrra (derived from nrra pride)
with, by means of: [fa] PF adv. fa–
without: [lu.ke] PF adv. luke–
without a doubt: [am.'ta.ha.kr] PF adv. am'alu ke (derived from am'ake sure, confident)
without clothing, naked: [luk.'pen] PF adj. lukpen (c.w. from luke without and pen clothing (plural))
without hesitation, trustingly: [nu.'ma] PF adv. nimal (derived from mal trustworthy)
without limit, endless, boundless: ['te.'we.ha.kr] PF adv. txewlukke (c.w. from txew limit, border and luke without)
without stopping, continuously, incessantly: [nu.'we.kr] PF adv. nilkeftang (c.w. from luke without and ftang stop)
without tampering with or changing the nature, naturally: [nu.'jI] PF adv. niyyr (derived from yrr natural)
without warning, suddenly: ['tsik] PF adv. tsik
womb: [pr.ku] PF n. prkku (c.w. from prmien baby and kelku home)
wonderful, terrific, fantastic: [ko.'sman] PF adj. kosman
wonderfully: [mæk.'smaŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> adv. niksmán (derived from kosman wonderful)

wood: [rɪn] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. rɪn

wooden, of wood: [lɛ.'rɪn] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. lerín (derived from rɪn wood)

word: [ˈlɪ.ˈrɪn] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. lɪˈrɪn

word-play, pun: [ˈlɪ.ˈrɪn van] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. lɪˈrɪn vən (c.w. from lɪˈrɪn word and uvən game)

words of a poem or lyrics of a song: [wəjə.ə aj-lɪ.ˈrɪn] *P* <sup>F</sup> ph. wəjəˈaɪlɪˈrɪn (derived from way sing (ceremonial register))

work: [tr.ˈkæŋ.kɛm] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. tikangkem (derived from kem action, deed)

work: [tr.ˈkæŋ.ˈkɛm ˈsɛ-i] *P* <sup>F</sup> vin. tikangkem sì (derived from tikangkem work)

work correctly or as nature intended, be well, be intact, be as it should be: [zə] *P* <sup>S</sup> svin.

world (physical, solid): [kɪ.ˈfɛkJ] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. kifkey

worm: [ˈgɑːŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. ngaːŋ

worrisome matter, source of worry: [ˈsʌŋ.ˈtsɪm] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. sngunctsɪm (c.w. from sngum worry and tsɪm source)

worrisome, troubling: [ˈsʌŋ.ˈjaʔʔ] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. sngunga (derived from sngum worry)

worry: [ˈsʌŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. sngum

worry: [ˈsʌŋ ˈsɪi] *P* <sup>F</sup> vin. sngum sì (derived from sngum worry)

worryingly, fretfully: [n.ˈsʌŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> adv. nisngum (derived from sngum worry)

worsen, get worse: [ˈfɛʔ.ˈul] *P* <sup>F</sup> vin. feˈul (c.w. from feˈ bad and ˈul increase)

worsening (in the general or abstract sense): [tɛ.ˈtɪfəul] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. tɪfeˈul (derived from feˈul worsen)

worsening (specific instance): [sæ.ˈfɛʔ.ˈul] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. safɛˈul (derived from feˈul worsen)

worst: [ˈfɛʔ.ˈal] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. eˈal

worthy: [pˈæn] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. pxan

wound: [skɪr] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. skxir

wound: [ˈskɪr ˈsɪ] *P* <sup>F</sup> vin. skxir sì (derived from skxir wound)

wounded: [lɛ.ˈskɪr] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. leskxir (derived from skxir wound)

wow, expression of surprise and pleasure: [ˈtɛw.tɪ] *P* <sup>F</sup> intj. tewti

wrap: [mæn] *P* <sup>F</sup> vtr. mam

write: [pæm.ˈrɛl ˈsɪ] *P* <sup>F</sup> vin. pamrel sì (derived from pamrel writing)

writer: [pæm.ˈrɛl.ˈsɪ.ˈjʊ] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. pamrelsiyú (derived from pamrel writing)

writing: [pæm.ˈrɛl] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. pamrel (c.w. from pam sound and rel image)

wrong, improper, unfair, unjustified: [kæm.ˈwiː] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. kemwià (c.w. from ke not and miuà proper, right, justified)

wrong, incorrect, not right: [kɪ.ˈjæwər] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. keyawr (c.w. from ke not and eyawr correct)

Y

(yearly) anniversary: [zɪ.ˈsæltər] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. zisit-saltər (c.w. from zisit year, salew go and trr day)

eyarn: [ˈkə.ˈrɪŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> vin. kxange

eyarn: [sæ.ˈkɔ.ˈrɪŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. sākxange (derived from kxange yawm)

year: [zɪ.ˈsæt] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. zisit

yearn for: [ˈʔɪ.ˈmæn.ˈlə] *P* <sup>F</sup> vtr. ˈanla

yearning: [sæ.ˈʔɪ.ˈmæn.ˈlə] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. sāˈʔɪ.ˈmæn.ˈlə (derived from ˈanla yearn for)

yellow: [rɪm] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. rɪm

yellow: [rɪm ˈpɪn] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. rimpin (derived from rɪm yellow)

yes: [sra.ˈneɪ] *P* <sup>F</sup> part., intj. sran

yes (colloquial): [sraŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> part., intj. sran

yes and no, more or less, somewhat, kind of: [sraŋ ˈkɛ.ˈhi] *P* <sup>F</sup> part., intj. srankehe (c.w. from sran yes and kehe no)

yesterday: [tr.ˈæm] *P* <sup>F</sup> adv. trram (derived from trr day and ham previous)

yet, still, as before: [mɪ] *P* <sup>F</sup> adv. mi

you: [ˈɲa] *P* <sup>F</sup> pn. nga

you (honorable form): [ge.ˈɲa] *P* <sup>F</sup> pn. ngenga (derived from nga you)

you (pl.), you all: [ˈɲa] *P* <sup>F</sup> pn. aynga (derived from nga you)

you all, you (pl.): [ˈɲaˈɲa] *P* <sup>F</sup> pn. aynga (derived from nga you)

you and I, we two, us two (dual inclusive): [ˈwəŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> pn. oəŋ (derived from oe I)

you little, little you: [ˈɲa.ˈtsɪʃp] *P* <sup>F</sup> pn. ngatsylp (derived from nga you)

young: [ˈʔɪ.ˈwæŋ] *P* <sup>F</sup> adj. ewan

young of an animal, bird, fish, insect: [lɪ.ˈni] *P* <sup>F</sup> n. linya
$Z$

\textbf{zero}: \{kew\}_{PF} \text{ num. } kew